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Abstract 

This thesis explores the role of the ethnic restauranf specifically Indian restaurants, as a 

space where identities, ethnicities and stereotypes of newcomers to and residents of 

London, Ontario, converge and sit at a table together. This thesis also Iooks more 

specificaily at how these ethnic restaurants, particularly Indian restaurants, objectiQ, 

(re)produce andor empioy selected images and stereotypes of their own identity or 

ethaicity. Related to is the question of how dependent the success or failure of self- 

ethnicity images is on the degree to which the restaurant is, f i r ~  what patrons expect it 

to be (notions of authenticity, exotic-ness) an4 second, what the owners expect they 

themselves should be Like and what îhey believe the (nonethnic) patrons want. This 

may reveal how immigrants or ethnic minoritics view and make sense of their position 

wi-thin the Iarger society (London, Ontario) in the context of or through mming a 

restaurant. In other words, how those images of themselves are (or are not) employed - 

in regards to the various expectations of themselves a d o r  by others - may say 

sornething about how this immigrant or ethnic group sees itseIf and is seen by others 

through various representations such as popular stereotypes. 

Keywords: Food, Restaurmts, Ethnicity, Identity, Auto-exoticïntion, London (Ontario) 
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P reface 

I would like to begin by talking bnefly about experimentation wÏth the genre of 

ethnographie witing One recent example is an ethnography entitled Shelrer Blues 

(1997) by Robert Desjarlais. SheIfer Bhes is an unconventional ethnography that looks 

at the people who use a street shelter in Boston, Massachusetts. Ushg conversations and 

observations he weaves a series of separate but interdependent sections that paint a 

portrait of the lives of some of the residents and visiton as well as the shelter itself. 

Desjarlais is careful to take into consideration the complex culturai, economic and 

political forces at play in the Iives of the individuds. 

Desjarlais formulates his own set of questions as applied to the subject of the 

shelter and its residents and users as the basis of his i n q w .  The questions are 

developed in the spirit of Deleuze who believes "the historicaliy contingent realities" of 

"power, howledge and subjectness" boil d o m  to three frmdamental questions, "each of 

which manifests itself differently in particular historical formulati-ons: What c m  a person 

do, what powers can she daim, and what resistanceç rnight she comter? What c m  she 

know or sense or articulate? What can she be, or how can she produce herseif as a 

subject?" (Desjarlais 1997: 26). 

In considering the ethnic (Indian) restaurant, followiog Desjarlais but using my 

own project, 1 ask the questions: What can the people who nm ethnie restaurants do, 

often as  ethnic minority immigrants and mernbers of the London community? What are 

the relations of power ~ Ï t h i n  the city of which the restaurant and the owners are part of? 

What are the stereotypes and images that are employed between the people workïng in 



the restaurant and those who fiequent thern? More speciflcally, what about the seeming 

self-stereotyping by the restaurant owners? On what forms of agency can those 

immigrants rety on? 

in my attempt at addressing these questions I have touched on a number of  

topics. Some of them resuited in extending the çcope of my project M e r  than 1 had 

anticipated The extension into other topics and issues came into king as a result of not 

only research but dso through the exchanges between people at the restaurants and me 

and aiso through colleagues (fellow students and professoa) at the University. 

This thesis is organized into a series of sections intended to explore several issues 

about ethnicity and ethnic restaurants within London, Ontario. The thesis lmks at a 

range of macro to micro levels of  issues regarding ethnicity, idenîity, and the 

consumption of food The sections are a m i n g  text rneant to emphasize the ties and 

links between the various subjects and ideas that are addreçsed in each one. The flow or 

the organktion of the sections does not always folIow in a linear fashion, just as events 

and real phenomena do not occur in a Iinear or even logical manner. Thus, the "logic" of 

the flow of sections is an attempt to approach at different angles and perspectives what is 

going on in the restaurants and with restaurant owners- This is to take into account the 

ofien multiple perspectives and multi-dimensional aspects of "the everyday." The ideas, 

issues and problems encountered do not follow in a linear, unidimensionai fàshion. 

hstead, they occur within the text simdtaneously (physicdly over many spaces and 

places) and ofien repeatedy (temporally). How they are interpreted and undentood 

functions in the same way. 

vii 



Initially 1 trÏed to restrict myself to the main issues but found through library 

research and fieldwork a mutual anking of other ideas and topics that began to broaden 

and at the same time make less dennite just what was happening in the restaurants. As a 

r e d c  1 have get at those core issues by angling in through a nurnber of different 

positions and viewing points. As Damell (personal communication: 1998) suggested, it 

is a "triangulation of the subject." That is, b3angulation of sorts takes into accoimt the 

issues both in and around the subject to "create" or reveal the (positive space) foregound 

through the exploration and mapping out of the (negative space) background. 

The thesis was conceived with the intention that it wodd be primarily based on 

fieldwork However, through the process of writuig the place of fieldwork within the 

thesis has changed. Whiie I have conducted fieldwork mostly through on-site 

observations and interviews with the people involved in each of the M a n  restaurants in 

London, this fieldwork does not figure as prominently as one mi@ expect in a thesis 

supported by fieldwork. This was not rny intention. Yet there was no çignificant event 

or happening that altered the course. The contents of the sections are refl ective of the 

issues 1 encountered in the field Despite my intentions, very oRen the nature of the 

conversations between the infomants and me extended beyond the questions and issues 

that I had brought and hto a more fiee fom, stream-of-consçiousness narrative. 

Bouncing £iom one point to the next, the infomants and 1 ofkt h v e d  at unexpected 

and interesthg ideas and issues, many that 1 had not anticipaid 

The thesis topic carne together for me in a couple of different ways. Eaîing 

retains a ~ ig~f icant  role and importance Ï n  m y  life, be it eating too much, enjoying 

cooking or thinking about going out to eat Growing up, eatiog was intertwined with an 



acute consciousness about identity, e*city and fiming in (or sticking out). Eaîing 

outside the home was hught with a nimiber of considerations that my father had to 

account for. His heightened (and rnaybe exaggerated at times) sense of our différence 

perhaps Iimited the range of options that he thought were viable. Certain restammts or 

eating establishments were not our place, too UnfamiIiar, etc.; most were assumptions 

based on the perceived sense of our difference by hun and what he thought others 

thought But at the same time, we regularfy ate at Chinese and Japanese restaurants as 

well as fast food establishments. Even at home I did not have many friends over, 

whether to eat or hang out, as I visited at o tk r  Enends' houses. Again we did not eat the 

sarne food, the smeb, ïngredients and even how we ate were di too different and dl this 

was confirmed during those times I did go visit other households. 1 felt that a home 

became a place where those things that belonged within it had to remain there: I tried to 

eIiminate traces of smells and odours after a meal if I was going out. I developed a sense 

bat o u .  ways of eaîing (what, how, when) did not compare with those of my firiends. 

Only in relation or in cornparison did this occur, so at home or amongst other Koreans it 

was never a problern. Sorne years ago, 1 kgan to eat out at restaurants more and 

developed an interest in the re~tamt-related businesses such as restaurant reviews. 1 

was dso  motivated by my desire to taste diRerent cuisines, to Uigest other places and 

other people. 

During the process of puttkg the thesis together 1 fomd rnyself in various 

positions. Sometimes 1 was situated as a fellow visible minority, other times as some 

sort of authority, on one occasion as a potential religious convat, and on others as a 

mere nuisance. At times, the power or authorÏîy invested in me by others (especially at 



the outset) made me uncornfortable in the reafization that that was how they viewed me. 

These sorts of situations reveaied the boundaries as well as spaces in wtiich 1 fomd 

myself These occasions led me to question the b i t s  of my actions and sometimes 

question what possible options I ha& in other ways, my interest and willingness (maybe 

desire) in exploring the geography of the gastronomie world (or at least my interest in 

trying different foods) worked as a telling act or geshire of my interest and willingness to 

leam about and accept different cdtures and people and about them. And it is thîs that I 

also recognize this in my zeal for seeking out Merent foods through ethnic restaurants. 

This simple but powerfid habit or custom underpins my interest in this topic and fonns a 

major basis of the thesis. 

My fieldwork involved inte~ews with infonnants (usually one) as weli as observations 

made during repeated Msits. Cunently, there are five Indian reçtaurafzts in London, 

Ontario, and îhey f o d  the sites for my fieIdwork: 

1) Curry's (118 Wellington Road) 

2) The Curry Garden (374 Richmond Street) 

3) The Curry Pot (I  20 Dundas Street) 

4) The Jewel of India (390 Richmond Street) 

5 )  Lal Qiia (460 Egerton Street) 

While 1 did visit and attempt some initial talks at dl the restaurants, extensive fieldwork 

was not conducted at al1 five locations. Those not invotveû either expressed or I 

perceived a Iimited interest in the matter. 



The other site of fieldwork was the cÏty itself Two years were spent in the city 

as a graduate student and as a resident London itself s-sed me. It was a multi- 

ethnic in its demographic profile and murant s e n e  but this ethnicity was apparentfy 

largely invisible. I wanted to explore this perception of the ciîy in relation to its reality. 



London 

A common stereotype of London, Ontario is that the city is predominantly middle class 

and white Anglo-saxon. Reinforcing this stereutype is a university that has gamered a 

similar reputation. That is, as much as a11 schools or at Ieast universities have some sort 

of reputation or image, such a stereotype seems to be the basic currency of cornparison, 

of perceiving or knowing other institutions, as weil as of seIf4efinihon. The university 

rankings that MacLeans Magazine &es out every year is one way these images and 

reptations are estaHished and/or revisxi The Madeans review is fairly sober and 

authoritative in tone (aiîhough its findings are wideiy contested). Coverage focuses 

rnostly on acadernic standards, so that school reputations are constnicted dong these 

lines. Guidebooks such as The Real Guide to Canadiun Universities provide a Iess 

formai, more broadly based ovewiew of Canadian universities aimed rnostly at incoming 

undergraduates. Keeping with th& demographic market and its assumed interesîs, the 

books provides information that Madeans likeiy wodd not carry. Thus, The Real 

characterïzed by a few major t~ai-ts, based on student surveys on topics such as the best 

places to hang out, sexual environment, and otber "insider" information. In the 1994 

edition (edited by Sara Borins) the University of Western Ontario is descnied "in a 

phrase: Western offers the perfect combination for undergraduates: academic prestige, 

great parties and a solid eximcumicular program" (McCarten: 254). Here are some other 

examples: 

Conforrnity and image making are the order of the &y, as 
peer pressure and self-esteem assault one's desire to 



challenge the status quo. (1994: 248) 

Two years ago, Western's [then] president, George 
Pederson, was quoted as saying, "When 1 Look around this 
institution and I see what some of our students Wear, what 
they drink, what they drive, I have to teII you there are 
some who could certainly af5ord to be paying more. "1.. . ] 
Pedenon's staternent reflects a perspective of the institution 
that dominates the min& of most casual observers: Western 
students are an elite group of Canadians. ( 1994: 248) 

The school sounds like a yacht club. While there is an overwhelming aura of cIass (with 

its elitist distinctions and concerns) there is Imle here that giva an indication of any sort 

of divenity within the school. Although by the absence of comment, the profile does 

impiy that there may be no divenity. Just at this point, the review asks, "Is it possibie to 

go to Western if you're not blonde, beautifid and rich? Absolutely. Due in large part to 

its academic reptation, Western has aiways had a healthy and equitable proportion of 

racially and ethnically diverse snidents, staff and facdty" ( 1994: 249). It was assumed 

prior to this statemea that derence to white students was implicit, although there was 

never any explicit mention of race or ethnicity. The reader is led to assume that "in large 

part" the ethnic mix in the school popdation exists for largely acadernic reasons and not 

necessarily (or ço it seems) because of the unquestioned and taken-for-granted white 

students' concems: partying, prestige, wealth. 

On a related note, there is much mentioned about the "Zoo," othewise known as 

the Saugeen-Maitland student residence buitding. There is much wrïtten on the frequent 

partying, promiscuïty, alcohol-fueled hormones and the new-found fieedom of fist year 

-dents. A lot of students come fiom the southwestern Ontano region Many come 

f?om Toronto. When compared to the write-up York University (and to a Iesser degree 

the University of Toronto) received, there is a significant ciifference in how the 



reputations of these schoofs are promiugatd Udike Western, York University and 

University of Toronto are said to have a diverse student body, one that reflects the 

population of the city. In regard to the (heterosed) sexual environment, York is 

describecl as king "cold" Une of the reasons suggested for this is the large and diverse 

ethnic population Students of different ethnic backgrounds have different values or 

ideas (about sex, partying, &inking), sternming fkom v e e d  religious backgrounds, for 

example. It is afso implied that a more diverse -dent body may mean tbat members of 

those groups tend to be endogamous. The assumption seems to be tbat at Western those 

who are partying are the rich white IÛds, while the other/ethmc sector makes up the 

academic aspect of the school cdture. When compared to the wrïte-up that York has, 

where its diversity is in the foregromd, York's image of k i n g  a non-prty school is 

explained by its cornmuter midents and that very thing it da ims  as an advantage - its 

diversity. Some students at the University of Western Ontario are rnostiy chamcterized 

by highIighting status, prestige, and certain leisurely activities while other students are 

descrÏbed rnostly in tems of their restrictions, oRen sternming from their own ethnicity. 

Ethnicity, then, is a liability for partying in the University of Western Ontario style but 

not if one is interested in academics. This image tends to boister common stereotypes 

about Western. The university, fiom the point of the view of the guidebook, çeems to 

create and maintain stereotypes not only of othen but of itself as well. The guidebook is 

put together f?om data collected fiom its students, as opposed to its administrators. 

Obviously this is intended to assemble more redistic, current and supposedly more 

relwant types of information to incoming students for whom the guidebooks are 

dtirnately airned at However, there are obviously alternative accounts of any school 



that wodd ciiffier fiom theû descriptions. But as we are talkîng about images, each 

description seems to r d e c t  the already existing Mages, all of which retlect the 

dominant view of the school. 

This mode of analysis of popdar stereotypes codd dso be applied to cities, 

provinces, and so forth For London, it seems that the previously mentioned image 

prevaiis over others. However, as it will be argued, this image is neither a complete 

refl ection of the current ambiance of the city nor represemtative of the views of everyone 

in the city. But what is at issue here is not necessady the accuracy of the image of the 

city, or the quality of the image, but rather the discrepancy between the real and the 

irnagined The guidebook assumes that there is a "realn London, that there is a "London" 

that can be agreed upon. The hdequacy of a single or static wnceptualization of the 

continuous changes and shifts that characterize this and other large cities in Ontario is 

erased and replaced by the un i -d imens i~~ ty  of the stereotype. There is some 

suggestion here that the predominant image of London is an example of a more complex 

relationship between image and reality. 

WhiIe London retains its reputati-on as a fâirly white Ando 
Saxon community, current statistics paint a very difEerent 
picture. (1994: 132) 

There is, indeed, more to London than its image wodd suggest. Accordhg to the 

Fimncid Posl Canadm M&s 1997/(98 guide, the Jme 1, 1 997 population estimate 

brings London to 33 1,400 residents. Approxirnately 85-90% of London residents report 

English as the litllguage spoken in their home. The remaining 10- 15% can be broken up 

Uito 26 other language and multiple-langmge groups. Acwrding to Statistics Canada 



figures nom 199 1 ,  the total immigrant population of London was approximately 70,655. 

This nimiber is almost double that one might expect nom the numbers that were 

generated fiom self-reporting of home laoguages. Asniming both sets of figures are 

accurate, the seeming discrepancy can probably be attn'blaed to the fàct that immigrants 

can be from English-speaking countnes as well as from non-Engiish speaking nations. 

Perhaps some non-English speaking immigrant households have decided to declare that 

EngIish is spoken at home because, for example, the chikdren speak it. Lf one was to 

assume a trend of steady influx of immigrants, then one could estimate that immigrants 

now make up ahost a third of the population. Furthemore, according to Statistics 

Canada, there were a greater percentage of immigrants in London (19%) than the 

Canadian average (16%) as well as in other cities such as Halifax, Ottawa, and Winnipeg 

(1 7%). However, London's figures are lower than Windsor, Kitchener and Hamilton 

The numbers here give an indicati-on of the changes that have occurred and are 

occurring. The types of immigrants, particularly where immigrants are corning fiom, 

have been and continue to be the main reason for those changes. In London there has 

ken a signifiant shifi in immigration pattem. This shift is not characterized so much 

by the nurnber of immigrants as by the origin or home countries of those newcomers. 

This change impacts on the reputabon of the city as well as its present diversity, which 

does not fit that image. 

Before getting into the changes in immigration patterns in London, it may be 

helpful to review a bnef history of the city. niis will provide a generd idea of the city's 

past and fom a direct LUlk to its present It will also aid in illuminating some of the 

genealogicd strands of the cment image of the city. 



In 1826 k h n  Graves Simcoe set about the task of designating the capital of the 

province of Upper Canada His choice was the fork of the Tbames River, which he 

wodd eventually christen "New London" to mark the capital of a "New Britain" (Tausky 

1993: 9). At about thïs time, southwestern Upper Canada was no longer exclusively 

"Indian." Traders were going back and forth fkom Detroit, the Niagara region and York 

Yet the area was mostly "~surveyed and largely undiscovered backwoods" (ibict). But 

Simcoe chose that site as the proposed capital, over places Iike Deîroit and Niagara, 

because it was far enough from the United States and at the same time close enough. 

The river provided a transportation Iuùc to Detroit and other British controlled locations 

as well as quality soi1 for farmïng (ibid: IO). Despite Simcoe's wishes, York went on to 

be chosen as the capital of the province. Nevertheless, London enjoyed a fairly rapid 

growth and prosperity. In 183 1, the village boasted a population of 274 which grew into 

1,716 just ten years later. At this point it was designated as a town In 1855, wïth the 

population at about 12,000, London oEficially became a city (&id). 

Settiers of British background domùiated southwestern Ontario. London was no 

diKerent Many of the influentid narnes and personaiities of its earty history were either 

of British, In'sh or (to a lesser degee) Scomsh ancestry. Many were British Loyalists. 

The history of a strong British Loyalist tradition in Upper Canada, the fùhn-e iodustnal 

heartland of Canada, has led to the general development of a "British Ontano 

Establishment" (Armstrong 1981). The strong presence of Loyalists in the region has 

ensureci strong British politicai connections. Loyalists held important offices and controt 

of land and ecooomi-c infiuence, ail primary factors in the growth and maintenance of the 

elite. Educatiord and religious connections rooted in the f d y  were what Armstrong 



designates as secondary factors in that ascension to pwer. h s t r o n g  stressa the 

comection to England, a pipeline to the seat of the Empire of which Canada was a part. 

Driedger (1987: 8) claims that the British Ontario establishment was the "most powerfuI 

Canadian establishmenf iocreasingi y centreci in Toronto.. . extendhg its influence 

miiodly, far beyond the southern Ontario region." Furthemore, Driedger points out 

that while Canadians of British descent are not the majority group in size in Canada, 

they do still constitute the largest single ethnic group as well as being economicalIy and 

politically the most powerfid (ibid). Genemlly spdcing this is still a valid statement. 

But in l i g k  of the changes in immigration patterns, the last two decades have 

demonstrated a significant demographic shift in composition of the population. The 

rnajorily of immigrants to Canada usually settle in southwestern Ontario, Montreal or 

Vancouver, for the same reasons that have made ttiese the most prosperous regions in 

Canada The British population in Canada was 60.6% of the total in 1871 but a hundred 

years later it has declined to 44.6%: 

[This] did not Iead to the concomitant decrease in their 
control of the economy and of the political systern. Neither 
did it change the European culhnal maieu and d u e s ,  or 
the stahrs of Canada as a "whiten society, s i n e  most 
immigrants were fkom Europe. Despite a shared eîhos, these 
Other Europeans did not corne to enjoy equal status with the 
charter groups, particdarly the British. 
@ahlie and Feniando 198 1 : 2)  

London seems to be recapitdating this process. Its hïstory, with the establishment of a 

power base made up of those of British descent still relatively hi& Ui number, coexists 

with continleng changes which have changea the face of London to some degree- But to 

what effect is not certainL This is a question to be addressed from a variety of 

perspectives throughout this thesis. 



"Visible Minorityv and ''Lnvisible Minonty" 

Being a visible minority is obviously a relative description. The first word of the terni 

refers to physiognomic or visual differences. A common standard for differentiating 

ethnic or racial minonties is skin colou.. But other factors cm include linguistic or 

religious differences , among other less visible symbols of identity. The t e m  visible 

minonty is usually a catch41 for Blacks, Asians, and First Nations people. in other 

words, visible minorities are those who do not fit into the category of the majority. 

According to the statistics used in Lisfening '94: Communzty Service, Issues and 

Trend prior to the 1980s, approximately 80% of dl immigrants came fiom Britain, parts 

of Western Europe and the United States and "only 10% of newcomers were 'visible' 

minoritÎestt ( 1 994: 1 33). There are two things of note here: First, it seems what makes a 

visible minority is that it is defined by what it is not or by what is not specified (this 

seems fairly ail encompassing but there are the grey areas in applying this definition). 

Second, there is an absence of a complementary designation (which I will address later 

on). Those people of British and Western European descent who settled London may 

have been immigrants, but they were not n d l y  minorities in the city. As well, in 

the present conte* they are usuaily not labeled or identified as immigrants especially by 

themselves. How long is çorneone considered an "immigrant?" The notion of 

"immigrantn stahrs seems to be tied to "Msibdityty" Currently, those individuais or 

groups that are identified as immigrants are those that are visibly diEerent fiom the 



establishment which, in this context, is prirna.ri1-y British (and Western European). It is 

not so much a matter of length of time spent in the country or society that defines the 

fnmitioo between immigrant (an i d e n m g  label) to king just a resident (with the Iack 

of such labels). Being Iabeled as an immigrant, aside fkom marking one as different, 

assumes that one has not "yet" assimilated properly (MOOdiey 198 1 : 14). The 

assumption is that assimilation is desirable and inevitable. Visibility, however, 

constihites an ongoing barrier to assimilation. More ofken than not, those we refer to as 

immigrants are those not of the cbarter g r o q ~ . ~  Such status is tied to sociai hierarchy and 

However there has been a noticeable shift since 198 1 : 

The increased Visibility" of our immigrants is largely due 
to the changes in "country of origin. " 1.. . ) These days, 
nearly 80% of our newcomers are arrïving fkom countries 
in Central and South America, Southeast Asia, Eastern 
Europe, Africa, and the C d b a  
(United Way of London and Middlesex 1994: 133) 

This shift in the origin of recent immigrants hm not gone unnoticed The same 

report States that in London "negative attitudes about 'immigration' tend to be related to 

the changes in the cultures and countnes of ongin, rather than a firm grasp of the public 

policy implications" (ibid: 133). Furthermore statistics showed that in 1992-93,36% of 

immigrants were refugees, compared to only 15% found in rnost other communities in 

southwestern Ontario (ibid: 1341. With increased "visibility" there is a tangible, more 

apparent, uidicator of change. The fairly drasbc turnaround in the "face" of immigrants 

and the high number of refugee claimants are bomd to produce some sort of 

corresponding rise in atlxiety and/or tension in the majority comrnunity. The more 

"visible" a group is, the more likely it will receive some fom of unwelcome attention, 



=CIL as scapegoating The intensity of this reaction is also dependent on the overall 

economic climate, locally and nationaily. For the most part the economy in London has 

k e n  depressed during this decade. 

Yet the image and reputation of London still prevails. Thk may be as a result of 

the graduai nature of the change that London is going through, but if the face of 

unmigration has changed since 1980, it has been in process for almost two decades. The 

visible minority, immigrants, have k e n  rendered invisible as a result They do not 

constitute in any major fashion the repuCaton and image of the city- They do not have 

the same access to polihcal power or social prestige. This marginalization p i s ' s  in 

spite of evidence which suggest that London is becoming increasingly diverse. 

In tems of total immigration pattern. neariy half of the newcomers to Canada 

settle in Ontario. London is one of the major areas of settiement, dong with Toronto, 

Hamilton, Windsor and Kitchener- However, the ethnic flavour or character that exists 

does not yet seem to be a central andor important aspect in the image of London, as it is 

for other southwestern Ontario centres of immigration. 

The other part of the image is that London is made up mostly of middle to upper class 

households. The average househoid income, according tu the 1997-98 figures fiom 

Canadm Markets (1  997-8: 344), in London was just over $50,000. This is 14% above 

the national average. Compared to other citics with a similar population, like Hamilton 



and Hatif% London stands welt above them. As mentioned previously, this staustical 

profile tends to extend from the city as a whole into an image of the university and its 

student population. 

These "fkts" about London, become the most prominent aspect of the image of 

the city. Arguably, these characteristics are the equivalents of the normative featues of 

a description of the city given by a resident (for h a n  the image accurately reflects 

hidher reality). In London, it seems that the predominant image reflects the majority 

views of the miMe to upper cIass and their interests. It is also a matter of these citizens 

having the power to shape and maintain the image they favon For example, local 

media outlets, such as the newspaper, radio and television stations, make decisions 

everyday on what is reportable and what is not If middle to upper class "whites" 

constitute and reinforce the predomirant image of  London, then what the image does not 

include is not only various people of different ethnic backgrounds or nationaiities but 

also tbose not of the mid to upper classes. The exclusion of some "white" people in the 

constitution of the image of London on the basis of class or status disrupts the common 

assumption that equates whiteness with social privilege (Hartigan 1997: 43). So it is one 

thing to talk about ethnicity or immigrants in London. but tbere is also anoîher 

dimension of difference whch is delineated almg lines of class. While both of these 

modes of "collective organization" are important, they are not entirely reducible to one 

another (Van den Bergbe 198 f in Driedger 1987: 245). However, along these lines, 

class can subsume ethnic differences in ternis of importance in rnarking difference or 

Othemess or the other way ar~und-~  In other words, the city is not ody divicied by 

ethnic categories but also by class. It would seem this is a stronger factor because, while 



those that are not includeû in the image of London rnay or may not be visible minorities 

or other European groups, what they usually do share are certain common characteristics 

of  "cIass status" such as incorne, education Ievel, and so forth. Visible rninorities as 

immigrants are a fairly recent phenornenon. Not al1 poor people are visible minorities or 

immigrants and not ait visible minorities or immigrants are poor. For example, the 

prosperous Masonville area has a relativeiy high percentage of non-official language 

speakers, which rnay be accomtable by the fact that many University students Iive there 

as well as a fair percentage of Unmigrants or newcorners in the a r a  As weil, we shouid 

bear in mind that the strength of ethnic sentiments can fl uctuate depending on the 

economic and politid climate. Thus it is important to remernber the ff uid 

"circumstantial and situational" aspects of ethnicity (Moodley 1981 : 9; Van den Berghe 

1981 in Driedger 1987: 246). 

While the average household incorne of the m a  is high, there is considerable 

range h m  the bottom to the top. Masonville, as a recognizable and bomd 

neighbourhood, has an average household income of $130,000 as well as having the 

highest percentage of residents with a rmiversity degree. This compares to some of the 

neighbourhoods that generally fall east of Adelaide Street (E.O.A.) and south of York 

that range h m  $37,000 - %42,000. In the çame areas that are haphazardly included in 

the designahon of E.0 .A some sigm-ficant features of these neighbourhoods include 

iower househoId income and Iess fomd education, These communities are 

geographicdly at the periphery of the city.' Neighbourhoods wiîh below average 

househoId incornes mostiy Iie east of Adelaide. The statistics also show that a sizable 

number of residents in these areas report linle fonnd ed-on beyond hi& school. 



According to Listening 91 a significaot number have not completed high schoof. The 

overdi London average for educational anainment is split, about a thud not having 

completed hi& school whÏle more than 40% of residents have some fom of pst 

secondary education Furthemore, these areas also have sorne of the higher incidences 

of immigrants, newcomers and those that claim as their mother tongue a non-officia1 

language. These areas also have some of the lower housing pices in London. 

There is, then, some correlation of class to ethnicity, resulting h m  where and 

what neighbornfiood one lives in. Visible minorîties, for the most part, are displaceci 

fiom the "centre." niat is, most immigrants tend to senle at the outer edges of the city, 

in areas that undergo extensive change and residential hini-over, as opposed to 

established neighbourhoods which are rnainly full of significantly pricier single-fmily 

houses. Geographicd placement defines neighbomfioods. But it is not limited to those 

who are immigrants or considered ethnic. It dso follows dong class lines. It seems to 

be a common situation that one tends to move "uptr mto the better areas as one moves 

"up" in terms of &luence. In London, there is a comparable geopphical 

conceptuaIization. The less affluent neighbourhoods, which are aiso more ethmc in 

character, are symbolically placed east of Adelaide (E.O.A.) - a demarcated zone whose 

boundaries rnay or rnay not be agreed upon. The existence of E.O.A. is an important 

element of the common image of London, defining the "Other" of  the rnajority vÏew of 

itself This is an example of a known designation that is emblematic of the dyadic 

relationship between have and have-no&, majonîy and minority, us and thern, and these 

d e h e  issues of class and ethaicity in the city. 



"Difference is that which threatens order and controIn (Gihan l985:2 1 ). 

Those neighbourhoods represented by the label E.0.A make a great deal of difference to 

those for whom the boundary is most tangible or "real." Even the city's two major 

educationai institutions share a s d a r  polar& University of Western Ontario connotes 

certain things about those who attend the school and equally those who do not 

Fanshawe ColIege lies m e r  east fiom the lmiversity and connotes a different set of 

images. Typicall y, colleges are hierarchicall y placed beneath univeni ties for a variety 

of reasons. Most pertinent here are the implications of class and ethnicity and what sort 

of education each institution offers or promises and to whom these images typicaily are 

addressed. Coileges tend to offer programs that are 'practicd' and to attmct those 

-dents who are interested in entering the job market upon cornpletion. This is opposed 

to the traditionai image of universities and the goals and ideas they represent 

At the scale of the whole city the physicd and geographicaf boundary of 

Adelaide Street is also informecf by social, economic, pol i t id  and cultural concem. 

Gilman writes, "[tlhe mental projection of clifference is but the projection of the 

tension between control and its loss present within each individual in every group. That 

tension produces an anxiety that is given shape as the Othe? (1985:21). The threat of 

loss of control, in terms of the designation of E.OA, probably existed prior to a more 

"visiblen immigration but was M e r  boistered by the general patterns of senlement of 



newcomers in areas with lower housing prices That these are dso in areas that are 

E.O.A., most mety stems from differences in perceptions of class and ethnicity. This is 

especially pertinent if one assumes that a great many long t h e  residents in London 

came from Western Europe with a strooger sense of class identity (as opposed to the 

traditional notion that class does not exist or is at least less prevalent or important in 

North Amenca). Then waves of immigration, especiafly strong in the 1 96OYs, rnostly 

Europeaos (Canada Statistics 199 1), foliowed one after another to the present day. 

Where the face of immigrants has changed, there is a broad range of palpable anxïety 

over  immigrant^.^ These anxieties are felt by everyone, regardles of where they Iive. 

However, within this conte'ut, no rnatter where an individuai stands it is relative to who 

is viewing it and so these anxieties are relative and positional. Overall, these new 

incursions by newcomm and immigrants have changed the face of London visibly. In 

recent years there have ken more Arabic-speaking peoples, East Afn'cans, and Eastern 

Elnopeans as well as a recent growth in the Vietnamese population (United Way of 

London and Middlesex 1994: 132-3). 

With these changes, past and ongoing, the image of London as rnostly Western 

European and of the midde and upper classes is behg (passively) chailenged With 

such changes, there are bound to be areas of tension. Faced with these potentially 

threatening situations the community responds variably. For exarnple, earlier 

immigrants are often aitical of more recent immigratiodimmigrants now (i-e. a pst 

generation immigrant rnay believe that new immigrants dont work, are on welfare, 

tmlike herself who had to work) may respond in a oumber of di t fant  ways. Some of 

these ways have been mentioned already, if briefly, and I will address some others later. 



But eventually they al1 seem to tap back into the dominant image of the city and its 

persistence despite statisticai evidence of its factual inadequacy. 

What I want to get across in the above sections is the sense of micro-macro 

variability - the relative positioning of dyadic relationships such as self-other, richpoor, 

and so forth. That is, these relationships exist or occur in a range contexts from 

interpersonal to comrnunities and even larger mes such as the city. Each higher Ievel 

subsumes or compnkes the level beneath it, according to the contrastive context denning 

the level. Thus ethnicity is ody important or exists when it is k i n g  threatened - when 

it is made Other. Ur more specifically, a sense of group identity (Le., national identity) 

is activated when another group is threatening the group. Take that threat away and it 

breaks down again into local or more individual ievels of dyadic self-other relationships 

(Tambiah 1994). 

Apart from figures and statistics, the pervasive character of London is easy to see 

just by walking arormd the city. It needs to be pointed out, however, that the qualitative 

experience sometimes depends on where you wallc or where you are in London. The 

ethnic character of London, or of any other city, is inextricably tied to various pattern 

and contingencies. For example, immigrants may move in with their sponsors or into 

aiready establis hed neighbourhoods. These neighbourhuods are said to have di fferent 

characteristics and discemile " n a t d "  bormdaries (United Way of  London and 

Middlesex 1994). I suggest these contrasts are the b i s  of certain class/ethnicity- 

informed ideas of difference such as the generalized boundary IÏne east of Adelaide. 

The boundary of "E-Ok"  suggests a large group of neighbourhoods, a 

substantial gmgraphicd a r a  which is (in some way) signifiant enough for it to be 



differentiated from the rest of London On a cursory level, one needs ouiy to look to see 

the diffe~ence. When I first moved here, an older resident who has lived in London for 

severai yean "warn& me as we &ove dong Dimdas Street past Adelaide Street toward 

Highbury Road, that th is  was not a good area. And it certainly looked different f?om the 

London 1 had known up to that point, which was mostiy around Richmond Street up to 

the University. A similar experience occurred when my brother came to visit. His image 

of London was literally moving (from Highway 40 1 ) up Richmond and Wellington 

Streets northwards to the UILiVersity. We took the I)undas bus to the ffea market As he 

put it, it felt like we had gone into another city. AI1 t h i s  is probably exaggerated because 

we were not familiar with the city. Yet, when I began to discover more of Toronto, that 

is, more than just the usual spots tbat I frequented, i t  was with a very different sense of 

discovery. It made me want to find out more about the city that 1 had tived most my life 

in and thought 1 knew. What 1 am m g  to work through (or get beyond) is the idea that 

what is going on in London is somehow more mysterious, or even sometimes 

nefarious, than Toronto. Past that initial reaction, especially for residents of London, 1 

think, for the most part, there is very linle going on here that is different fiorn Toronto. 

But because London is smaller everyuling seems more pronounced and manifedy 

visible. Yef there is a great difference between my experiences o f  these two cities. 

Foremost, I believe, is the strongly persuasive image of London as opposeû to the reality 

of the city. 

Clifford (1997) b ~ g s  trp an interesting and relevant idea in Routes, in the chapter 

entitIed "Travelling Cultures" that 1 had never considered but realized in retrospect that I 



had experienced Clifford suggests that ideas of "being there" and "getting there" - the 

process of getting to and leaving the research or fieidwork site - are often negiected as 

parts of the process of knowing or coming to know in anthropology, particdariy such 

that the "fiel&" and by extension the subjm o f  reçearch, is bulmded and separated from 

extenor forces: 

The means of transport is largely erased - the boat, the land 
rover, the mission airplane. These technologies suggest 
systematic prior and ongoing contaas and commerce with 
exterior places and forces which are not part of the 
field/object The discoune of ethnography ("bebeing there") is 
separated fiom that of have1 ("getting there"). [23] 

Initially, the idea of gethng there was somewhat puzziing to me. Then I rernembered the 

first time 1 took the bus to Toronto from London6 Prior to that bus ride 1 had been 

taking either the train or getting a ride. But regardless it was fairly early on during the 

fim year. The bus leaves the station along York Street and tums d o m  Richmond Street 

and onto Horton Roads. It then proceeds ea~twacd, via Hamilton Road, to Highbury 

Road at which point it tunis southward to highway 40 1. But if we were back up a littie, 1 

recai.I being very interested in seeing where the bus was going because dl other times 

upon leaving (or entering) the city with an automobile, it was t b u g h  Wellington Road 

and 1 had fblly presumed the bus would be the same. So when it tumed onto Horton, 1 

was curious. 1 remember feeling a little excited as the bus made its way through it was 

a different London, one that I kad not seen untiI then, TRere were "ethnic" stores such as 

Portuguese markets, chUrrascos like the ones 1 was familiar with in Toronto such as 

[mperïo - Dos Frangos and so forth. What was most notable was not ody that it was 

different from Richmond and Odord Streets but how different it was in cornparison. It 

added another dimension to my mental map of London. 



The downtown section of the city is an important part of the city in this 

representation. In both of the above andotes, "downtown" has not been explicitiy 

mentioaed but has assunied a more background pontion in movements across the city. 

For one t hg ,  it is a main intersection, a junction point, from which public transportation 

routes meet, cross, and emerge. On the other hand, fiom my experience, there are not a 

whole of lot of thin@ to do there, although there are lots of 'thùigs' there. Whiie there 

are a number of businesses, ranging from record stores to restaurants, banks, and some 

governmentaf offices, it seems to be a place where not too many people reside. At its 

busiest, people downtown are usually waiting for buses, crossing streets, going to and 

Ieaving restaurants, clubs and so forth: dl moving or on the3 way to someplace else. It 

seems as though the only ones who are not constantly on the move or seem not be in any 

hurry to go somewhere are the kids that hang out along the sidewalks and corners. 

These people are dm the ones most IikeIy to be found there around the clock, as 

opposed to office m w d  that are found mostly during the days ody. This partikular 

dynamic aiso relates to issues of ciass-based différences. Apart from the relationship of 

the street kids and the office worken, another example is the ciifference between the kick 

that seem to be hanging about downtown in relation to which kids are not there and what 

sort of kids hang around north of Richmond and Dundas Streetç, dong Richmond Row. 

It seerns like most of the young people who attend the University are found along 

Richmond Row. The same staternent am be made about those that are typically fond 

downtown From my own experience there seems to be very little intermingling, and 

those cases where there are seem to be mostty transitory However, it does seem to be 

me that the kids downtown tend to be younger, perhaps high school aged But this does 



not Mly acculmt for the pattern of why those kids hang aromd downtown and not 

M e r  northward where it =ms businesses are more directeci at and cater for students- 

It could be suggested that Richmond Row caters specificdly to a specific image of well- 

heeled students whife those businesses in downtown are sornetimes iike the sifted 

sediment that has settled in that area: video game arcades, pom shops, head shops, 

McDonalds, dollar stores, and so on Then again, there are also the more upscale 

restaurants, the market (which is cmentty in the process of king dismantied), in and 

around the a r a  Nevertheless, compare the core wi-th shops found in Richmond Row 

and certain ideas, aspects and suppositions of class are unmistakable. 

Finally, I would suggest downtown is also an area of transition. As mentioned 

previously, it is an open air junction for buses, perhaps the closest thing to a bus station. 

In the Iast year, 1 had a couple of dinerent options in taking the bus to and fiom school. 

One was to get to Richmond Street to get on the number six buses. The oîher was to 

take the Dundas bus. Whether it was going to schooI or going home, the Richmond and 

Dun& intersection was one of the busier stops. It was, as 1 came to notice, also a place 

and moment of transition- From school, the Dundas bus wodd be full o f  students fiorn 

the university. Afmost invariably, by the time it reached the downtown intersection most 

of those students fiom the first phase of the occupation would get off or be off by then. 

Then the second phase would kgin, mostly consolidateci by the time it reached 

Wellington. The occupants of the bus at the second phase were noticeably different 

fiom the first, Most notable was that they were not d l  students. The people on the bus 

looked more like people fkom E.O.A.. What do E . 0 . k  people look iike? It seems to 

corne down to a greater mix o f  faces, voices and clothing: Native Americans, East 



indians, Latin American and other white f o k  who "look" much more "differenî," even 

"poorer. " 

Downtown is supposed to be the core or centre of the city. From mostly 

observation, and informal talk with residents, it seems London is going through a minor 

version of what has occwed in larger Amencan cities: people and businesses are 

leaving the core and moving into omlying suburbs and other areas. It seems the 

downtown core is not important Thaî is, it may be the core of the city, but it is nat 

necessarily the only centre. Activity downtown is largely confjined wi-thin the average 

workday and during the weekend, as there are a number of bars, clubs and theatres. The 

empty storefronts, the tum-over of businesses Ieaving and mïving, and most recently the 

disrnantihg of the Covent Market, suggests a less than thriving economic clhate. Yet 

most downtown cores are not much Merent. 

Downtown London is a sort of liminal space, a place intersected by rnovement 

ordward into dl directions. The citywide public transportahon network links the city 

together through this central area of transition. The Dundas bus traverses the loop that 

passes and links one neighbourhood into another. From the university, it camies its 

students downtown and then takes on residents who live out east, east of Adelaide, and 

carries forth into the eastern most areas of the city. This route shows by inference, 

through its passengers and their movements on and off, the overlapping boundaries and 

differences between the various neighbourhoods. 

As 1 was being transported in and out of London, rny field site in generai, 1 

realize now that what 1 noticed were boimdarieq différences and an opening for a 

glimpse of more complex and shifting image of London and its residents. 



These figures, anecdotes, etc., d l  seem to foilow one another without a great number of 

surprises, nich that each feature is related to the others in a manner that "makes sense." 

Then the designatioq "east of Adelaide," seems to be, in a gened sense, vdid beyond 

mere observationaI or mecdotai information or knowledge. What purpose does this 

designation serve? Obviously it serves as a bolmdary line, but for whom is another 

question. From my own experiences, these tems have only corne up in conversation 

with people who h e  west of that bomd;iry. But moçt of my expaïences lie within tbat 

side. 

On one hana I do not want to exoticize London in the sense that it is something peculiar 

or vastly different fiom other places. That is reproduce what Clifford - quoting 

Appadurai - has cafled "metonymic f?eezingt' (1997: 24). This process is one "in which 

one part or aspect of peoples' Iives wme to epitomize them as a whole ... ." Although 

originally it refers to non-Western people, at a more local level Ï t  is applicable to the 

diversity of London. In this case, London does not e q d  the white British establishment 

or anything else. It is precisely this - the discrepancy and tension between the image of 

London and the city itself - that I wodd like to examine and challenge not that the 

prevalent image of London is wrong or rÏgbt but how this image has come about, and its 

meaaings then and now, especidly in terms of the role of immigration and non-charter 

and visibly ethnic people. Furthemore, we must dso consider the Limitations and 

vaq4ng relevance of the stereotypic image to everyone in the city. 



London as a city, too, needs to be "opend" This meansy among many other 

things, reconceptuabhg London within a "regionaVnationdglobal nexus" (ClifTorci 

1997: 24). A good example of this is the uriiversity. Its student body is compn-sed of 

people fiorn within the province, îhe rest of the country or other piaces around the world 

Apart from the students themselves, the University is an institution that is more or less 

affiliated with a larger intemational network/commUILity of schools. The University 

provides a perspective on the city that allows one to look at "hybrid, cosnopolitan 

experiences as much as rooted, native ones" (ibid). 

Another example that is pertinent here is London in relation to other cities and 

towns. Toronto is an obvious point of reference (only in part because 1 am more tàmiliar 

with it). Toronto is a larger city with a relatively wider range of people of different 

backgrounds and ethnicity and it is close to Londoe But it is aot the only possible 

contrat. There are smaller, outlying areas such as St. Thomas, Grand Bend, Kitchener- 

WaterIoo and other smder cities and t o m  in southwestern Ontario. Due to its 

proximity, Detroit is also a throughway into the U.S. and vice versa AI1 of these 

locations are comected by or at kast dose to highway 40 1, "the main Street of Ontario." 

The highway is the main link foming a major tnmsportation conjdor nom Windsor (and 

the U.S.) to Ottawa (whiJe not directly on the 401 it is connectai to it) and on to Quebec 

and Eastern Canada- 

All these relationships, nodes of a network or a web, in which people, ideas, 

thuigs are part of what Clifford d l s  the "dynarnics of dweiling/travelling" (ibid- ). 

How do groups negotiate themselves in extemal 
relationships, and how is a culture a h  a site of travel for 



others? How are spaces traversed fiom outside? î o  what 
extent is one group's core another's periphery? 

These questions and issues are intended to provide new ways of looking at a site as part 

of a Iarger, intenningled network of forces and idluences. A recent example highlights 

these concems. 1 was not driving but 1 was larily issuing orden to the driver who 

patiently drove us about downtown Toronto. We were looking for a place to eat, and 

then I had an idea. Some time ago, I had taken a long and wmpletely unfamiliar bus trip 

through a part of Toronto with which 1 was not familiar with At one poinf I recdled 

seeing an i n t e d o n  rife with East fndian businesses, mostly jeweiry, food and clothing 

stores, as weI1 as a number of restaurants- ' W s  go there," 1 said to the driver- E didn't 

h o w  exactIy where but I made a guess and we drove cross t o m  to find there was 

nothing where 1 had guessed. "It's sornewhere here," 1 said Finally we found if much 

M e r  up no& than 1 had imagind W e  arbitrarïly chose a restaurant (we each chose 

one and then 1 cajoled and begged and the driver, wom ouf acquiesced). After an 

extremely good and affordable meai, we noticed that a lot of people were coming in just 

to buy sumosas. So on ora way out, we decided to buy =me. They were quite cheap 

and looked fairly common looking. Then on the floor I noticed a shipping tag/sticker 

with a London address that farniliar. Then it occmed to me- After confirming my 

hm& with the man at the counter, 1 realized that this was the supplier that die Indian 

grocery store in London got their samosus from This was the very place, while I was 

there, where 1 used to buy samosas. I had asked the f o k  at the store if they made their 

samosas but was told that they got them delivered to them fiom Toronto. It was a 

surpn'sing coincidence that we happened to stumble on to a good example of translocal 

connections and linkages. In this case, 1 had stumbled backwards (inadvertentiy) along 



the linkage between the two places. In addition ta the link between cities, it is dso the 

Link between s d a r  ethnic groups with binding business interestS. 1 did not inqirire 

further as to the possibility that they rni-ght be kin Iinkages as well. Also, as a 

customer/consumer, I had been at both ends of the h a n  chah compelled by my interest 

in East Indian food For my research, this removal of exotic distance is useful in 

maintainhg an even keel about "the field" More specifically, I am trying not to 

duplicate the process of reiljmg, exoticiang and object iwg London that I wodd argue 

is happening with vari-ous aspects of East Indian culture (specifically its cuisine). But at 

the same time, these processes are not one-directional but can go both ways. 

Exoticization is not only upàown but also self-enacted amongst other possibilities. So, 

in some ways, it is not just cordperiphery, whitehon-white but a relationship that is 

more complicated but only crudely represented by such dichotomies. 

For me London is at a srnaUer and more simplified scale than Toronto. 1 am not 

suggesting that it is Iess complex but in some ways it seems less cornplicated Also, 17m 

wnting about a place to which 1 have no great attachent My intention is w - r k  the 

beginnings o f  au d y s i s  of London rather than a negative or penonailycoloured 

critique. 

Places to M e t  

Visible rninorities can be located indirectfy. For example, through various types of 

businesses that are owned and fiequented by members of a group, one can get an idea 



who is there and perhaps even how many and for how long a group has been there. 

Presumably, there needs to be a sizable base of members of a group to warrant seMng 

those partïcular ne&. Apart f?om religious buildings or places of woship, I am 

specificaiIy thinking of grocery stores. At last count there were two Indian grocery 

stores, four Asian (two Chinese, one Korean, one Vietnamese), and a number of Italian, 

Portuguese, and Latin Amencan establishments. These businesses provide specialized 

food items and ingredients that may not be available in regular stores. In addition, they 

aIso provide newspapers, magazines, music and ofien videos or films. These locations 

atso serve as places were rnembers of a group interact and network with one another, 

exchange information, gossip, make availab1e and locate services, and so forth. They 

become in some srna11 way community centres. 

It is not surprising to find that such businesses often centre on food Food retains 

a centrai place in the lives of many newcomers as an enduring and important aspect of 

immigrant Life and as a marker of identiîy in a new place. Another type of business that 

appears ofien in the early stages of an ethnic community, are restaurants. These 

restaurants may be primarily intendeci for other ethnic group members. This depends on 

what city or area the restaurant is located. If we take London, the Latin American 

grocery stores dong Dundas past Adelaide çerve dual purposes. They provide groceries, 

magazines, newspapers as welf as home-made food items such as tamales (what sorts of 

dishes that are available or are for sale, presuming they are for other members, may be 

determined by the amount of labour, time and ingredients that is required for its 

preparation). 



Another example is the Caribbean restaurant on Hamilton Road just past 

Maitland Avenue. Whie there was another Cariibeaa restaurant just a year ago, this 

rem* (as far as I can tell) the ody one of its kind (apart fkom Curry's which has a 

smdl offering of West Indies food, mostly k i n g  diEerent types of roti). While there is 

no Caribbean grocery store per se, there are 0 t h  grocers that, together, provide dl or 

most of the required ingredients (Le. East Indian, Asian, and regalar grocery siores). 

This restaurant, s m d  and inconspicuous as it is, is ofien a place for people of C a n b m  

backgrounds not ody to get some food but dm to ta& and pick up iamaican and Iocai 

Can'btKan orientated newspapers. However, whether it is through t h e  or depending on 

the context of where the restaurant is Iocated, in what city or country, or whether there is 

an akeady established population of a paiticular group, not dl restaurants perfonn the 

same functions as those in the example do. The strongest factor is the size of the 

communify. A newly opened Chinese restaurant in Toronto is not the same as a 

Croatian restaurant in London (one seems to have closed recentiy, just next door to the 

East-West Mcan Restaurant on Dundas Street). 

Not ail "ethnic restaurants" are a place for locals to hang out An ethnic 

restaurant may oot even cater specifically to members of the group. This is the case for 

sorne of the lndian restaurants in London From the conversations 1 had with those in 

the restaurants, this seems to refiect the general Iack of enthusiami tbat the lndian 

cornmunities in London have ahut  going out to eat. For reasons of cost, convenience, 

taste or quality, I got the sense that Indians did not do a lot of dining out at Indian 

restaurants. 1 saw just as many or more indian people picking up f d  for takeout at the 

restaurants rather than actually e - n g  it on the premises. More genedly, restaurants 



tend to be just a place to eat some native food for convenience. As a resulc euuiic 

restaurants tend to be popular with uuïversity students of  the same ethnicity. Other types 

of IocaIes or sites tend to funciion as a place to hang out. As the Indian community has 

grown sufficientl y in numbers, estabtishing enough fuods, through outside sources 

andor contacts, the places of worship (Hindu and Islamic) has become the prime locus 

for community and networking. 

What 1 want to stress is that there are a pater  number of ethnic minorities in London 

than is usuatly perceived or expected Perhaps the popular images of the city are in part 

a fonn of selfsbjectification That is, they attempt to mate an image of "whiteness" but 

of a particuiar kbd - one that is largely mediated by class distinctions or hierarchy. In 

this case, it is not so much "exoticization" blrt a process that is perhaps moving in the 

other direction, to move to make thing follow the status quo or perhaps more 

accurately, dn'ven by a sort of nostalgia for the ways thiogs were. For example, a tea 

room which opened last fall seems to be targeting mostly the English. niere seems to be 

a place for that sort  of estabIishment or at 1east a market niche for it Since those of 

English ethnicity are not a minorjtl in London, it is obvious that one does not have to be 

of a rninority group to open English restaurants or other businesses. Instead it seerns 

that the English also feel somewhat under-represented, at least symbolicaliy. They too 

require businesses caterhg to ethnic preferences in f@ entertainment and socidity. 



There is a direct correlation of those "days gone by" and the actual past That is, 

perbaps two or three decades ago the city was very different nom the way it was. It had 

a du-ect Iink right back to its ongui as a British Luyalistdominated centre of a New 

Elritain. Yet one cannot assume that the actuai p s t  was so idyilic. Present day changes 

rnay induce some longing for an imaginary past or a nostalgie invention o f  a past driven 

by dissatisfaction with the present- 

How credible is the idea of the "gatekeeping" fünction of the establishment? 

Assuming the establishment's interests are reflected in the prevailing images of the city, 

the establishment can rebel or resist irnpending changes, no matter how irrational it may 

seem to those who are engaged in &ng out alternative spaces. But gatekeeping rnay 

be an overstatement or too strong a description- It may simply be a description for 

another fom of positional and relative (re)action to certain social, political, economic 

changes (or that may be the definition of gatekeeping). Is there an overt sense of 

bolstering or having to strengthen the dominant image? Perhaps there are individual 

instances of such. For exampie, there was a news piece in the London Free Press about 

the last census report of London where a large number of Londoners daim British 

ancestry (dong with this article was a pictuse of a newly opened tea room and the 

orner). Aiso fkorn a cursory examination of the London Y d o w  Pages tiom 1 978-1 985, 

restaurants that had sornething to do with English cuisine or English-ness seerned to be 

more noticeable as  the 1980's progressed This is a fairly limited basis for m a h g  

assumptions or generdizations, but pnor to early 1980's there was a definite lack of 

presence in relation to the later years (at kast on the basis of the Yellow Pages). 



In, surn, then the "changing face of London" seems to be on one hand the shîfting 

nature of immigration with its more visible minon'ties and at the same time an image and 

reputation making thk shift invisible, or at least atternpting to slow it dom so it can be 

controlled or adjusted t a  The move out of the downtown area ancilor the emphasis on 

development of the suburban sprawl at the northem side is another aspect to the 

"cbanging face" of the city. Downtown, areas east of Adelaide dong Drmdas and 

Horton are absorbing the more heterogeneous elements and, importantiy, are the 

locations for peopie and businesses nin by and for the lower economic strata 

Tastemakers 

[GIIobally extensive networks and flows of foods, people, 
and cuiinary knowledge are k ing  Iocally articulated - here 
in a fashioning of London @3nglana as cosmopolitan 
metropolis. (Cook and Crang 1996: 132) 

This passage may not be entirely relevant to London, Ontario, but it does seem as though 

London is attempting this in some proportion - developing its image through the 

diversity of food and food knowledge as forms of cultural capital. And by extension 

(although possibly less importantly) there is acknowledgernent of various diverse 

populations of people in the city as welL 

Obviousiy you need people to brin& ancilor produce the food But they are not 

absolutely necessiq othewise; indeed their 'valuef or devance in terms o f  fashioning 

the image or reputation of the city lies mostiy within the capacity to produce ethnic food 

However, in large part due to those globally extensive networks and flows mentioned 



prwiously, there are many restaurants that serve ethnic-influenceci cuisines without 

people of those ethnic groups preparïng them. But in these cases, the cuisine is usually 

referred to as k i n g  influenceci by those national or cultural cuisines as opposed to 

actually claiming that they are authentic. There used to be an upscaie restaurant in 

Toronto that boasted a pan-Asian menu drawing h m  various southeast Asian cuisines 

prepared by the two ownerkhefs who were both non-Asian but had travelled and worked 

in Asia In London, a relative newcomer to the restaurant scene is the Blue Ginger that 

also features some hian-bent dishes. These lcinds of "fusion cookïng" make no claims 

to an authentic ethnic cuisine. 

Cmently there are five Indian restaurants in London While the number does 

not compare to other nationality restaurants Iike 1taIia.q Greek or Chinese, Indian cuisine 

is not the least represented cuisine either. There are, at last count, at least three 

Vietnamese restaurants, three (em) Afiican restaurants, tbree Japanese restaurants (one 

owned and operated by Koreans), two Korean restaurants, and one Canbbean-Jamaican- 

West Indian restaurant (although for one bnef moment there were two as one had just 

opened wMe the other foIded). The London Free Press Resrauranr Guide does not 

always provide a complete and comprehensive Iist of restaurants. The telephone 

directory probably provides a complete listing but that involves searching for business 

names arnongst persona1 ones. The YelZow Pages also do not provide a thorough listing 

as they are a& and have to be paid for. When cross-referenced witb the "white pagesr' 

there were many listings not found in The Yellow Pages fkom the years 1978 to 1985. 

Focushg primariiy on Indian restaurants, the same search also showed that Chinese and 

Italian were the most numeruus examples of ethnic restaurants. Mexican (Under the 



Volcano), Dotch, Bavarian and Hungarian (Budapest Dining Roorn) restaurants s m e d  

to predae f 978. Until 1985 with the arrïval of the Jewel of hdia, there seemed to be 

only one Indian restaurant: Pot Pouni - Restaurant and Tavern. Then from 1979 to 198.4 

Pot Pourri billed iwlf as a "Curry House and Tavern" m e r  ethnic cuisines available 

during that pend included Japanese (1981), Middle Eastern (1982), and Korean (1982). 

The Middle Eastern establishments seemed to disappear after a few years (1 984) and as 

far as I codd tell, during my first year in London 1 codd not find a Middle Eastern 

restaurant and was told that the only one had just ctosed recently. There were a number 

of familiar names in The Yellcrw Pages even nom 1978 but just as many unfamiliar ones. 

This is not surprising. But for the most part there seems to be some sort of continuity in 

the kinds of restaurants that are available in London give or take a year or two. Since the 

arriva1 of the fim Korean restaurant there has always been at lest one, although not 

always the same one. This seems to reflect the pattern for most of the other restaurants 

as welI. While 1 did not count the a c t d  number of restaurants tisted in The Y e l h  

Pages each year, the nlmiber of pages that the restaurant section took remained tàirly 

constant That is, there were no sudden dips or sages. However, today's listings do 

exceed those fiom those years that 1 looked at. 

There is more than just the diversity and number of restaurants as an indicatm of 

mainfainhg a certain "big city " status. Another important consideration is the kind of 

restaurant That is, not just any restaurant wiH do. Certain kincis of restaurants, jrist like 

certain kinds of anything else one can consider, cany more prestige or status than other 

kinds. Otten in large d a n  centres ethnic or upscafe restaurants carry more weight thaa, 

for example, a local tavem (although in certain contexts or situations neighbowhood 



bars and taverns may be just as important to the image of a neighbourhood, city, etc.). If 

London aspires to be a city that features ail the amenities but without the various 

probIems of  a major city, then one way this rnaaifests itself is in the number of 

restaurants that appear (and disappear or are replaced) every year. Related to this are the 

various forms of media around food and restaurants and the role they play in shaping and 

influencing the restaurant-going public. For example, the restaurant reviews in the local 

daily seems to carry a lot of clout for r&rs and restaurant goers. 

The Vietnamese restaurant on Dimdas across from the Kellogg plant is an 

example, from what 1 can te& of  how important the review in the London newspaper is. 

During my first year, while exploring Dundas Street on my bike, I came across the 

restaurant Eventually, I retunied to try the restaurant mer  than a few tables with 

Vietnamese customers, the restaurant was pretty bare. I assumed that it was, at that time, 

p r i m d y  a place for Viemamese residents to eaf hang out, because it aIso served as a 

karaoke bar at nights. Approximately two years, and a generally favourabte review f?om 

the London daily later, dey  are sporting a new sign and, whenever 1 have been there, 

exceHent business. And there is a rnarked increase in non-Metnamese custorners. 

The restaurant reviewer from the London paper recently reviewed both the Jewel 

of India and the Curry Garden. The former was a follow-up whiIe the latter was one of 

their fist reviews. Folks £kom both restaurants were genedly content with the reviews 

albeit not wildly happy. The review for the C m y  Garden was fairly p s i  tive, but I share 

the owner's feelings that it was not entirely enthmiastic either. The folks at the Jewel 

thought that the folfow-up review was a notch below the2 previous one, which was 

much more enthusiastic, While 1 do not think either of reviews hurt the restaurants, 



informats fiom both establishments also felt that it couid have helped them a lot more 

had the respective reviews been more positive. Aïso both restaurants u d y  deal 

mostly with a regufar group of custorners, and the potentid custorners beyond this group 

are the ones that an enthusiastic review can help draw in. 

The role of the food media then plays a signifiant roIe in determining what is 

important (and what is not) by what the reviewer decides to focus on. These decisions 

are Iikely to be informeci by the wider range of food media thai encompasses the local 

one as a part The end result is those restaurants and establishments that are ovedooked 

are not as Unportant because they have Iittle to offer in what is trendy at the tirne. That 

is, they hold no value in the form of cultural capitai- If, at any given time, certain 

restaurants are more 'valuable' than others, then it m&es sense that the opinion-forming 

media take notice and pay attention to them- As such this kind of selective exposure 

illuminates specitic aspects of the city that those "tastemakerj" want to reveal or 

emphasize. And in another sense, they highlight those places that the city needs to 

confirm its image of itself 

Regardless of the changing times or tastes or fâshions what tends to be 

overlooked, in my estimation, is restaurants that tend to reflect a lower economic class of 

customers. For example, many of the restaurants that are "east of Adelaide" are large1 y 

ignored regardless of how popda. they might be in the neighbourhood The Portuguese 

barbecue restaurant on Hamilton Road is from rny experience very popular, ofTering an 

alternative to Kentucky Fried Chicken or Swiss Chalet (with an assortment of barbecuecl 

items such as chicken and nbs al1 available for takeout). Yet I have never seen any 

mention of it in any guides or listings. This is tme of many of the numerous restaurants 



and taverns or bars that dot the city Iandscape. What these places have in common are 

that they are not located in the 'rïght' part of the city and nor do they offer the rîght 

possibilities: food atrnosphere, status, prestige. Positive valuations of certain restaurants 

or businesses renders other businesses Iess visibie- It wodd seem to the benefit of 

certain ethnic minority groups that the "tastemakes" deem their food good or valuable 

or trendy, i.e., Vietnamese- 

However another part of the dining out possibilities that the city has to offer that 

are regularly ignored are the theme restaurant chains. The city seems to be pushing and 

building up its northem boundaries finther with enornoris shopping complexes 

dominated by the wide expanx of the parking lot The move north seerns to be 

occurring at the expense of downtown London. 1 do not know if this is a case of moving 

out of the core into more suburban spaces but at Richmond and Masonviile it certainly 

Iooks like it, 

There are at least two East Side Mariors, two Jack Astors, and a number of other 

similar types of establishments seerningly located in the southem and northem edges of 

the city where the landscape is predominantly made up of gant shopping complexes. 

The clientele does not seem to reflect any particular group over another. While these 

restaurants, the food equivaients of Blockbuçter Video stores, are not the Icinds usually 

associateci with the restaurant scene, or fine dining for that matter, they still are very 

Msible.' Part of the appeal of Jack Astors and its ilk has to be the variety it offers and 

the value for the money. Thus, while it is hierarchically a notch above McDonald's or 

Subway it is a notch below ' r d '  restaurants. It attracts a wider mnge of custorners who 

know what to expect and can even sample "de"  versions of ethnic dishes. 



I suggest that ethnic restaurants or more upscale establishments must compete 

against the big theme restaurant chains. Those in the media, the "tastemakers," make up 

a large portion of those that are reflected in or create the popular image of London. 

They are trying to establish London as a city with a dining scene. This dining scene is 

particular in what it inchdes and what it excludes and aiso particular as to the tastes that 

are reflected in other words, it seems to be a case of one class or strata of residents 

cornpeting with others to create an image of London: popularly, white, fairly weil to do, 

urbane, somewhat cornopolitan The small sports bars, Portuguese joints, and other 

kinds of restaurants found in the eastern edges of London are not a part of any popular 

image of London. So there is a scalar or telescoping scde of cornpeting interests both 

sociafly/culhirally and geographically/physicallyy Ln the broad social and geographical 

centre of the city, there seem to be some at least a couple of group interests side by side. 

One is those reflected in the popular image of London with its interest in finer or more 

cosmopolitan foms of dining. Fairly distinct class interests sdace  here. Aoother is the 

equally represented, equall y visible group (that cuts across many social boundaries, 

categories, etc.) that nequents the all-in-one restaurants often located within the dl-in- 

one malls. Then these 'groups' can be set up next to those that are more in the periphery 

of the popular imagination of London (the less visible). 



Unexpected Visitors 

One night, 1 dropped in to order some food at the Jewel of India The restaurant was 

empty and the main person I spoke to was working there along with a couple of others in 

the kitchen. As I waited for the order, we sat down at a table and made some small taik 

about business, or the lack of i t  Then two guys entered the restaurant. M a t  stmck me 

immediately was that these two did not look Iike the kind of customers that 1 had seen at 

the restaurant up to that moment 1 codd not articulate or redy make sense of the 

sudden feeling of messe. 

The two guys, both white male in their thirtîes, stood by the entrance and when 

approached by the server and aslied if they were a part- of two, they asked for menus. 

Then they asked if the restaurant serveci soup. The server continued io answer their 

questions and was in his serwig mode: polite, siightly deferring. Finally they sat down. 

But, as they were talking quietly between themsefves and pentsing the menu, the server 

returned with two glasses of water and set them down. It was at this p i n &  as they 

traded questions and replies, that I noticed that the server was acting almost too polite, 

too accommodating and ahnost hovering around thern. As the exchange wore on the two 

guys were being somewhat evasive. There was a discemible tension in the air, or at least 

so I thought The tension for me was the uneasy exchange between the two guys wirh 

their marner and the continually polished act that the server was performing. It 

seemed Iike at any moment something could empt But I still could not cornpletely 

account for the tension I was feeling. So what was going on? 



Eventually, &er a lot of waEliog about and the back and forth exchange between 

the server and the two, they abmptly got up. They tossed the menus they had been 

holding for the whole hme onto the table and with some vague unpleasant departing 

words Ieft The server stood and watched them leave, 

The server retunied to the table where 1 was seated and before 1 could say 

anything, another employee emerged out of the kitchen and approached us. The server 

got up and the two met and talked in the mïdciie of the restaurant, When the server 

retlrmed. the other feIlow retuming to the back, I inquired about the M e  xene and was 

told that son of thing happens ocoisionally. They corne i~ order sornething, eat some of 

it, and then they refuse to pay the bill citing some sort of dissatisfaction with the meal or 

dish, 

Later, afler I had picked up my order, 1 understood that the polite but ultimately 

hesitant service that the inforniant was performing was in full recognition of situahon 

that he was in. The tension that I was feeling was the tension between the mutual 

understanding of the two fellows and the server of what was going on. But the initial 

sense of surprise when they fint walked in to the restaurant had to do with the fàct that 

they did not look like the type of people that usually fieqiented the place. What "type," 

meant was that they did not look middle class and they also did not look midde of  

London. 

The Jewel of hdia acted as a forum for an encoimrer that highiighted my 

assumption of the nature of the clientele at the Indian restaurants in London, Ontario. 

Writing about "white trash" in Detroit, Hartigan States that white a h  "designates 

ruptures of conventions that maintain whiteness as an unmarked, normative identity" 



(1997: 46). The 'different' kind of white custorners 1 witnessed that night disrupted my 

ideas about whiteness as a single, monolithic category. Often the designation of white is 

an mquestioned and unproblematized category to which ethnic or cultural differences 

are recognized and elaborated upoo. The appearance of the two men in the restaurant 

was an immediate example of the normative condition that I had assurned in thinking 

(generally) about non-whites. In relation to the usual type of custorners that f was used 

to, this experience made visible "classed foms of identity and diffaence" (Hartïgan 

2997: 52). 

City Reputations 

Cities are often vying for stam or distinction amongst ather urban centres. One way 

this h a p p a  is thai an image N o r  reptation is built upoo the cufinary diversity 

available. The number and range of foods avaiIable is &en one foundation that 

reputation and urban pride are built upon: "Restaurants have becorne incubators of 

innovation in d a n  culhire. They feed the symbolic economy - socially, materidly, and 

spmitualIy" (Zukin 1995 quoted in Bell and Valentine 1997: 140). 

The "Festival of Taste" is an example of this dynarnic. What is explicitly 

celebrated is the number and diversity of the restaurants and other food businesses 

available in the city. Implicitly, it is celebrating the existence of ethnic groups in 

London but ody those that are represented by a restaurant. How profoundly the festival 

celebrates any sort of ethnic diversity, can be considered as being fairly limitd 



Regarding how deep the interethnic contact i s  these types of events trade mostiy in the 

k t e d  currency of ethnic restaurant food as king representative of those peoples. 

There may be individuals with a deeper appreciation or knowledge about an ethnic 

cuisine but the festvd itseIf does not have to work at thai level. Less criticalIy, the 

festival obviously is a setîing for interested people to introduce themselves to various 

different foods and by extension people of different backgrounds. Despite the inherent 

limitations of these sorts of interactions, th*s is nonetheless a potentially powerful 

learning encornter. Those initial steps in bridging the spaces that may exist between 

individuals or groups can be closed in symûolicafly potent ways by eating. Not only is it 

easier but it is more imediate and more efficient than, say, attempting to Iearn another 

language. And, obviously, it is potentially a lot tastier- 

Another implication of this sort of event is that there is a restaurant-going 

audience, a &man& This pre-supposes an d a n  restaurant 'scene.' A restaurant scene 

necessarily means a diversity of restaurants. Part of the acciaim that big urban centres 

have is finked to the number and diversity of restaurants that wodd cons t i~e  such a 

scene. A whole i n d m  is built around t h i s  which includes magazines, television 

shows, gastro-tours, cooking schools, restaurant guides and rankings of restaurants and 

chefs. North Arnerican cities Iike New York and San Francisco are achowIedged as 

being major centres of such complexes of culinary md-es uicludiog restaurants. 

Toronto, for exarnpte, as  it is voiced by many major magazines, newspapers and other 

forms of media, prides itself precisely on this. Notabfy, a few years ago, Now (weekly 

newspaper/magazine) which features restaurant reviews that hold a lot o f  sway, 

favorably compared the number, diversity, and qiiality of restammts in Toronto to New 



York and other major Amencan cities. At least in local eyes, this comiderably enhanced 

the statwe of the city- 

Eating difTerent and untamïiiar fOOdS can be regarded as an adventure of sorts or as a 

part of asserting a certain taste or distinction: 

JW as in the Seventies it was considered avant-garde to talk 
openly about sex and in the Eighties it was actually thought 
interesting to brag about mortgages and obscure decorative 
finishes, in the Nineties the emphasis is on pushing back 
gastronomie Lirnits. (quoted in Bel1 and Valentine 1997: 43) 

Another aspect to consider in the act of eating dÏf5erent foods may be to becorne more 

cosmopolitan in one's tastes and eating habits. Hannea describes cosmopotitanism as an 

"orientation, a willuigness to engage with the Other" (199 1: 239). But more than just a 

willingness it is also considered an "ability to make one's way into other cultures. .. a 

readiness.. . a s kill" (ibid ). As such it can be practiced and improved upon Yet the first 

step is the willingness tu enter a possibly m g e  or &own situation. The degree to 

which one invests oneself in this can be the measure of how "cosmopolitan" one is or 

willing to be. To engage the Other at any signifiant levei means to be confronted with 

aifferent ideas and values, in addiîion to food Thus, Hannerz descnïes 

cosmopolitanism as a "mode of rnanaging meaning" (238). Those that are ready to 

engage the Other, to wbatever level they want to do so, have a nurnber of options. As 

van den Berghe has mentioned, there is no easier way to do so than by eafing especiaIly 

in an ethnicaUy diverse urban setting (1984: 393-4). This is also a means of 



accumulating culturd capital. These various factors, alone or together, could compel 

someone to go out and look for somethi-ng different to e e  dinerent ni that it does not 

represent coolcing at home, the family, the larger commmïty, or represent one's erhnic 

background. As mentioned dready, aspects of eating are mostIy formed in or aruund the 

home, within the family dynamic, just as the farnily and the home is created around the 

meal (Bell and Valentine 1997: 60-8). From this, V ~ ~ O U S  individual responses and 

negotiations of how, what and why people eat can develop. 

GeneraiIy speakùig, consumption practices are not fixed and constant in 

meaning. They can be employed instrurnentatly and strategically to convey a particular 

message. Very ofien they are saying somethi-ng about self-identity and how and where 

the individual fits into larger social groups. These consumption practices are necessarily 

flexi'ble and open. 

Specifically, eating practices are tied to ideas about oneself and othen. The 

popuimity of ethnic food, food brought to Iocd venues by the intemational flow and 

movement of people, has opened up numerous choices in eating especially in lrrban 

centres. The existence of another culture, an "Other," not only results in negotiations 

between the native population with new or recent arrivals but also results in some fom 

of greater sel f-reflexivity for dl participants. There is an abundance of  oppomuii-ties to 

explore, expand and redefke values, ideas. 'T'hm are certain consequences for the city 

or other places (and the people who h e  there) because of ideas about identity and status. 

These sets of reiationships c m  be traced outward from a city or region to the nation and 

to the global scene. The various interconnections go up and down the scale. 



London to London 

The global connections and flows of products, people and ideas can dso be traced to 

London, Ontario, and to, at least, some of the Indian restaurants there, 

The most ofien cited reason for choosùtg to locate their restaurant in London had 

to do with the reputation and image of the city. The prevailing image of London, with 

its history as a Loyalist settled centre, was strong enough to persuade potential Indian 

restaurant owners to locate here. The coIonial hiçtory of India and Bntain and the 

migration elsewhere from that point suggest tbat London was a viable place to open an 

Indian restaurant. It was assumed there was a sizable mid- to upper-class population of 

British people. It seems that within that group, contact &or the acquisition of a taste 

for uidian food was formed because there were some who were actually in lndia during 

the colonial p e n d  andkr others just h m  corntries in Gxat  Britain ( f d i a r  with 

Indian food because of that). On a few occasions 1 have k e n  in one restaurant where at 

Ieast two different parties of customers who had lived in India chatted wïth the servers 

and owners talking about the "old country," remïniscing about places and such. These 

former residents of hdia who visit the restaurant highligbt the historical and spatid 

connections that extend from the sub-continent to Bntain and to Canada- 

Deciduig to open an h&an restaurant based on the popular assumptions about 

London that some people have creates some potentially ironic situations. Again, the 

accuracy of the image is not necessarily the issue here. Prospective restaurant owners 

and city residents basing their decisions to open in London on that image actually serve 



to create an dtenüne picture: a vem-on that presents a more diverse population of people, 

perspectives and responses to living there. Prospective Indian restaurateurs choose to 

corne to London feeling that there will be a base of customen who are familiar with the 

cuisine, perhaps resembling its namesake in England (amongst other reasons) and end up 

undercutting that very image of homogeneity or its rationale simply by settling in the 

city. 

Ifthik is one of a number of images of London that exist and if some are more 

resonant - that is, more widespread, mentioned, heard - than others, one couid ask can 

there be any one London that exists? Or is London a site of contestation between many 

cornpeting interests and identities within the c e ?  

According to a recent p l 1  cited in The London Frce Press the rnajo* of city 

residents considered themselves to be of British background This number was higher 

than for any other city in southwestern Ontario. This c m  be compared to Toronto where 

projected numbers suggest that by the ~. lermium,  the city's population will be over 

50% ethnic minorities. But the competing interests in the city are not entireiy defined 

across lines of ethnicity or nationality but also dong lines of class, in Toronto as in 

London. 

Like a number of the restaurants, the owners and employees have some 

conneciion to England, whether they have some f;unily there or whether it was one of 

their intervening steps between India (or Afirica) and Canada One owner in particuIar 

was strongly influenceci by the hddian restaurant 'scene' in London, England Because of 

their ties to the other London, his family incorporateci a specific style of coolang which 

is not commonly found here. Their incorporation of the balfi styie of cooking 



distingrrishes them fiorn the other restaurant menus in t o m  Balri (which refers to a 

wok-tike cmking utensil) hails from northem Pakistan and is apparentiy a fGrly recent 

addition to the ethnic food scene in England and specifically based in the West Midlands 

(Bell and Vdentine 1997: 159). As fàr as I c m  tell, the Curry Pot is the ody Indian 

restaurant that serves this type of cuisine in London or Toronto. StyIes or trends in 

restaurant cuisine are not passeci dong directiy from the home nation Here, a form of 

Pakistani cuisine follows the dominant cment to England and is then dispened to other 

areas through networks of travet, and migration. Within England, Bell and Valentine 

note that the West Midlands is set up as the British home of baltz cuisine and cornpetes 

with other regions, Iike London, where their balri is dismissed as inauthentic imitation 

(ibid). The many foms and variations of any 'original' cuisine outside its place of 

origin are usually spread over many locales. In this case, it moved from London, 

England to a restaurant in London, Ontario. Wiîhin the muhi-locale articulation of the 

original, such restaurants may ernbody or carry inter-regional rivahies with issues of 

identity at stake (ibid). Such as what is gobg on between Manchester and London, 

where a strong Indian restaurant scene exists, resdting in a cornpetitive drive for more 

authentic food. That is, more regional tare is çought &er. London OntarÏo, does not 

have a corresponding scene. As a resulî, while the menu at the Curry Pot is Mique in 

that respect local or regional identities are not at stake. What is at stake seems to corne 

down to the business cornpetition between the five hdian restaurants, in a specific local 

context. 



hventing a National Cuisine 

Generic national cuisines are oAen more ideological than they are accurate 

representations. This meaos that they serve more ideological purposes of nation building 

or af£ïuming a sense of national pride. While the previous discussion has been fiom the 

point of view of an outsider toward the cuisine of a nation, there is also another side to 

this: that is, how people of a single nation, a nation that is diverse and heterogeneous, are 

constructing a national cuisine by bringing together different regional cooking styles. 

This is done primarily for the purpose of showkg one another their efforts, offering 

themselves up for show as well. Appadurai (1988) discusses in his paper "How to Make 

a Nationai Cuisine: Cookbooks in Contemporary M a "  the efforts principally made by 

the new middle class in constnicting a national cuisine. These attempts are "essentially a 

postindustrial, postcolonial process" in irnagining the far corners and borders of a 

heterogeneous and diverse nation as well as taking into consideration its colonial Iegacy 

(1988: 5). Cookbooks offer recipes from different regions, "ethnic cameos" of other 

ethnic groups of a highly divided (through caste, religion, region, and language) India 

(1988: 15-6). Offen the whole of a regional cuisine will be represented by or reduced to 

a single dish Those mostly responsible for rnobilinng this force are a middfe class thai 

is familiar and in tune with more Westernized tastes and mores. It is this class that is 

"coustructing a middie-çlass ideology and wnsumption styIe for India, which cuts acrcss 

older ethnic, regional, and caste boundariesn (1988: 6). It can be suggested then that this 

ideology has sorne of the basic assumptions that surround consumer behaviour in the 

West, namely that it is possible to assemble and consume a pan-Indian, national identity. 

The cookbooks and recipes are found in mostly English Ianguage women's magazines. 



These magazines are the main vehicles for commlmicating ideas to their m d y  female 

teadership. And as women are tmditionally responsible for and at the c e n e  of the 

domestic sphere of the home, they play a prominent role in communicabng these ideas to 

other members of the fami-ly. This then potentidly extends outward, outside the fmily, 

into other homes, the workplace, and so forth. The values, ideas and conventions of the 

emergent class provide the basis for these and other processes to occur and thereby 

perpetuate these practices and ideas. These "cdinary conceptions of the m e r M  

(between regions) presented in the cookbooks provide a way of familiarizing, bringing 

together the enormous varieîy and diversity that exists. Otherwise the linguistic, 

reIigious and cultural differences in India made it difficdt to consume al1 at once. 

The cuisines represented in the five h&an restaurants in London, Ontario, are 

predominantly no& Man. There are a seleetion of dishes dram fiom southern Indian 

cuisines nich as vznda(oos and difEerent types of bread But for the most part a region 

may be reduced and represented by a single dish. Wiîh these Iimitations in mind the 

menus are more or less paa-Indian. However it is not a r d t  of a conscious effort made 

to represent different foods fiom the various regions of hdia, at least, not in the 

restaurants here in London. Rather most hdian restaurants in North America tend to 

have similar menus with SpeCific items that are standard in al1 locations. There are more 

speciaiized, that is, more regionai cuisine restaurants soch as generalized south Indian 

restaurants and vegerarian restaurants which tend to reflet the cuisine of one specific 

region (such as the Gujurat region). However, none of the restaurants in London are 

specific to any region or style of woking 



The absence and multiple representations of any one region's cuisine over 

another in the typical Indian restalirant menu rnay create for the restaurant customer an 

inaccurate sense of a çingular and monolithic cuisine of India Further, the typicai menu 

rnay include dishes that rnay have ernerged out of the colonial period An example, is 

the mulligutawny soup, a modem invention This is not the conscious, politically- 

motivated invention of a national cuisine that Appadurai writes about Insteaa drawn 

Eom the hodge-podge menu, it is (potentially) another sort of invention dl togeîher. 

Since WWII immigrant andfor ethnic cuisine has experienced a greater level of overail 

acceptance and incorporation into the popular diet (Gabaccia 1998; Levenstein 1988). 

One of the most widespread was Itdian. Now many immigrant cuisines are familiar and 

commonpIace. Chinese and 1tdia.n food (in its various forms), the two rnost dominant 

ethnic restaurant cuisines in Canada circa 1980 (Zeli- 1985), are ubiquitous to the 

point where one c m  h d  them almost anypIace. Many dishes have become a part of 

everyday rneals (and open to specific re-interpretations). Specific tems swoundùig the 

different cuisine have becorne a part of most people's general vocabulary, ranging h m  

the name of a particular &sh to a foreign ingredient name. As a result, not ody have 

certain dishes have become familiarized but the new cuisines have dso introduced new 

ingrdents and potentialiy new ways of preparation. 



This extensive process of fami*iiarization and possiile incorporation into the 

popular mste entails a wide range of changes and m ~ c a t i o n s .  Briefly, the changes in 

cuisine fiom actual content to preparation will M e r  - for example - between a recently 

arrived im-grant in Canada to a native of the country of the same background For 

example, an immigrant may be f d  with the problem of qu ir ing  proper ingredients or 

having ingredients that were seasonal, now available ail year in supermarkets. Apart 

fiom problems regarding ingredients and such, potential Merences between the two 

cultures may open rrp or fimit the options available in the preparation of food items. 

Specific tools and technologies rnay not be readify available or they rnay open up new 

methods of preparation. As a result this may entai-1 some modifications in how and when 

some dishes will be prepared In brief, immigrant and ethnic foodways are open to a 

wide variety of contingencies and circumstances that may or rnay not produce some 

changes. Kalcik refers to this as the process of "acculhiration and hybridizationt' (1984: 

39). The changes can be in the preparation, the actual product and aiso in the social 

meanings related to some food items (i-e., how foodways relate to ideas about identity 

and identification thai I will deive into in more detail fater). 

The openness of the immigrant fmdways to the host cuiture is not necessan'ly a 

one way process. The host culture is also affecta albeit to varying degrees. The 

popularity of Italian-based dishes like spaghetti is one example in which mimigrant 

cultures bave made an impression on the host Mate. In some ways, this process is 

similar to that by which Western products are king distrîbuted and connimed al1 over 

the worId And as foreign dishes are often adapted to local concems and desires, the 

consumption of those products is also adapted to and consumed in a specific rnanner that 



is meaningful locally. But there are differences between the two examples. The most 

obvÏous is the ciifference in the power structures that infornt those exchanges As weU, 

the Mpact and influence of these initial exchanges are not entirely predictable. They are 

also 'out there' and no longer easily controlled or rnanipulated As well, one of the 

feaîures of a giobal culture is the number of various (alternative) routes and networks 

that are available. The various routes and networks are available in that ihey are more 

readily accessible to more peuple (the Internet, Le., World Wide Web is a good example 

of a network that is for the most part irrespective of boundaries and widely available.. . 

to those with cornputers ... phone lines ... eiectnci ty...). 

Through time many ethnic and exotic food items have becorne "nahiralized," shared wi-th 

outsiders more perhaps than ianguage, gestures, ciothing, and so forth (Zelinsky 1985: 

52-3). Eating is obviously easier than leaming a tanguage and is less complicated than 

taking on another group's clothing or costirme. Often those fwds are far removed fiom 

their origins and may have undergone a series of changes dong the way. Van den 

Berghe (1984) points out hvo examples of "deethnicised" food items, the pizza and the 

hot dog. Both, he argues, have been "transforrned out of culinary recognition in North 

America" and also redisbiiuted worldwide in their modified forrn (394). As such, the 

hot dog in its "secondary European diaspora" has acquired an American ethnic label and 

is consumed as such. existmg side by side with its German progenitor (Van den Berghe 

1984: 394). The pizza has undergone a similar transformation. The hot dog, as the 

saying goes, is as American as apple pie (for example, the association of hot dogs and, 

America's national pastime, basebail). Although pipas are to be found everywhere and 



are consumed by anyone, they do not seem to have undergone a complete 

hansfonnatioq ifonly becairse there seems to be a continuous linkage, especidly in 

advertking and marketing, between it and something that connotes Italian-ness. This 

wouid suggest that there is stilI something profitable to maintain that linkage (however 

fantastical it is, such that there are Itaiians who rarely eat or have eaten a pizza, be it 

Americanized or otherwise) whereas for the hot dog it seems that it is not necessary. For 

whatever reasons, the pizza then is stil  t concepWly hked to something that is 

conceived as Itaiian. This is in spite of pimis topped with tdoorz  chicken, VA-styled 

thimest-cnist-ever roti pipa with avocado, sweet-pepper confetti and parmesan" (in 

effect, a JamaicanlCarr'bbean pizza) or the "Chinese pina" mention& in Allisun James' 

(1996) on contemporary British food culturesS Dependhg on your outlook, these 

partîcular manifestations of pizza-ness may sound ternpting or horrendous. Perhaps in 

responçe to this, and evidence that p i p a  is still considered Italian, there has k e n  

resurgence of interest in this issue. In The Toronîo Sror (March 1 1, 1998) an with 

the headine "Marnrna Mia! Italy lays down pizza law" reports: 

Tired of pineapple toppuigs and other half-baked 
alternatives, the birthplace of pizza is putting its foot down 

Egged on by perfectionists in Naples, whose chefs have 
been in the business for more than two centmies, Italy's 
National Standards Body 0 is Laying d o m  strict d e s  
for "genuùie pizza" as it is prepared in the southem port 
city. 

I f  a11 goes as planned, the traditional poor man's dish now 
enjoyed by countless millions worldwide every day wiil join 
the ranks of Bninello wine and Paffnigiano cheese as a 
certifieci quality product 



There are several issues and ideas here. Part of the reasoning behind such a move has to 

do with popuïarity, the Fact that pizza is "enjoyed by c o d e s s  millions worldwide." 

There is the suggestion that its popdarity and its redtant widespread proliferaton has 

tamished the reputation of the original (or at least the local) p i n a  What is in contention 

here is the issue of authenticity. As a pizza chef and a supporter for this motion remarks, 

"'AH sorts of things pass for a pizza these days.. . . From now on, customers will be able 

to tell whether they are eating the real thuig or not" (ibid). The odd and exotic pizzas 

mentioned previously do not fit into most accepted ideas of what piPa iooks like, even 

if some of us consider a "Hawaiian pizza" with pineapples acceptable. The degree to 

which pizza has been naturdized is exemplified by the fact that it is even availabIe to be 

transformed into something else in order for it to be exotic or u n d .  I f  van den 

Berghe claims that pizza has become "deethnicize&" then these innovations can be 

regarded as an effort to 're-ethnicize' the p i n a  The attempts of the UNI to legaily 

establish a "genuine" pizza is in some part an attempt to reestabhsh or reinforce the Iink 

of piva to Itaiy, a common practice of tying whole cultures with a particul cuisine. 

But as is clearly stated in the article, it is not just a matter of tying p ina  to a nation. It is 

even more specific. The UNI wishes to "extend a law that says only products from a 

certain region can lay daim to their name, in this case to the name Neapolitan pizza" 

(Toronto Stur March 1 1, 1998). The gmeral concept of the 'Italianf piPa is specified 

into a local or regional product and identity. Common assumptions of conceptually 

imagining a certain dish in relation tu a nation are challenged At a more gened level, 

the way we conceive certain dishes represenbng a nation or a whole culture often glosses 

over the multi-regionai cookùig styles of a nation or a "whole culture." From the point 



of view of a consumer or commercial prodncer of ethnic food, attention to regional 

differences and distioctÎons suggests a more sophisticated and authentic knowledge 

beyond simpIistic associations of food items to its country (spaghetti to italy). 

Auîhenticity is found in the regional diversity of cuisines around the world (James 1996: 

87). In the same marner, the authentic Neapolitan pina is not necessarily just Italian, 

but more specifically identifiai wÏth Naples and neither Venice nor Sicily. The level of 

specificity in deterrnining distinctions among global-national-regional cuisines reveals or 

displays how authentic tbat knowledge is. 

There seems to be a great effort undertaken here to h k  the pizza to a specific 

region and thereby daim it as the ody genuine product. As the excerpt fiom the article 

mes,  if successfûl, the pizza would join the Bnmello wine and the Pannzgiam cheese 

as certified and controlled products made in a speçific region. Only those products 

pruduced under a specific set of conditions and procedures wodd be aliowed to carry 

those names. This is not In France, Chcmpagne, while popdarly used to refer 

to various kinds of sweet bubbly wines, can only be appkd to those made in a specific 

region (e-g., German and Italian versions are referred to rnerely as sparkling wines). 

Champagne is only one example of appdations d'origine as a regulating factor of the 

whe regions in France (Moran 1993). appel lut ion^, like the one proposed for the piPa, 

set up a set of standards or criteria for production and as a result act like a trademark. 

Accordulg to the article, the ingredients and how those ingredients are wed will largefy 

detemine what a genuine pizza is. Some of the ingredients are regionally based, such as 

the "rich, porcelah-white mozzarella made of buflklo mille, also common to the Naples 

area" (Toronto Star March 1 1, 1998). This intermingling of the ingredient, nom the 



achial land of the region, to the product, reinforces the association between region and 

product: "essentiai qualities of a product are associated with some essence of place, an 

essence rooted in the soi1 and climate but also in traditions of production" (Cook and 

Crang 1996: 146). For the producers, appeIIc~tzons ensures that they will aiways have dl 

the benefits of an exclusive trademark- For the consumer, theoreticaIly, they ensure a 

standard of quaiity which is ofien linked with "artisanal principles of 'craftsmarzship"' 

(Bell and Valentine 1997: 17) as well as with knowing that one is c o d n g  an 

authentic product The remarks made by the pizza chef (do we consider the folks at 

work at the local Pizza Hut or Pizza Pizza to be "pizza chefsn?) in the article (quoted 

above) sum up the advantages of establishing a tradernark on a product. 

Such rnoves tu consolidate the Unportance of a regional position within a rager 

context reveai various issues related to the intermingling of regional or mialler-scale 

responçes to current globdinng processes. However, the concept of the region needs to 

be addressed more in depth What is it about the region that wodd make it the social 

and physical gound or space for these sorts of things to occlrr? Like other geographical 

places/spaces e-g., the city or the nation, they encornpass certain patterns and forces that 

affect or shape them in parti*cdar ways. Smith (1993 quoted in Bel1 and Valentine 1997: 

17) dates, "the regional sale is ctosely bound up with the larger rbythms of the national 

and global economy, and regionaï identity is constructed disproportionately around the 

kinds of work performed there." The region is usuatty associated witb what it is 

produced there. An example closer b home is the Niagara region wine. As Bell and 

Valenthe note winernhg regions are often popular tourist destinations. 



The regional level is tied to the national and global economy or scale. The 

attempts at 1egisIati.g the pizza as a specific and distinct certified product can be 

regarded as means of protecting the regÏond production or activity, as well as effort to 

maintain and nAEm I d  or regional identities in the face of national or international 

forces. The force of homogenization is potentially able to erase all those local or smaller 

scale identities. In other words it is an example of conceiving a "mosaic of iraditional 

regionai cultures being mobilized against the spectre of invasion and homogenization" 

(Cook and Crang 1996: 146). This parcicular "spectre" is generaily the ethical concem 

regarding the international marketing of go& that spreads a "single regime of products 

and values aromd the world" that may obliterate culrural diversiîy to be replaced by a 

standardized (mostly resembling a Western) culture (Classen and Howes 1996: 179). 

For example, fearing that the influx of Western produc& was heralding a new sort of 

colonial domination, some Hindu fundamentalists attempted to organize a boycott 

against CocaCola and Pepsï, the most visible symbols of the purporteci "multinational 

invasion" (ibid). This situation differs slightly in that the "spectre" is not entirely that 

the foreign products are threatening the integrity of Italian products. Rather, their 

property has been exported and as a resdt altered - and in the point of view of pina 

aficionados - altered beyond recognition. Viewed as a product of the region and 

reflecting the character of its habitants, it needed to be rescued fiom undergoing any 

more of its various tofir-Iike mutations: a tubula rasa of food stretched, tossed and 

garnished accummodafing almost every taste, whim or desire. An4 as the examples of 

some of the more musual pizzas dernonstrate, particulariy Italian (Neapolitan) 

product was assuming various ethnic or ciutUral markers as weK As such the identities 



of the uihabitants of the region were also in outsiders' han& undemining the purported 

authenticity o f  not only their product but atso their identity. Only through popdarïmtion 

of the pizza can the only authentic pizza maicers reclaim it as a pmduct of their region. 

Gutierrez (1 984) describes a similar expexience of a "radicdised" Cajun commlmi-ty 

angered by the dilution of their cuisine when it was marketed outside Louisiana. Lïke 

the Cajun comzLnity, the association of Neapolitan pina maken is mobilized through 

the perceiveci &ont made to them. As a result, in another context, potentiaify they are 

mobiIizing themsefves against the rest of M y  as well. Thus this action can be viewed 

from at least a coupIe of different standpoints: the people o f  a region responding to the 

forces of globalization or potentially creating some sort of inha-regional cornpetition in 

a counûy that is already rife with that 

The tran~n~onal  character of pizza has instigated a movement to re-authenticate 

it and thereby re-auîhenticate the regional identity that is a part o f  the pizza. An 

intnguing possibility that rnay arise is, within that re-authenticahon o f  regional identities 

in the global context, locd food traditions rnay become revitalized or at Ieast receive 

more attention. James ( 1996: 84) suggests th& the homogenizing of food (fast food in 

particular) has not brought about a comparable and paralle1 set of homogenized 

identities. As an example she cites a study done in Istanbul where the inboduction of 

Western fast food chains has spmed on "Iocal culïmxy compiexity through the revival 

of traditional Turkish snack f& which offer similar contemporary, 'grazing' 

experience at half the price" (ibid). To speculate even M e r ,  local traditions rnay 

borrow orbe irispired by the new or different foms. The pina  story neitber addresses 

nor d e s  out the possibility that perhaps many people in the Neapolitan region might 



enjoy non-traditional pizza Despite how the piPa  has various claims to the Ïdentity of 

the region and Ïts people, it may slmpiy be a matter of developing a taste for pineapples 

on their p i P a  At the same tirne, while some European nations such as Russia may have 

developed a taste for Amencan fast food (or at least a niche for it) - Bell and Valentine 

describe how hamburgers had acquired a "chic" a@ for some French people, be  it a 

reaction to the haute nature of the haute cuisine or otheMnse - it seems that Italy would 

be a harder nut to crack However, those little cracks probably exist, very likely as a 

result of the populanty of fast fimi with young people. 

The burger in France, as elsewhere, is, moreover, the 
favoured food of the young. .. fourth-fi& of paying 
customers in a survey in 1989 were under 34 years of age; 
even as fast food percoiates down the social strata, it 
remains a predomimmtly youthful taste- 
(Bell and Valentine 1997: 172) 

The Amencan fast food outlets are reçognized distinctly as representing an 'American- 

nessr that is not to be found there. Similady, during my visit to South Korea in 1986,I 

counted two Americao fast food outiets in Suwon, a city with a population of about a 

million people and approximately 30 minutes firom Seod, the capital. Meanwhile, Seoul 

had almost every conceivable fast food outlet From the United States, rnany of which f 

did not even recognize because they do not exist in Canada (or at least in Southem 

Ontario). Upon my last visit, a few years ago, the total rose to three, and last year it 

went up again but only by two. W l e  they are nowhere near as numerou as it is in 

Seoul, what stnick me about aU the fast food outlets was th& the customers were 

predorninantly juniour high schml aged (and seerningly mostly girls, as I found out one 

aftemoon wtiile ordering a Wendy's lunch special). Apart fiom king observable, it is 

generally agteed upon that only young people go to Western fast food outlets to eat or 



more accurate&, to snack (as it is often distinguished by the fact that one cannot have 

hamburgers as a proper meal). 

From its origin as a "traditionai poor man's dishn to its current ubiquitous status, 

where an individual can not tell whether they are eating the " r d  thing" or not, it is king 

recovered by its region of birth. "Pizza chefs" and "Association for the Real Neapolitan 

Pina" are means of binding the pizza tu the region through tradition and hiaory. James 

(1996: 80) asks how images of tradition are used to "pop up, relocate or dissuade 

alIegiances to particular local identities againçt the backdrop of increasingly global, 

potentially hornogeninng, cultural processes?" In this case, tradition is used to support 

and reaffirm those "patïcular local identities" in light of what the p ipa  has undergone 

and where it has gone. Now it is king re-rooted back into the ground, where the land is 

intertwined with the identity of those in that region. The attempt to take pizza back to its 

authentic roots is an endeavour to reaffirm Iocal identities- At the same tirne, the pizza 

or any other food item does not simply corne out of pIaces. They also "make places as 

symbolic constmcts, king deployed in the discursive construction of various 

imaginative geographies" (Cm k and Crang 1996: 140). Food, the place and the people 

of that place are rnutually interdependent and create and maintain a sense of meaning 

and identity. Pizza is a form of intellectml as well as material property that needs to be 

reclaimed. An important thing at stake in this reclamation project is authenticity, not 

just of the food item but also the people of the region In this sense, it was a type of 

property that local people felt was king indiscriminately bandied about ui another 

sense, it is also the commodifkation of a region. %y creating an appellarions d'ortgine 



they are accepting this change and ensuring some sort of commercial hrture for 

themselves, 

The article states as a nnal point, " P i n  became a nationid symbol in the 1890s 

d e r  Italy findly become [sicJ unified after years of unrest" It suggests that the pina 

was an intemal symbul of its newfound nationhood Within Itaiy there d l 1  exists today 

a strong sense of regionalism thaî in some ways is just a s  strong as nationalkt 

sentiments. This is so especially within the country itself. There are a nlnnber of 

different configurations that map out the cornpetition and dis'erences between regions 

within the country. The most obvious one is the North-South division (in its extrerne, a 

politicd party proposed that a srna11 group of regions in the north secede from the rest of 

the nation, that is 'the south'). But even within any large defining categov (like the 

south), there exist a number of ideas and stereotypes about one another between 

neighbouring regions. This is similar to how nationalkt ethnic conscioumess Ïs 

strongest or most concretely mobilized when under threat by another (national or largerj 

force. 

Ln the restaurant busiwss, regionai identification and consumer knowledge about 

regional differences seem to be predicated on how long a particular cuisine has been 

a r o d  What outsiders conceive as a national cuisine is usually upon closer 

consideration extremely regional in nature. Often a national cuisine does not exist as 

such that would match the ideas outsiders might have about it While a Canadian cuisine 

might be hard to imagine, a more regional Canadian cuisine is easily conceivable, such 

as Quebecois or Acadian foods. Chinese and Italian cuisines are heavily divided into 



regional sîyles, for example. So while we consider pkm or spaghetti witb tomato sauce 

as being quintessentially Italian, they are both dishes most commonly found in the 

South These examples are the most cornmon and popular exampIes of ethnic cuisine 

available in North Arnenca As such, over time, there has k e n  a process of breaking 

d o m  the over-generalized or over-simplified genenc offerings such as "Chinese" and 

"Italian" food Whether it is a matter of greater fieedom to cook more familiar or horney 

foods or whether it is a move to distÏnguish themselves f?om others of their ilk, 

restaurants 'specidize' in specific regional styles. As such, in larger cities with a 

significant number of any particular ethnic or nationdity restaurants, it is more lîkeiy 

that there will be more region-identified restaurants. 

Here in London, Ontario, the five Indian restaurants are only identified as 

"Indian" (dthough if one were to ask the restaurant staffthey wodd be more specific). 

However, on an interesting note, in the hdian neighbomhood in east Toronto, a number 

of restaurants do not indicate (by way of signage) any indication of region-specific 

specialization. That is not to say that some of the restaurants do not provide more 

specific cuisines. ft is just not so obvious to me. I have a few suggestions. The fim is 

that in an area that is fresuented by Indians it may not be necessary to identiQ 

restaurants so explicitly (patrons may know the différences). Secondiy, the majonty of 

businesses may be owned and fkpenteù by natives of a certain area Yet in the heart of 

a downtown neighbourhood known as the Annex, on a stretch of  BIoor Sîreet between 

Spadina and Bathurst Avenues, there are three M a n  restaurants. The latest addition (no 

more than two years old) is distinctly signed as offeRng South indian food. At least one 

restaunint review makes note of this fàct, at Ieast in passing, characterizing it as being 



fairb rare or hard to find The two prevhus examples show how depending on the 

location and context and to whom the restaurant is genedy  aimed (clientele), regional 

speciali7iition takes on diBering roles. In the latter, the specidization seems to translate 

as evidence o f  a sophisticated uhan dining scene, great for a clientele who bows  and 

values those regional ciifferences that exist in a "national" cuisine. nie first example 

seems more straightforward, in that its existence is more fùnctional (not that the South 

indian restainant on Blwr Street is not mling a function, but that it is ofTering a place 

for other ethnic uatives). Still, even at the level at which the restaurant is mostly for 

other ethnic natives, other Indians can satisfL their curiousity or taste for foods from 

other regions. 

"Do you smen Kraft Dinner?" 

I specifically single out one sensoq aspect over others because of the nature of smell 

and because of its relationship to food preparation and conmption. Tyler (1996) states 

that the essence of aroma is its transgressive nature (61 7). Generaily, smell is one way 

ciifference is marked when deding with other foods. Preceding actuai taste, the aroma 

and smells of the food sets the table, so ta speak, to whet the appetite or suppress it 

dtogether. 

The smeU of sornething can be camed away fiom its source much like the sound 

of something But in dealing with fimi, meIl is of far more consequence than the 

sounds of it (if any)- So the smells of your lunch as you prepare it can lazily waft out of 



the relatively pnvate confines of your kitchen or apartment It can be on your breath, 

your clothes even well after consurnption. The construction of most suitable foods at 

proper tirnes is @y informe6 5y these concerns. Before a date or a conversation with 

someone in close quarters one wouId probably be carefd about eaîing certain f& such 

as garlic, onions or even curry. Of course, this is relative to where one might live and its 

noms, values and the constructed experiences every individual accumuiates. 

Ours is a society that is genedy acutely conscious or aware of mielis and 

odours - that is, the right or proper way to smell. It figures "into the construction of 

relations of power.. . on both popufar and institutional levels" (Classen, Howes and 

Synnotî 1996: 16 1 ). The "reiations of power" are expressed in how othen compare to the 

centre of power which "govems fiom a position of olfàctory neutrality" (ibid.) much like 

unmarked ethnicity. As suc h those people considered to be on the periphery of the 

centre are marked as being odourous or having çome sort of srneil. It is not only people 

of other ethni-c, religious, social backgrounds that popdate this periphev but also those 

of the 'wrong' gender. Typicdy, issues of meIl and women are ~~~~~cab tied 

together in stereotypic forms. Wornen are (or there is a pressure to be) "fragant," ethnic 

people exude "foreign" or "undesirable" d o m ,  and the poor or homeless just smell ba& 

Classified as being smeiiy or odourous can be used to mark someone or a whole 

group of people to generate stereotypes and other foms of typification. Nazis 

sometimes referred to Jews as garlic eaters (Classen, Howes and Synnott 1996). Smell 

is ernployed as a forrn of social classification. Much of Indian cuisine employs a 

number of different and highiy aromatic spices and ingredi-ents. The Werent or foreign 

qualities of these smells are for many its primary distinguishing features. For instance, 



in grade school an Indian boy used to be teased about how he smefled; the smell of 

Indian food permeated corridors of apartment blnldings. In many stereotypa and racist 

jokes about East Indians, there seems to be (at least to rny experÎence) a fkir1y common 

theme that nins through them Ln the case of Indians, it seems to corne in the form of 

associating them with "shit" in some form or another and stigmatizing Indian-ness with 

smell, usually in a negative manner "1 just dont like Pakis. They stink. Pakis really 

reek. You can tell one in the street a mile away" (ibid). The association of people of 

the hdian sub-continent with shit is encountered in a nurnber of racist jokes dealing with 

East Indians. I suggest that this association is made on a number of different levels. 

These "levels" are generaI clusters of ideas and information îhat inform certain 

stereotypes. 

The firsf I think, has to do with popular conceptions of India and what it means 

to be Indian. Ofien the images in the media depict India typically as a poor and 

overpopulated Third World nation, the people living in conditions unimaginable by most 

industnalized, Western nations. These notions, rnost ofien centering on questions 

regarding hygiene and health and such, are compounded or enf'orced by popular images 

and stories. For example, Hindu practices of bathing in the Ganges, where we are shown 

in films the m e  place where the cremated ashes are scattered, the same waters where 

anmials such as cows and oxen hlic, are indelible and powerFul images.' Again, the 

predominant negative Unage of the people of India deals with these issues and its 

ciifference and aiien-ness. WhiIe none of these images deals directly with food or its 

preparation, by association, other activities are implicated in the general assumptions and 

ideas. Another example, relateci more closely to food is the image of rural folks 



collecting (handling) and then diying cow dung to be used as fuel to - amongst other 

things - cook their food This partïcuiar example brings conceptuaIizations of food and 

waste together overtly. 

Another aspect of this imagery pertains to skin colour. This is fairly 

straightfoward. The last factor, which I would Iike to consider, bnngs us back to smell 

and visual appearance. nie cirrry dish probably is most associated with Lndian cuisine - 
although the curry is "a category of colonial ongin" (Appadurai 1988: 1 8, Narayan 1995) 

-- and for those unfamiiiar with if it probably lwks as strange as it smeils. What is 

foreign does not have to be bad but within a racist perspectiveldiscourse, if one is an 

immigran~ an unkno~m or the Other, then it is more Iikeiy to take on a negative 

cornutahon (and of course you don? srneIl but "they" do). Thus a foreign, potentially 

exotic or tantalizing, si& and smell is interpreted as foui, inediile, excremenc shit 

DiRerence, in this case, is acknowledged and heightened to exaggerate the bondaries 

between groups. As well, it serves to reinforce ideas about the group - we define 

ourseives by what we are not. 

Recently, on the CBC show "Comics," Brendan Peters, an East indian çtand-up 

cornedian, did a short televised comedy bit that plays on these stereotypes and often 

racist sentiments: 

He and a group of Eends, dl I n d i a  are joking aromd 
while waiting for the bus inside a bus shelter in what is 
obviousiy a cold &y. After a moment, a Caucasian feilow 
cornes inside. h i d e  the bus shelter it grows quiet The 
uidian fellows si& sorne make faces as if in pain and 
couple of them hold their noses, wincing and waving their 
han& in nont o f  them. Peten says to his fnends, oblivious 
to the white guy, 'Do  you smell Kraf? Dimer?" There are 
no& Shaking his head he adds almosî disgustedly, in a 
lower tone, Tant they wash before they leme their house?" 



A simple but effective reversai touches on utany of the issues and ideas that exist in this 

specific kïnd of group interaction and how assumptions about food plays a central part in 

those reiations. An underlying assumption at work in the comedy bit and in reaI life is 

the notion that different people or groups have distinct and innate smells. That is, what 

you eat is litedly being sweated out through your pores. To accept this notion as true, 

then, ethnocentric and relative claims that certain groups, religious orders, ethnicities 

srne11 good or bad can be made and lrtilued For exampie, a cousin who visited Toronto, 

his first trip outside of Korea, some years ago commented to me that he codd barely 

stand the subway ride because it smelled like a monkey house to him 

Lmproper aromas or smelfs are to be contained, neutrafized, controlIecL Those 

who cannot are blamed for their inattentiveness or their inability to do so. Their 

shortcomings are often deemed offensive by othen as we move dong the mie from 

olfactorily neutraI to appropriately or pleasantly odourous. SrneIl c m  be one 

manifestation of difference and difference c m  be negotiated in different ways. Here 

smell and its associated stereotypical imagery regarding Indians are used as ways to 

separate and differentiate between seIf and Other. DiRerence is strangeness and treated 

as such. 



Consumption and Self Identity 

But at this juncturef our aoalysis can go in another direction 

I am tallcing about how difference in food (smell, look, origin, etc.) can be 

potentially used as a strategy for some people (young people for example) to engage 

diEerence in a positive or affirmative manner. 1 suggest that this engagement is enacted 

in a manner that consumes those differences to 'enhance' their own position or image or 

identity. The symbolic manipulation of f d w a y s  by a group or an individuaI - be it 

conscious or unconscious - c m  be regarded as a statement about identity, membership, 

-tus and the social boundaries that f d w a y s  symbolicaily entail. 1 wodd aiso Iike to 

emphasize the role of desire. Obviously these acts may make it sound like there are 

careful orchestrations and plans going on, and as a resuit are overdetermined in that 

manner. It is important to keep in mind that desire is obviously a key factor. 

Theories about globdization tend to fdI in to one oftwo theoretical perspectives: 

cultural heterogenization and cultural homogenization (effectively a 

Westemization/Americanization) or to exkt in the tension between the two. Further 

refinements to these ideas have stressed the complementary and dialecticéii relationships 

beîween the two ideas and M e r  emphasized processes such as hybridization and 

creolization. For example, imifom products that are distributeci or are to be found 

intemationally do not necessady convey in the end the same meanings evenly and 

unifody. At the local level, those products tend to be recontextualized and reworked 

so that they may take on very different meanings: "global sameness is reworked by local 



difference.. . " (Bell and ValentÏne 1997: 190). By stressing the agency of consumers 

(against the seemingly ovenvhelmiag force of consumer culture) and the ability to select 

and adapt products to their own desires, knowledge and interests, the meanings of these 

products becorne culturally significant at the focal level (Classen and Howes 1996: 178). 

For example, the ubiquïtous McDonald's in Moscow or Paris connotes some very 

different meanings from those in Toronto (Smart 1994; Bell and Valentine 1997: 172). 

A fature of globalization or a global culture çuggests uiat the world is gettîng 

'smdler' (for some of us). GIobalijration Îs dnven by sophisticated interconnecteci 

telecommunication networks, the media, increasing availabiIity and magnitude of 

international travel and tourism, corporate expansionimi, and so fordi. As well, people 

are conscious that the world is getthg 'smaller.' "It is our knowledge that the world 

getting smaller which is crucial, and the uses we make of that knowledge" which 

potentialty increase our understanding of and place in that world (Bell and Valentine 

1997: 199 1). As consumers, then, we may have "the worId cm a plate" (Cook and Crang 

1996). And just as "global sameness is reworked by local difference," local differences 

out there can be made global, consumable. One of the most common ways of thinking 

about these processes of globalization is through food However, before going M e r  

on the subject of food, 1 would I&e to look at the general power of consumer activities 

and commodities tu articulate place - physical and social - (and by implication 

movement) and identity: as Friedman puts it, "Et01 explore consumption as an aspect of 

broader cdturaf strategies of self-denni tion and self-maintenance" ( 1 99 1 : 3 1 2). 



Featherstone ( 199 1)  writes about the current state of the ascendancy of lifestyle, the 

stylization of life, and the f k e  fi owing ability to recreate the self in the current consumer 

culture. First, Featherstone introduces the concept of "consumer culture," particularly 

the "cultural dimension of the economy, the symbolMon and use of material go& as 

'communicators' not just utilities" ( IW 1 : 84). Then, using Baudrillard and others, he 

attempts to establish that this consumer culture is largely "depthless" and that "dl values 

have become tranmdued and art has tnlmiphed over reality" (ibid: 85). That is, he calls 

it a postmodem culture - the mass production of commodities has resulted in the de- 

emphasis on or even obliteration o f  the original use-values of goods has "resulted in the 

commodity becoming a sign in the Saussurean sense, with its meaning arbitranly 

determinecl by its position in a self-referential system of signifiers" (&id : 85). The 

commodity is no longer held to its origuial use-value but open to a range of signifiers 

that can rename and recast upon goods new or unexpected meanings. Important in this 

role is advertising and various forms of mass media, particularly television This 

process, descn'bed as the "aestheticization of reality," highlights and clears the way for 

the ascendancy of (1ife)style. 

Individuais potentidly have a way of eqanding and remodeling their lives 

Iargely through consumption practices. 

Rather than unreflexiveiy adopting a lifestyle, through 
tradition or habit, the new heroes of consumer culture make 
lifestyle, a M e  project and display their individuality and 
sense of style in the particdanty of the assembIage of 
goods, clothes, practices, experiences, appearance and 
bodily dispositions they design together into a lifestyIe. The 
modern individual within consumer culture is made 
conscious that he speaks not only with his clothes, but with 
his home, furnishings, decoration, car and other activities 
which are read and classified in ternis of the presence and 



absence of taste. (Featherstone 199 I : 86) 

Thus these articulations of style and identity are a way of distinguishing oneself 

fkom othea, one social group from another. Friedman regards it as "a negotiation 

between self-dennition and the anay o f  possibilities oEered by the capita.iist market" 

(1 99 1 : 3 14). Furthemore, Lifestyle is not only constructed îhrough what one can have 

and experience but also by what the individual chooses not to have or purchase or 

experience. As such selfdefinition is in relation to the world of goods as a non- 

consumer (ibid). By not participating, or even being generally çuspicious or hostile to 

consamer practices, one equaily derives a sense of identity. Under the assumption that 

these sorts of beliefs and behaviour are not shared by the majority (in its extreme form), 

then the sense of identity tends to be rooted not necessarily in the individual but also in 

other Iïke minded individuais as well. Thus, alternative methods of connimption, like 

bartering, necessitate more interpersonal relations and a reliance on reciprocal 

exchanges. One has to become a part of the network that entails giving and taking 

senrices or the .  These activities are the opposite of negative-reciprocal exchanges, at 

tes t  ideally. These and other practices, ranging &om decreasing buying andor 

ernploying other resources or avenues of acquiring gouds, are attempts at minimizing 

active participation in a consumer culture as weiI as practicing alternative rnethods to 

that But, as mentioned aiready, these very actions thernselves constitirte a seuse of 

identity, one that may be aiigned more towards a group level but nonetheless situating 

the self apart fiom others by ideology and practice. Yet that identity is still predîcated 

upon the existence of and purportecf break from the other group. While one cannot be 

completely apart fiom the dominant culture (and its attendant consumer practices and 



beliefs), there is bound to be some arnount of work and stress invohed in maintaining 

those bomdaries, that are important in i d e n m g  self and others. There is also a need 

to negotiate instances when those boundaries are crossed or shown to be much more 

porous than expecterL 

If we regard goods as "constihients of selfhmd, of social identity" we can then 

regard the construction of an ideotity as a part of the practice of consumption (Friedman 

199 1 : 327)' This is a highly individualized process in that the goods are defined by the 

self or by others motivateci by pemnaily meaaing. understanding. This assumes that 

each individual undertakes a conscious, reflexive set of actions which may range fiom 

ascertaining the range of choices to the actuai act of consuming. Finthemore, as 

consumer choice is tied to the process of creating a self, there is an assumption that there 

is a continuous "narrative of self' (*ch therefore needs to be continuous ty managed) 

that informs choices (Warde 1994: 882). It mi@ be supposed that consumption is a 

fairly stressfui activity. While there may be stress involved in bying to determine what 

one might want and how to acquire it, it cm also be a pleasinable activity. 

Featherstone's account of the "aesthicizahon of reaiity" paints an individual fke 

to choose fiom a \vide range of gwds to put together in some way a sense of self. What 

needs to be added is that while Featherstone is r e f i n g  rnainly to the young and 

affluent, "consumer culture publicity suggests that we all have room for self- 

improvement and self-expression whatever our age or class or@nsM (1 984:86). From a 

fiscal point of view or a bottom-line-profit perspective, this makes sense (why limit the 

'market' in any way?). Featherstone points out how greater variety of products available 

and increasing market hgrnentation tend to diminish uniformities, allowing for more 



diversity for a greater number of people. Nonetheless, these choices are obviously not 

available to everyone, nor does everyone feel them in the same manner. Also the 

consumer alone does not whoiIy inform these individual decisions. Consumption is 

mediated and informed by various other mechanisms and processes. The most 

immediate one is advertising. For Featherstone, îhis plays a large part in how 

consumption can fimction as an active part of identity formation. More recent 

advertising tends to cornmimicate more "diffuse, ambiguous Iifestyle imagery" which 

Feathentone suggests "encourages a van'ety of readings of messages" (87). Dominant 

themes in these messages are ones that first affirm the consumer as a unique individual 

and then encourage the expression of that unique seIf by purchasing the product that is 

being peddled (the majority of commercial advertking tends to do this). More generally, 

much of advertising consists of advocating a lifestyle and by association the product that 

is being pushed 

Warde suggests some models of consumption as  identity formation assume a far 

too individudistic mode1 of the consumer and provides a nurnber of other "processes and 

institutions" that help in informing consumer choices and allaying any anwiety that rnay 

result fiom consumption (1994: 892). I would Iike to borrow sorne of these ideas but in 

a slightl y different way. Here I use thern as an 'antidote' to the possible tendency to 

over-emphasize the tone of the p r e s s  as well as the seemingl y uni fonn way these ideas 

are being applied Again I would like to emphasize that I am not suggesting that al1 

consumption practices directly pertain to identity formation. Rather, they may be 

mobilized as a way of formiog identities. As I develop this point M e r ,  1 am moving 

from generd wnsumption activities to somethuig specific, that is, eating 



There are many forms of commercial of communication that advise or direct 

consumer choices. There are magazines for nearly every interest or consumer activity. 

Some exkt as reflections of Ning and M i n g  trends and no more îhan that (magazines 

devoted to "Beanie Babies"). Other foms inciude simply other people. The social 

network oh which the individuai is a part provides various forms of feedback, advice, 

and information on various matters. 

Warde (1994) cri-tiques a number of social theorïsts' ideas about the relationship 

between consmnption and idem-ty formation In particular, Warde takes on Bauman's 

idea, which is basically that uidividuals are responsible for theu actions, that is, for their 

ability to (relcreate their selves. The individual is responsible for his or her actions. As 

a result, consumption is fraugbr with risk about inadvertently making the wrong choices; 

hence it provokes anxiety. Adverti-sing provides the reassurance that consumers are 

making the right choices. According to Bauman this is what allays the anxiety involved 

in consumption and creaîing a self. Warde has some misgivings about consumption as 

king inherentIy anxiety-provoking, for the obvious reason that connmiption c m  be 

pIeasurab1e. He contends that advertising itçelf c m  be a source of a.nxiety @ut that c m  

be considered another tactic of creaîing and then offerùig alternative products to allay 

that imtial anxiety. Advertiçing even if it creates anxieiy does not stop at that. It is 

usually the first step m tirmmg the consumer towards another product). Warde has 

several other arguments that tend to deflate the thesis. However, they do not necessady 

discredit it altogether. What he tems "compensatory mechanisms" provide other ways 

of alIaying that anxiety beyond just advertising Warde contends that for those whom 

connimption is most anxiety-ridden will be precisely those who are well versed and weU 



prepared to be able to make the right choices. Hence, while it may be an extensive 

process, the fear of âEUUety will provoke the most extensive preparation to avoid that 

For ohrs, this would not be an issue- As a resdt, Warde wants to make a distinction 

between choice and selection Those for whom connmiption is most meaningfui and 

hught  with potential anxiety are the Ieast likely to make a mistake. They avoid the 

problem of anxïety by their preparation and "ïnvestment of knowledge" which in tum 

means that their range of options that the market has available is c o e n e d  ( 1994: 

896). M e r  people, who do not care, are not facd with nsk situations. As suc4 for 

Warde, consumption is not dl that risky to them. 

While these practices are highly individualized, I am not advocating a total 

system where consumption is invariabty a matter of self-identity. I am suggesting that it 

can be employed as such, as a marner of personal choice. But Warde brings about an 

important point about the matter of choice. One of Warde's principal crïticims about 

theones of consumption and ideotity formation is that the latter may papetuate a 

"polih'co-ideological sense of the conslrmption process which imputes fkeedorn to an 

activity that is not in any important sense fiee" (1994: 897). If, as he argues, 

consumption is not al1 that risky, then those for whom consurnption matters most are not 

really making a choice. Rather they are choosing hom a restn'cted range of options. 

Similady, Appaduraï writes tbat the producer and the forces that make up production are 

the real seat of agency and not so much the consumer: 

Global advertising is the key technology for the woridwide 
dissemination of a plethora of creative, and cdturaily well- 
chosen, ideas of consumer agency. These images of agency 
are increasingly distortions of a world of merchandising so 
subtie that the consumer is consistently helped to believe 



that he or she is an actor, where in fact he or she is at best a 
chooser. (199 1 : 307) 

The point 1 wouid Iike to make out of this is that even if it is a matter of choosing fiom a 

iimited number of given or acceptable options it can siil1 be individdIy meaningful. 

The consumer c m  invest meaning into it whether it is selfdefineci or otherdeked. 

Eating the Other 

At some point in the past, eating out may have mostly meant an oppominity to not have 

to cook, as a way of saving time or an option for tired parents. Eating out means a lot 

more than just avoiding the work of preparing food. Most of us are aware of other 

benefits or pleasures. But it can also engender the oppsite reaction: spending money on 

a seemingly supertluous activity, eating foods in an LIllfaniiliar and uncontrofled 

environment Eating out has becorne more than that As the link between the food eaten 

outside the home not n e d t y  king the food you have to eat outside the home 

increased in strength, the possibility of eating things that you might not get at home 

increased also. In addition to this, the growth of ethnic restaurants (many of wtiich just 

existed as a place to serve other Like people with fàmiliar native foods) puts another 

choice under the category of other different foods to eat outside the home. 

The food business plays a significant role in the economic life of many 

immigrants in the west There is an appetite or a market for ethnic restaurants. Certain 

groups may be primuiiy associated with the cuisine. To the extent that a particdar 

cuisine or food has been generalIy established (and accepted by the host or dominant 



culture) those new immigrants have the option to open up a restaurant. The core of 

many ethnic a d o r  immigrant enclaves or neighbornhoods is built up around food- 

related businesses (i-e., an ethnic grocery or a restaurant). Economic opportunities for 

immigrants rnay vary depending on the situation they corne into and what sort of 

resources they bring. 

Penonally, both my parents were university-trained (teacting and accounting) 

and had worked in their respective fields before moWig to Canada But for a number o f  

reasons, like the barrier in language, it was easier and less compticated to do something 

else. As well, there is often some urgency in trying to establish a new iife. Besides they 

had not planned on leaving Korea, and as a result their training did not reff ect the 

preparation that is required to do that The immediate and available option was working 

at srnaIl businesses such as mail corner stores. Ml that was required of them to get 

them on their way to eventually owning their own business was to raise capital. This 

obviously introduces and incorporates the new member into the aiready established 

social network thereby perpetuating the community. 

In this way the work that many immigrants do in their new country rnay have 

little or nothing to do with what they did or aspired to do in their native country. This 

has a couple of implications in the context of a restaurant. First, it is not measonable to 

expect that not dl those that own and operate restaurants wanted to do so a d o r  had any 

sort of training for i t  The brothers at Curry Garden have a background of working at 

restaurants in Canada as well as in India But they were not the first in their family to 

start in the food indu-. Their uncle originally settled and worked in a restaurant in 

England. It was there they nnt moved to from Calcutta The migratory routes the 



family members undertook is the reverse Bow of colonial routes. Another implication is 

that if they did not have any formal training or experience in the restaurant business, 

then how do they decide what to offer ùi their restaurants? One wouid assume they 

wodd start by cooking home foods and ~Eenng them to the public. But in a context 

where there may be rnany other sirnilar restaurants, there are probably built-up 

expectations of what one needs to offer. This opens up to notions of perceived 

authenticity and creolization of foodç as they adapt to new conte&, which in itself may 

be a function of the dynamic of how ethnic grolrps deai with that same challenge. But 

there is a difference between home and business or pubiic spaces. This is where the 

performance aspect cornes in and how it relates to the idea of an 'audience.' That is, 

public or private performance rnay be for in-group or out-group members. In particular 

the important distinction here is the site of performance: the home or the restaurant 

The popularity of the "natiodity restauranf" as Kalcik calls it, has been well 

documentai and is faidy obvious to casual obçervation. Zelinsiq ( 1  985) maps out the 

emergence and settlement of four dominant ethnic cuisine restaurants in the United 

States and (to a fesser degree) Canada. While restaurants may exist in a greater range of 

sophistication or styles in Iarger cities and their immediate environs, establishments that 

serve some sort o f  ethnic food can be found almost anywhere. They exist, amongst other 

things, as a public space where tasting other foods is acceptable. Ln this case, the 

fimction of an ethnic restaurant has expanded beyond catering only to other in-group 

members. And so many impiications emerge regarding the reiationship between the 

producer and the consumer and the ideas and knowledges about wu-ious ethnic groups 

and identities that people have and employ. 



At the consumption side of things there are a couple of generai positions one 

couid take on North AmerÏcans who eat ethnic foods. Generally speaking, the populanty 

of eatïng unfd iar  fwds implies curiousity, acceptance and enthmiam on the part of 

consumen. The pleasumble çociaiity involved in consumption also needs to be 

considered. As food is highly charged with ideas about personal and group identity, 

affiliation and ciifference, d g  other people's f i d s  c m  be a significant act G e n d l y  

speabng, in a multiculturd context where there are more bouncfary lines that tend to 

separate people rather than bring them closer, eating other foods is a simple and direct 

act It can be a relatively unproblematic way of reaching across or breaching the space 

between various people or groups. Unfamiliar or strange foods may, upon consurning 

thern, become fkdiarized. There is sorne cornfort in hding similarities between 

foodways as they make the strange more approachable or manageable. These "across- 

group" interactions are çymbolized by the act of eating (Katcik 1984). However, as 

there is a continuum as to how acceptmg any individual is to trying out new foods, the 

act of eating across cultural buundaries is in some ways limited It is of course limited to 

certain times and budgets. As well, for most, those interactions are prünarily mediated 

through the public arena of the restaurant. Furthemore, across group interactions are 

presumably more risky or at least unfamiliar, so one has to b d  a safe and acceptable 

way and place to eat Then in some contexts these foms of eating may be more 

common (available as an option) in particular s~cio-econo~c strata as they are al1 

economic transactions. 



Part of the popularity and mcreased awareness of ethnic foods may be a direct result of 

the popdarïty and rise in toutim, particularly those tourists orÏginating from western 

nations. An f?om a recent issue of a food industry (i-e., restaurantsf fiachises, 

slrppliers, etc.) trade magazine puts it this way: "Another worldwide trend has been 

created by the growing tourism industry. lsenberg [an editor at "The Food Channel"] 

calls it 'the growùig global palette of flavoun avdable worldwide.' Once travellers 

r e m  home, explains Isenberg, they are more willing to experiment with foods and 

flavours encountered abroad" (Preuschat ad: 7). Despite the peculiar logic of this 

statement, it does serve to state what many aiready probably know and explain what has 

been happening for a long time dready. 

Translated to the home, as a fonn of "intemal tourism" (van den Berghe 1984: 

394), each nationality restaurant can be an encapsdation of the main elements of popdar 

tourism: a regulated and hence safe location (for shidy as well), being served by ethnic 

locds. Furthmore, in whatever type of travel one undertakes (within a hierarchy that 

distinguishes travel firom tourkm espen'ally the packagecf tours, etc.), eating is usually a 

highly pIeasurab1e or anxious part of being abroad While travelling, eating the "other" 

can function as a way of taking in the otbemess of a cdture th& may not be so easily 

negotiated by Ianguage ( C d s  and Pajaczkowska 1994: 208). It may also be the 

ultimate expression of the willingness to engage in an act in which potentially "the self is 

changed by the experience of alterity in a dialectic of difference" ( 1  994: 206). And back 

at home, one cm continue to eat those foods at restaurants or locate them at the grocery 

store as a direct reminder of experiences and/or as a continuing expression of how those 

experiences - during the encounter wiîh the "othern white travelling - informed and 



continue to inform their sense of seK These practices and motivations essentiaily serve 

the "economy of the selP (ibid). And this self is situated ~ & h i n  the processes of 

globalization Many have pointed out that consumer conçciousness and refIexivity - the 

knowledge that we know the world is getting 'smaller' and our place within that 

shrinking world - are essentid eiements and "what drives globalisation" (Bell and 

Valentine 1997: 19 1 ). As a result the growing global interaction, the global economy, 

has "precipitated a deterritorialization of cuisine" amongst other elements ofien for 

consumption outside of its homeland (Smart 1994: 178). These detemtoridized 

components are appropriated and become what Curtis and Pajaczhowska (1994: 2 14) 

cal1 "leisure commoditiesn which are ofien ùivested with specific sets of meanings that 

ultimately serve the consumer. 

Commodities have a powerfui role in these imagined worids: 
as bearee of many of the symbols of globalisation, they are 
routinefy used to articulate both place and movement - and, 
through those, identity and identification 
(Bell and Valentine i 997: 19 1 )  

In other words, their 'thmgs' are used by and for us. It may not even be the case that 

there are 'ouf things (to be recognized as such) any Neveriheless, for most of us 

living in North America and western Europe, our deeper awareness or consciousness and 

engagement with the rest of the world, whether as consumers or producers, constitutes 

(ùiforms and is informed by) processes of globalkition. 

While we have lwked at these interactions fiom the perspective of determining a 

relatively easy and accessible manoer of engaging in Otherness, they are not Iimited to 

the confines of the restaurant, Other public armas, fairs and festivals such as the 

Western Fair, and more interpersonal settings (in the latter, these types of acts may be 



important to the process of forging that relationship. I am thinking of mixed marrikges 

for example). 

From a more pessimktic point of view, the majority of interactions set w i t h  the 

restaurant sening are superficial as well as faidy accessible and hunediate. The 

structures in which ethnic restaurants are embedded arguably tend to keep interaction 

(dong with the ideas and knowledges) at a shdlow level, as they are ultimately 

commodity objects. The symbolic meaning of the actors within these interactions rely 

on individual laiowledges and notions of food and the people and places associated with 

i t  Ethnic foods or cuisines that are regarded as %ose expressions of cultural 

difference" are argued to be constructed commd-ties rooted withîn a consumer- 

commodity culture. These constructions by "corporate knowledge providers," and the 

"range of actors involved in the production, circdation and consumption of those 

meanings," such as the advertising induçtry, remake and serve up difference or ethnicity 

as commodified pruducts. Many have argued that the consumption of ethnic difference 

is merely the exotic spice in the repuiar, dl too familjar soup of everyday eating or life. 

Very ofien ethnic food is advertised and soId in this mamer and not just by industry or 

corporate image-makea but also by the producers o f  those exotic foods. It c m  be 

argued îhat ultimately these ciifferences are coded only as signs and any sort of 

engagement is at that level. As a result, it o d y  serves the rnainstream industries that 

helped construct them in the first place Le. advertising difference; "cultural diversity 

sells" (Cook and Crang 1996: 144-5). 

Cook and Crang suggest that within both scenarios, parti-cuiariy the former, what 

needs to be str'essed is that the flow of values and infinnation is not directly imposed 



upon connimers by the media or advertising but rather is mediated through a range of 

acton invoived in di levels of production, circulation, and consumption (1996: 141). At 

every level, kuowledges and ideas are made and remade. So they argue that there is not 

a direct one-way line between the producers and the connmiers. Rather the various 

notions about food (as it relates to identity, nation, and so forth) can be created or erased 

at various junctures withui the flow of information between the producers and 

conmen.  The actors involved use the resources provided in their own manner while at 

the sarne time the providers may attempt to define or direct the type or use of 

information. It is here that the "geographical knowledges associated with foods will be 

forged through the interrelations - and significant non-interrelations - of actors 

throughout these circuitsn (1996: 142). This perspective talces into consideration the 

various "circuits" where these sorts of information about food are created, passed dong 

and challenged. It also takes into consideration that notions of identity and belongùig 

associated with particular f d w a y s  are not fixed or, at tirnes, even consistent. 

Furthemore, consumption practices are dso flexible markers of self and identity, even i f  

that means, at the least, refi ecting changing desires, assumptions and so forth through 

time (James 1996: 78). 

Curry as Colonial Category 

For some, eating the foods of different people is a celebration of a "gastro-global 

eclecticimt' (Smart 1994), crossing social-cdhrral bomdanes and affirming otherness. 



Othm have argued that engaghg in other people's fdways - eating the exotic otber - 

is a h  to "food colonialism" (Heldke 1993 quoted in Narayan 1995: 75). This refen to 

the attitude many in the West who kat ethnic' have developed mutudy. Namely, thk 

attitude Ïs chacacterized by a shallow or superficial interest in the foodways of other 

people. And ultirnately they "exploit the food of Others to enhance their own prestige 

and sophistication and kat ethnic' without any real interest in, or concern for, the cultural 

contexts" of the food eaten (ibid). 

Diamond ( 1  995) relates a personal history of eating out at ethnic restaurants wah 

her farnily wnile growing up in New York City and the (unexamined) pieasures that 

were associated with that, most noticeably gustatory but later on, in equal rneasure, 

status or prestige related This is a common launchhg point in dissecting those 

unexamined assumptions and ideas arolmd consuming others. Diamond is very critical 

of these processes and regards the practice of eating at ethnic restaurants, and especially 

the associated indu- of restamant reviews, to be an ingdious fom of "cultural 

imperialismt' which facilitates the rnarginalization of immigrant groups in Amena She 

is especially critical of the business of restaurant reviews and other types of food media 

that play a major role in the economic fortunes of restaurants. She regards these as 

practices that reproduce inequities between the rnajority and minonty groups. Namely, 

she argues tbat these foms of engagement are shallow flirtations with stereotypes of the 

other. 

The expectaîions (stereotypicaf representations) of the reviewer create a double 

bind for the restaurant and restaurateur which ensures that whiIe ciifference is entertained 

they are in the end containeci within the dominant discourse. Stephenson (quoted in Bell 



and Valentine 1997: 203) writes, "the food media are an inherent part of consumer 

culture, and are most used by those wkhing to articdate a certain lifestyie [since they] 

heIp to attach social rneanings to certain products." This c m  play an important role in 

the quest to mate a self through consumption, but it also affects the subjects or targets 

of the food media. For example, Diamond suggests that an ethnic restaurant proprietor 

may change the décor of the restaurant to suit the stereotypical or outdated notions and 

expectations of a reviewer and the larger socieîy (or at least the readers of the reviewer) 

for economic reasons. I am not arguing that these sorts of critical assessments are 

inaccurate as they are probably tme at certain times, at certain junctures and in çpecific 

situations. But, I wodd also suggest that these are not the only things that are going on. 

To stop the 'story' there - while in çorne ways satîs-g as a critical strike against the 

taken-for-granted comfort and auîhority of the dominant rnajority - wodd be to stop the 

story halfway or even just as it got started. 

Consequently, there has been some effort in recogniring and critiqlring and then 

potentidly providing strategies for an "arxti-coloaialist" approac h to eating. If one of the 

main disputes about a "colonialist" approach is that it is a superficial exchange of 

cornmodified products stripped of cultural context and history, then the possible solution 

is to find out çomething about the history and the cultural context of the cuisine in 

question In other words, perhaps more education, information and knowledge is 

required. Heldke (in Narayan 1995: 75) suggests direct involvement with the people that 

eat and prepare the f d  is needed as well. 

As food is often used as a marker of identity and identity formation at an 

individual and at a group level, these consîructions of knowledge are actually not so 



ciear cut Those associations between food and a nation or a region or an ethnic group 

whicb may be considered natural, tirneless and enduring, but rnay in fact disguise a 

history of intercultuml contact and exchange of which the present is only but one 

moment in a long chah (Goody 1982; James 1996: 79; Cook and Crang 1996: 139). 

These are constmctions in the sense that they include assumptions of the associations 

between people and places that o h  assume a set of conditions that may not be totaily 

comprehensive. Furthemore, Cook and Crang state that instead of viewing various 

cultures bumping into each other and exchanging ideas and products, they suggest that 

there are no pure cultures to rnix in the first place, "if pur@ means boimded exclusivity" 

(1996: 139). 

For example, as  mentioned above, the pizza which is considered quintessentially 

Italian was originally mostly found in the southern regions of the country. Likewise the 

tomato, another perceived comerstone of Italian cuisine, was introduced only withui the 

fast few hundred years. It is native to the New World and had been domesticated and 

spread among the Amencas before the a*vd of Europeans. And most of us are familiar 

with the relatively recent origin of pasta in Itaiy. In Japanese cuisine, tempura, a fixture 

in most Japanese restaurants was derived from a similar food item introduced by early 

Portuguese traders and even the word is a Japanese derivation of the oiiginal Pomiguese. 

These specïiïc items, often considered nahiral and taken for granteci, that are assuciated 

with the foodways of a certain group of people ofka have the bistoncal routes/roots 

which rnay entail a history of colonialism and imperidism disguised or erased. Cook 

and Crang (1996: 138) regard these situations as processes of displacernent that evokes: 

a sense of geographical world where cultural tives and 
economic processes are characterized not only by the points 



in space where they take and make place, but also by the 
movements to, from and between those points.. . .In ternis of 
food consumption the figure of displacement might be used 
to suggest an understanding whereby: processes of food 
consumption are cast as local, in the sense of contextual; but 
where those conte- are recognized as k i n g  opened up by 
and consîituîed through connections in to any number of 
networks, which extend beyond delimiting boundaries of 
particular places-. . . 

These links and networks that extend outside a place or a moment serve to challenge the 

notion of a timeless view of culture. They dso serve to de-emphasize conceptions of 

societies as isolated and bounded and at the same time ernphasize the "ne& for a 

reflexive concept of cuitirren that takes into accoimt both the spatial and temporal (James 

1996: 79). 

An obvious and pertinent example of thïs process is the curry. This example 

touches on both sides of the debate about what is at stake when eahng the other. Curry 

c m  be an during entrée uito finther explorations of Indian cuisine and culture. Or, for 

some, it may be a dead end of sorts. 

For many, c w  cornes to mind when they think of [ndian fwd Indian cuisine is 

often invested with images of the Raj and so forth although as Dame11 (personal 

communication: 1998) points out, the image of lndian cuisine is different in 

Commonwealth nations as opposed to, say, the US. But within the idea of Indian 

cuisine, c u q  usualiy dominates as the main image. Appadurai refers to ctmy as  the 

rnythic master trope of Man cuisine. As the most prevalent symbol of Indian cuisine 

(and even Indian-ness), curry is availabie in powder or paste form in many grocery 

stores and is sometimes categorized and sold as a specific type of spice like thyme or 

cumin But the clnry that many of us are familiar with is a c W y  a fabrication thar 



emerged out of the relations between coionid M a  and Brîtain. Narayan ( 1995) 

discrrsses the cirrry as a colonial invention in that no such category exists in Indian 

cuisine. Instead what are conceived of as curies are a base mixture of gound spices 

which is used in a van-ety of dishes. Narayan argues that curry came about through the 

"logic of colonial commerce imposing a term that signified a particdar type of dish onto 

a specific m i m e  of spices that then became a k e d  and familiar product" (1995: 65). 

This was necessary in the export and naturalization of curry into British cuisine, which 

in effect was the incorporation of the other into the self. 

They were incorporating not Indian food, but their own 
'invention' of curry powder, a pattern not too different fiom 
the way in which hdia itself was ingested into Empire - for 
hdia as a contemporary political entity was fàbncated 
through British de, which replaced the masala of the 
Moghul empire and assorted princety states with the unitary 
signifier 'hdia,' much as British curry powder replaced local 
masalas. (ibid) 

Narayan points out that the India that was k i n g  wnsumed was the "'tasty' hdia of 

spices and musluis, silks and shawls" (ibid: 66). This sort of specific construction of 

India, the mystenous and exotic, rendered unthreatening and acceptable, was necessary 

to provoke and sustain the imperid enterprise. But Narayan also points out that another 

image of India was also necessary for the same reasons. This imaginary India was 

populated by "ignorant natives, indolent and incompetent d e n ,  of vile practices and 

ungratefiil mutinies, of snake and scorpions, of the heat and the dust and the tiar&to- 

convert heathens - an M a  îhat vividy signified the need for the civilking mission of 

British rule" (ibid). In Mani's (1992) re-reading of the colonial accounts by the British 

on the practice of sali (ritual widow burning), we can see the horror and pity expressed 

by those male British witnesses of one of those "vile practices." Of course, the image 



and products of the during India were more popular an4 simply, more alluring in 

Britain than amongst many of those who achialIy had to be on the sub-continent In the 

face of king set squarely into a different dture without the benefits of k i n g  able to 

pick and choose wtiat one can see or experience (like those in seat of the empire) values, 

habits and foods of the home were held ont0 even more doggedly. As Narayan (ibid) 

puts it, those redents in Britain could easier incorporate things Indian because they did 

not have to worry about having to distinguish themselves fiom their coIonial subjects. 

Furthemore, she points out thaî those in India had to keep themselves apart, not just 

because they did not want to get too close to the complex and complicated redities of 

another people but dso because keeping their distance was required in maüitaining their 

belief in their "civilinngn mission. As such, the contrasting images of India were 

deployed in the efforts to ju@ and sustaï-n their enterprise. These images dso came 

into play brushing up against various negotiations of creaîing and maintain identities. 

The invention and exportation of crnry and its successful incorporation into 

Britain and subsequent spread into the United Kingdom was facilitated in part by the 

appeai that it held in its image. The allure of the mysterious and exotic was part of th& 

image, but again it was a construction specifically rnanaged for that reason. Potentially, 

eating curry was consumùig India, or more aîcurately the allrrring image of India, and it 

was expected to Mpart some of those perceived qualities into the consumer or self. As 

well, during and &er the colonial p e n d  the passage or flow of people, things and ideas 

were not one-way. The success of curry has something to do with rneanings associated 

within it, the acquùed tastes by Britons and the subsequent movement of Indians into 

Britain. In another conte- van Onerloo (1987?) looks at the (gastronomical) 



"xenornania" that had apparentiy grîpped many in the Netherlands. Specifically, she 

examines how the foods of ladonesian, Greek, and It&an immigrants have becorne a 

significant feature in the eating habits of the Dutch. There are obvious parallels here 

between the colonial relationship between Indonesia and the Netherlands and that of 

Britain and India According to van Otterloo, the relationship between the Dutch and 

Indonesians did not necessady pave the way for the immediate popularity and 

acceptance of Indonesian f e  Iet alone other ethnic foods. One reason she posits is the 

very basic and h g d  nature of Dutch cuisine, even after the pst-war penod, that she 

daims possessed "Iittle culinary imaginationw and was viewed more as a "necessity than 

as a pleasure" (128). The uicrease in immigration fiom al1 over Europe and improving 

economic conditions, created an atmosphere that was more wiUing to mutually 

experiment with each others' foods. Leading the way were the rniddle class, the younger 

generationç, from both the established and outsider groups, and a growing "taste 

Since 1945, there has been an unmistakable increase in the 
prestige given by the Dutch to the cdinary customs of  
immigrants. T'hi-s "xenornania" is an obvious part of  a higher 
appreciation of meals and snacks, and implies a widening of 
the social use of food.. . . The copying of ethnic cooking 
styles provided the Dutch with the opportunity of building 
up an individual identity which.. . allows differentiation fiom 
other Dutch people. @id: t 38-9) 

Here, van Otterioo d e s c n i  interactions between the 'host' and the 'guests' ~vhich have 

in many ways rnutualiy benefited each group. The Dutch have aiso employed rneanings 

(self or other allocated) in ethnic f i  for the rnanipulgtion of their seKidentities 

especidly in the light that not ail ethnic communities enjoy the popularity of those 

groups mentioned before. Certain ethnic groüps do not enjoy the same level of 



popdarity and success. This is hue of most other contexts whether in Engiand or 

Canada. Part of this may be in due to the intensity and endurance of the contact with 

that group and the "character" of the image of the country of orÏm (ibid-: 139). In 

England, Caribbean cuisines do not enjoy the same popularïty as ùidian (ibid). But 

what also has to be considered is the nature of acceptance and widespread nature of 

uidian food (or cumy, at least) in Bntain (or at least in England and Scotland). 

FoUowing the colonial period, where amongçt other things curry was imported to 

England, the pst-colonial period saw the migrati-on of lodians to England However, 

more contemporary Indian immigrants came firom various former British colonies where 

Indians had been moved to build railroads and such and because of post-colonial 

upheavals have since lefi (Narayari 1995: 72). Many were already British passport 

holders and naturally set off for England (ibid). 

The popdarity of Indian restaurants, cookbooks and television shows (like books 

and shows written andor presented by Madhur JafEey) are ail indicative o f  the 

acceptance and naturiikaîion cf c m y  into British tastes. In 1993 it was reported that 

withui the fàst food sector in Britain " M a n  take aways" outnumbered, the "British of 

British institutions," the fish and chip shops (James 1996: 8 1). At a more casual, 

mecdotal level, a fiend of mine who spent two years in London, England, doing 

graduate work developed a taste for Indian food (and dso,  English pubs, in which one 

could dso fkd curry dishes outside actuat hdian-owned shops or restaurants). The most 

stnkuig thing for her was the sheer number of Indian food places, especidy in 

cornparison to Toronto or anywhere else she had visited. 



Yet Narayan points out that while curry was incorporateci into British cuisine and 

identity f&ly easily, that desire to 'consume' what was different or exotic did not 

necessady extend to takuig in people of hdian ongin: 

D e i 4  Mval into English society resulted in a national 
dyspepsia, whose most pronounced symptoms were Enoch 
Powell and the National Front, and the development of the 
pastime of 'Paki-bashing,' a sport now as English as cricket 
(1995: 73) 

This is not entireIy surprïsing considering that the acceptance of one ceaainIy does not 

entail that the other will follow. ui some respects this scenario is an exampIe of the 

limitations of across-group eating as a way of expressing some sort of goodwill 

(although these acts are more symblic of willingness or openness as a first step). Yet 

conside~g its history (its invention, its m e m h g ~  and uses) it would seem the 

acceptance of curry and the refusal of the people is not contradictory or confusing If 

"curry" is a colonial fabrication intended for the ideotogical and gustatory consumption 

of India, thm while it rnay have roots in Man cuisine, it is far removed f?om it by the 

time it reached Englands shore. On one hand, the incorporation of cuny means that it is 

open to manipulation and change to fit particdar tastes. So "authentic" cunies can 

include comed beef and the use of Worcestershire sauce (Bell and Vaientine 1997: 175). 

In this way curry, at best, rnay signie something vaguely hdian, but it can reach the 

point where the origiar and the history c m  be forgotten or just fade away. In the en& 

this is what makes it possible for cmy having more to do with Britain than with India 

itself (but many of the people 1 spoke to simpiy refer to the variety of dishes genericaily 

as c d e s  as well. It wodd seem to me that it had more to do with the convenience of 



Furthemore, the passage above from Narayan relating the ciifference between the 

acceptance of the appropriated cuisine, and some examples of the unwillingness in 

wekoming former members of the empire, embodies the range of attitudes that the 

former colonizers have towards the cofonized cuisine (1995: 73)- There are obviously 

many responses and points of views that the British may hold regarding curry or Indian 

cuisine. But the colonial adoption and invention of ciirry and the subsequent 

development that has resulted in specXcdIy British adaptations and appropriation of 

curry (like the corned beef curry fomd in a British neighborrrhood pub) have resulted 

(for those in question) in the erasrrre of its orïgin and colonial mots. With this 

conceptual severing of curry h m  India (or something Indian) the fonner colonizen can 

use the colonized cuisine without Man people. One does not need ethnic people 

necessarily to have ethic food And in some cases, while maiend or symbolic 

marerials nom other cultures rnay be weicome andor utilized, the people themeives 

rnay not be greeted with the same amount of enthusiasm. is true in cases wbere, as 

Narayan suggests, &er the arriva1 and setilment of Third World immigrants, the 

cornplaints they might voice about problematic amhides and policies are often regarded 

as a nuisance, perceived as symptoms of  their ingratitude to a country that they should 

feel indebted to for having been granted entry (1995: 72). 

There is Little doubt as to the pupularity and number of places to eat hdim food 

that is a part of the general and "undeniable intemationalization of English taste buds" 

(James 1996: 81). For conswners, Indian food or specifically curry may ernbody the 

exotic othemess *ch c m  be consumeci and incorporated into the self For others, there 

rnay be a strong separation between indian cuisine anci clrny. In this context, curry 



seems to have a very specific place and mtwiing An anecdote told to me by a coUeague 

provides an example of what 1 mean: 

When rny mum was stiII Iiving in Scotland, she had a fkiend 
who was in charge of organizing the annuai office 
Christmas party for her company- One parti-cular year, the 
party was to be held at a local Italian restaurant. This 
seemed an uncontroversial choice, unh1 one of the other 
ernployees expressed a desire for said Chnçtmas party to 
involve something more traditional, that is to say, more 
Scottish. When pressed for an altemate location, the wornan 
suggested they go for cmry. 

This story illustrates the nature and extent of the incorporation of cimy into cornmon 

British experiences and identity. While this story is an example of appropriation, it is 

dso something else. Here curry is obviousty Iinked to British identity and culture. It is 

considered authentic Scottish fare. 

A sirnilar situation c m  be found in thinking about pasta in Itdy. From the 

perspective lhat pasta is a relativeiy recent am-val from someplace else, its linkage and 

conceptual ties to the nation and its people, would seem inauthentic. Yet in both cases 

what is clear is that regardles of the history or routes/rwts of any @cuiar food 

item@), they are most meanin- l their present usage. It rnakes no sense to tell Italian 

people that pasta, because it was imported from China, is not an authentic Italian product 

or that it is not Italian. The important point is as Friedman (1995: 74) points out: 

mhe fact pasta became Itaiian, and that its Chinese origul 
became irrelevant is the essential cuiture-producing process 
in this case. Whether ongins are maintauied or obkrated is 
a question of the practice of identity- 

But in this case there is no overt history of colouialism involveci. It is not only a matter 

of time. Origin does not become automatically irrelevant after a lengthy passage of 

tirne. Considering h t  since its introduction in to Italy, pasta is still considered to be a 



product that typifies or symbolizes Italian-aess after a few hundred yean. The fact that a 

particular food cornes fkom a different place is not as important as the Eact that food cm 

make places, in a certain sense (Cook and Crang 1996: 140). LIltimateIy, the meanings 

associated with pasta do not come fkom the story of its origin 

Similarly, the origuis of curry may not have b e n  forgotten but to some extent, 

for some, they are largely irrelevant. This particdar case seerns to lend itself weU to 

Friedman's point As a modifiecl product borne out of iîs local (to the family level as is 

au c o o h g  in its basic forms) origins, it had already rnoved M e r  away fkom its 

original foms as it physically drew away fiom India and towards Britaia As the abuve 

anecdote exemplifies, the knowfedge of its ongin is no longer an issue. At this point the 

curry consumers may be referring to or have in mind may be very difFerent fiom 

anything that exists in India-'' Then in the light of the (messy) histories and biographies 

of f d ,  James in her discussion about identities and British food cultures, asks 

whether, "in the context of an increasingiy (global) intemational food production- 

consumption system and seemingly 'creolized' world food still acts as a marker of 

(local) cultural identity" (1996: 78). The incorporation and nahrralization of curry to 

British tastes and a British sense of identiîy seems to aoswer this question in the 

afnrmative. The answer seems to be contingent on the usage and the meanings 

smromding (in th is  case) the "flexible symbolic vehicies" that food can act as. 

We come back to the probiem of "eating the other." There is, on one band, the 

perspective that across-group eating is basicdy a positive and simple act of attemptuig 

to engage the other symbolicafly. The alternative perspective raises the question of how 



to confiont the problems with the seeming lack of consumers' knowkdges about certain 

food items in order to challenge the perceived exploitation of the other- if part of the 

problem is the lack of depth in knowledge or understanding about the foodways of other 

cultures, then a possible solution might be to find out about the other that we are 

consuming, to r e c o n t e ~ i z e  those cornmodities. 

Infornation or knowledge about the history of food or its charting through 

various places intemationally does open up those issues that are often hidden or 

forgotten through its creation and role as a commodity item within the global market 

But Cook and Crang point out that sirnply more knowledge about the geographies in 

question could ody parallel and support the "cdhiral and economic vdorizations made 

though constructions of 'authenticitytw which in tum could easily lead into the already 

existent "elitist consumer and producer cd-" (1996: 145). The example they use is 

the appellaions of wine, and I wodd add the example of the dong with other 

exotic or authentic products sold at speciafty grocery stores. Another example is the 

widespread proliferation of coffee shops and coffee. Aside from the kinds of coffêe that 

are now available, i-e., cappuccino and variations on if there is a greater awareness 

through more visible capitalization of knowledge about the geographicai and ofien the 

production origins of the cofk itself 'This results in the rise in prie  of coffee, the 

greater number of types of coffee from ail parts of world and the brands produced under 

ethicd guidelines. 

Similady, while Narayan (1995) sympathizes with concems about ideas of "food 

c o l o n i d i ~ "  she also has some questions and doubts about this particular way of 

avoiding a colonialist stance. For example, aîtempting to include memben of a 



partÏcu1a.r ethnic group rnay pose a problem such that any member of the group rnay 

have no more knowledge about their foodways than any of us rnay have of olrr own. 

The assumption that those rnembes of an dBèrent ethoic proup know the ins and outs of 

their own group more thao we do ours implies an essentialized notion of "usn and 

"thern." In a smail way, we tend to forget andor deny the sarne qualities we would 

apply to ourselves but not to others. It essentializes the perceived dinerence. Another 

example Narayan offers is that, while eating ethnic foods oflen adds to a consumer's 

prestige or status or woridlmess, laiowing even more (superficial) information about th& 

food may just add another element to that emblem (77). This example highlights the 

consumption and creation of the self through more specialized knowledge, currency in 

the economy of the self. 

One version of  the path that curry can take is an example where the "biographies" 

(Cook and Crang 1996) of production and distrÏÏution were disguised or forgotten (or 

necessitated by that act) in its transfomation and appropriation uito British cuisine. In 

more general terms, the globalization of food both obscures and reveals those networks 

and conditions under which food and the meanings of food items are produceci dl over 

the world. Another version, reflecting individual responses and perspectives, cm be that 

curry, while an invention, is an introduction into M e r  explorations into M a n  cuisine 

(although this is no guar;intee that this will not reproduce ideas of "food colonialism" or 

other unethical foms of eating). But the fact îhat there are other versions corroborate 

Cook and Crang's contention that "thickening" those "biographies" - "the histories and 

geographies of comection in which commodity production and conslmiption are 

implicatedn -- rnay not be enough and that it 



nins the danger of evacuating the reah of consumption 
altogether. At iîs wor* this may mean ignoring realms of 
usage altogether, or at least viewing them as totally 
determined by systems of provision, as consumers are 
guided by those who give them various knowledges. More 
mildly it focuses cntical intervention on providing other 
voices and stones for consumers to hear, and pays Iess 
attention to these processes of listening. (1996: 146-7) 

In other words, curry in Britain or any other context is not determined by nor does it 

have a specific determiring eEect on consumer practices and ideas. It is equally 

important to examine those ideas and "various kmwIedgesW thaî are provided dong with 

the products. A clear example is to examine what is king said, solci, or suggested in 

advertking Different venions of curry are possibIe because it cornes down to what is 

made of Î t  through the multiple siîes and range of interactions between the "system of 

provision" and the consrimers. 

Yet "thickening" those connections and links does not wholiy negate what it does 

and can do. It is ceaainly the right direction in providing a better Ievel of  awareness. 

Narityan puts it this way: 

Where prejudiced attitudes as well as large social structures 
as de facto occupational and residential segregation still 
conspire to restrict the contracts many of us have with 
memben of other ethnic groups, as fiiends, as neighboms, 
as fellow -dents and workers, and as fellow citizens, the 
recognition that these sepcirations dMinish the collective 
possibilities of al1 our lives is imperative- In such 
situations, gustatory relish for the food of the 'Others' rnay 
help contribute to an appreciation of dieir presence in the 
national communïty, despite ignorance about the cultural 
contexts of their foods - these pleasures of the pdate 
providing more powemil bonds than knowledge. We risk 
priviteging the mind too much if we ignore the ways in 
which a more carna1 relish may sometmies make for 
stronger appreciation than intelIecnia( 'understanding-' 
(1995: 80) 



The emphasis here on "gustatory" or viscerat pleasure is based on the relative ease and 

perhaps more immediate sense of incorporation (as opposed, to say, reading about a 

cuisine), in spite of the problems and Iimitations ouîiined above. 

StilI Cook and Crang fkd another alternative in dealing with contemporary forms 

of consumption. Their altemative is to "rough up commodity surfàces" that appear 

searnless by, for example, methods ofjuxtaposition and montage of the history or 

biography of the product (1996: 147). lnherent in t h i s  project is the acknowledgement of 

consumer cultures, objects and subjecîs as social/cdtrn;il constructions (Bell and 

Valentine 1997: 199). The story of curry is nfe with openings to play up as it rnoves 

through "consumer geographies" (ibid). As a fabrication bas& in part on colonial 

interests, the cuny has corne to mean many things. And the curry that is currently 

conceived as a typical British dish found in a pub or already prepared and ready to be 

popped into the microwave c m  easïly be juxtaposed wi-th its cornplex history. Even the 

word "curryf' has been used to describe not ody hdian or British versions but du, Thai, 

Vietnamese, and West-Indian curries, each with their own story that rnay be similar to or 

p d 1 e I  with the Indian-British one. While the commodity surfaces have been pdled 

back to reveai the "real" story it goes m e r  in that it opens up and sets itself next to 

other 'momentst in the story or other places. By juxtaposing dinerent moments, it is not 

so much about whether one is more accurate than another, or whether one is even more 

authentic than the next It rnay allow the production of another space between such 

disparate positions. On one side you are presented with the colonial history of India and 

on the other the cuny that is enjoyed in London, both in England and in Ontario. With 

al1 the points in between and within those positions, a third space may open up. 



At thk point what is important is not so much to emphasize "thickening s-tdacef 

but to examine their "productivities, what they are used for" (Cook and Crang 1996: 

148). As mentioned previousIy, when dealing with pasta and its history, it is not ewugh 

to lmow that because it simply does not do much more than that The point is that how 

pasta with its biograpby is used presently and the rneanings it carries - the "spatial 

settings and social i t inedes that established îhrough their usage" (&id ). This brings us 

back to Featherstone and the ideas of consumption as a way of constructing a lifestyle 

and identity through the self and other allocated meanings of commodities. How the 

product is k i n g  perceiveci and used is critical in the formation o f  the self through 

contemporary consumption. Thus, through partïcular food consumption practices 

mobilized in varying social contexts and at different times, statements about ones' 

identity (contradictory, multiple, simdtaoeous, etc.) c m  be expressed to onesel f and 

others (James 1996: 80). Corning back to curry, the anecdote about crtrry as authentic 

Scotîish fare highlightç how important it is to see how it is being used and what that 

means. In this case, clrrry is British, and the desire for genuine Scotiish food rnay be a 

way to reafKrm or maintain that identity in the face of eating ethnic food Or it may also 

be an a d  of nostalgie affirmation of national or regional identities within the increasing 

global proiifedon of other foodways (see James 1996). This shifts the focus away 

fiom problematic questions of authenticity or accuracy (as it has been shown is not 

enougb and/or entails otber problems) (ibib). 

This also appiies to the image of Londoq Ontario. What is at issue is not so 

much if that prevailiug image of London (white, wealthy, etc.) is accurate but rather who 

creates, maintains, challenges and uses that image. For the restaurateurs, the image was 



used in determinhg their decision to Locate in London rather than, say, Hamilton or 

Kitchener. For those residents that the images does justice to or represents, the Mage is 

used to depIoy certain ideas of distinction and sense of self in relation to, for example, 

ethnic restaurants or the ethnic 'flaveur' of the city. The meanrre of the cosmopolitanikm 

or sophistication of the ciîy may rest among many other factor -the 'ethnic flavour' of 

the city, especially as it is reflected in the restaurants available. 

Choosing to Eat 

The drive toward more and better eventually has to look into the Other. The Other is 

different and rnaybe even exotic. The search for new or more, the drive to incorporate 

and be novel and distinctive (through cornpetition), and to commow eventually 

extends outward into new regions. The ability to go bolciiy into other less familiar 

armas, or at lest incorporate or co-opt those images, is facilxtated by profit motives and 

bxeasing demand for novelty a d o r  to be able to be di--nct fiom the cornpetition. 

More generally, ciifference emerges ui the service of capital (Grossberg 1995 quoted in 

Cook and Crang 1996: 134). The familia or the nearby has k e n  exhausted. The Other 

provides a new resource to incorporate, borrow fiom, and commodify. Often advertising 

and marketing target the different to appeal to the exotic or unfamiliar. However, the 

taste for exotica can only be taken so far. Ultimately, it must rernain appealing and non- 

fbeatening (Classen and Howes 1996: 186). To accomplish this tends to r e m  a fairly 

simplistic depiction (stereotypical images), often out of wntext, and open to subjective 



interpretation. In this way, the exotic is managed and to some extent nomialM. 

Difference can be engaged to the extent that it takes into accomt the Urterests of the 

consumers and producers. As such displays of difference tend to be superficial or at 

least decontextualized Thus, on a more critical note. the management and use of images 

of difference cm be viewed as king a process that at once encourages diversity but also 

contains it in some way (Bhabha quoted in Diarnond 1995). Ln îhïs case, difference is 

what is economically produceci, circuiated and consumed But that difference is 

inevitably slrperkial (much as anything that undergoes the process of cmption and 

cornmodification for the market). 

Difference, then, maybe be sought d e r  or engaged as a way to articulate and 

display those desires for an endiessly recreated self-image. Specifically, food 

consumption choices are equaiiy embedded in a world of social and symbolic concerns. 

The range of choices involved in food consumption are largely formulated and 

controlled in the eady stages of life. An important aspect of 'growing upr is the ability to 

chwse what and even whether to eat However, not everyone pets to eaî much ïess have 

choices. Genedy speaking, in western capitaIist culture unequal access to food makes 

food a "vehicle of power" (Counihan 1992: 55). As mentioned earlier, the parents are 

the main forces in determining what the child does or does not eat. As well parenting is 

"intrinsically about knowing, rnanaging controlling and caring about children's bodily 

activities" (Bell and Vdentine 1 997: 34). Parents then wield power over children's 

bodies, exercising that power ofkn through food and eating (for example, the ability to 

reward or pimish with food). Of course, there are al1 sorts of resistance to thik ranging 

fiom simply refusing to eat something on the plate to eating outside the parameters of 



the home or parents. In a study examinhg how young Amerîcan college students think 

about and engage in rules of eating and how tbis tends to perpetuate sociai hierarchies, 

Counihan fond that the "only power which d e n t s  more consistentty subvert through 

their eating habits is, not surprisingly, that of their parents" (1992: 60). At some p i n ~  

one is able to determine what and when one wishes to eat This ability then can be 

asserted as a fom of rebellion ftom former values and power structures, as a way of 

forging a new independent identity. 

Bourdieu suggests in Distincfion ( 1984) that practices such as eating "-y 

people's origuis or habitus" (paraphrd  in Bell and Valentine 1997: 42). in other 

words there are cIass distinctions in what they eat, their methods, manners and their 

attitudes towards the body (ibid). In another way, an individual today can challenge, go 

against or beyond one's habitm. This ability to recreate or challenge those class 

distinctions pertains directly to Featherstoners arguments. As such, not only can one eat 

outnde clasç boimdanes, but also those demmcated dong lines of ethmciîy, nationality 

or even religion. Such hypothetical moves are transgressive, suggestive and even 

confrontational. This is especidly so in relation to Counihan's suggestion that the eating 

habits, assumptions, and d e s  the white middIe class studenîs she worked with adhered 

to mostly upheld a "cultural reality based on sbatifmition by class, race, and sex" (1992: 

60). Normative eating habits and beliefs c m  (of any particular group) fimction to 

maintain and/or reinforce personai and group identities. They can serve as forces that 

work to demarcate and differentiate as weli as rnarking similar a d o r  sympathetic 

afHiations, 



The Curry Pot, 1 thinlg is a fairly good site for these sorts of interactions especially as 

they relate to young people. The Curry Pot is a relatively cheap and accessibte place to 

get etIndian food One of the more popular food items for young people that I have 

notice4 is the srnosas. Usually eaten on th& own as snacks or as a meal, they are 

more expensive than the ones you can purchase at an Indian grocery stores but 

comparable to other Indian restaurants. What makes samosm at the Curry Pot 

distinctive (which may account for their popularity) is that they are aîypical. They are 

larger, the fiIlhg is digerent not ody in ingredients but also in how the ingredients are 

cut, and the shetl or the pastry is also d i k e  the typical smnosa pastry. Overdl, it tends 

to be slightly lighter in taste dthough it is a Iot Iarger than the average samosa. It is so 

pupular that they produce and distribute their s m s m  to Seb&ans (which sells them 

with a price increase). Compared to other M a n  restaurants in London, the Curry Pot is 

the cheapest and its informal, distinctly un-restaurant fike amiosphere makes it not only 

more accessible but dso more inviting for neophytes. For young people it can also be a 

way of expressing some sort of challenge to the dominant culture. In a similar manner, 

vegetarianism can be thought of as a "challenge to the dominant 'food ideofogy' of 

western c d  hire" (Beardsworth and KeiI 1 992: 284). ' For example, incIuded in this 

"challenge" are various swio-poli tical concems such as environment or health. 

Furthemore, "lit] may involve a quest for improved health and physical wellbeuig or 

represent a spintual or political stance, or indeed a femüiist statement against patriarchal 

domhance" (Beardsworih and Keil 1992: 284). Eathg different foods, especially in the 

context of living in London, and what that may entai1 symboiically (the image of London 

is that it is predomuiantly "white" - the dominant culture and hence the dominant "food 



ideology") are potentiat alternatives to individuds who want to express themselves in a 

different or disîhctive manner. 

However, a cautiomry note n& to be made here. James (1996: 80) points out 

that while food can be used as a marker of identity @y its consumption, avoidance, etc.), 

these practices can also serve to fragment the idea (the taken-for-granted assurnption that 

usually emerges fiom talking about one side) of a lmitary local culture. The act of food 

consumption enacts a number of identities within a given cuitme. A number of 

examples provideci by James iUustrate this point For example, rites of passage usually 

involve certain f d s  or dnnks to mark the new social identity. The shidy of American 

college students by Counihan (1 992) demonstrate the importance of students' notions of 

gender (and gender roles) in shaping eating beliefs and practices. 

Taste, what we decide to eat or not eat, may serve as "markers of ethnicity in 

plural societiesn (Gillespie 1995 quoted in Bell and Valenhne 1997: 43). More 

generdly, taste can involve practices that determine difference or affiliation Most 

immigrants or newly arrived individuals or groups face a dilemma over the difference in 

foodways in North America Children of those first generation immigrants often feel it 

more intensely as they are exposed to native and non-native f d w a y s  more outside their 

homes. In this conte* choosing what to eat or not to eat is a way of "exhibiting some 

control over their bodies and of articulating their hybnd identities" (&id-). There are 

instances of young second-generation immigrants favoimng 'Western food' over their 

own native food because amongst other things it is viewed as exhibiting more cultural 

capital or they are regarded as  having Iower status. Certainly the opposite of thÎs may be 

just as common as well (sticking to the native food habits as  a way of rnaintaining 



ciifference and celebrating one's own identity). At the same time, the situation faced by 

some yomg people who choose not to eat the foods of their parents is not h i t e d  to 

immigrants or newcomers to North AmerÎca For example, a long time resident of 

London rnay feel the same way about her own traditional f d w a y s .  There can be an 

appeal to rejecting one's own traditional food habits especially if it is popularly viewed 

as being %land or 'boring,' as English cuîsine is often characterized This is 

cornpounded with the conception of 0 t h  people's foods as king difFerent, and possibly 

more exotic (and this image is often fueIed by the various reiated food business). But 

eqyally, any person could possibIy conceive of his or her own foodways as being bland 

or at Ieast boring. Regardless, eating different fmds c m  start as a transgressive rejection 

of one's own foods and even one's sense of identity as it relates to the liows.' 'whats' and 

'whys' of eabng. As it regards to the latter it may develop as a mark of distinction or 

difference. In this way, an individual eats as they wish to be perceived In effect, 

children may want to adopt more "adult" foods, immigrants to a new culture may wish to 

adopt the host culture foodways instead of their own and, because of the impact that 

immigrant or ethnic foods have made upon their host cultures, it is now possible to Say 

members of the host culture may wish to adopt or at least partake in some of the foreign 

foods. Changes in food habits may symbolize the change in status or at least the desire 

to change. It also symbolizes the manipuiaîÎon of identities and rneanings that are linked 

with those food habits. It is the symbolic manipulation of another f d w a y  to make 

statements about one's own identity and how one fits or does not fit into the context of 

the Iarger community or culture (KaIcik 1984: 54). 



forays into different places, different experiences, ofken require some sort 

of introduction or knowledge to make that initiai kap. Again, what Warde (1994: 892- 

3) refers to, as "compensatory mechaaisms" are usefui here. He descn i  them as 

"processes and insatutions which allay any anxiety arising from personal connrmption" 

While this thesis is not entirely within the context that Warde uses the ideas of 

"compensatory mechanisms," many of his ideas are nonetheless use M. Warde includes 

such things as - aside fiom advertking - other commercial foms of communication 

that "ai4 direct and advise" upon consumer choice Iîke magazines, television shows. and 

so forth as foms of "compensatory m e ~ h ~ s m s . "  Warde also lists social contacts such 

as family mernbers, niends, coIleagues, and peers, dl playiug a role in helping the 

consumer to choose, avoid or use properly. In London, these roles are played by the 

restaurant reviews in the local newspaper, the annual restaurant guide put out by the 

newspaper and the tourîst board, the "Taste" newspaper, television shows and 

comrnercids Iike the "MI in Good Taste" bits, and even 0th- (more accessible and 

known) restaurants that feature an anay of foods such as Sebastians which carries a 

range of ethnic food items. Another example is the "Festival of Taste" that is held every 

summer in the city. Simïlar to the Caravan Festival that is held in Toronto, this festival 

is more explicitly about food, whereas with the Caravan also displays the material 

aspects of a culture such as costume, dance, music and food These sorts of festivals 

welcome and provide a safe forum for people to corne across different people and reach 

across social boundaries symbolized, particularly powemilIy, by eating the foods of 

other people. Kalcik (1984: 5 1)  notes that events that celebrate cul- plinality ofim 

incfude a seleetion of ethnic foods that are wnsidered representative of that particular 



ethnicity. The London festival may not expficitly be about ceiebrating the cultural 

diversity of the city but it is about the diversity in the restaurants foumi there. These 

examples &en function as "taste-rnakers" (Bell and ValentÏne 1997: 1 72). 

Auto-Exoticization 

I have Iooked at some of the problems that many commentators have noted to emerge 

out of eating ethnic foods in restaurants in North Amenca and Western Europe. Another 

set of challenges emerges out of these sorts of interactions and highlights the nature of 

the relationships betweeq to use van Otterloo's tems, hosts and guests. The context in 

which these probIems can anse in are in ethnic restaurants, in this case uidian 

restaurants, and the relationship between consumer and restaurateur. In many ethnic 

restaurants, the workers and employees ofien use, produce m&or reproduce setected 

images and stereotypes of their own identity or ethnicity. On the surface, what 

Savigliano (1994: 144) calls "autoexoticization" is carried out with their own economic 

self interests in mind. However, images need not be resûicted to those of one's own 

ethnicity, as in some cases, the ethnicity of a restaurant may not coincide with the ethnic 

background of the a d  restaurateurs or it may e n w m p s  multiple ethnicities. The 

restaurant on York Street west of Richond Street advertises and serves both 

Vietnmese and Thai food Howevery the owners are Viebiamese and the Thai menu is 

fairly LimitecL Thai food and Thai restaurants have had a surge in popularity in recent 

y ears (although it has diminished somewhat, whde Vietnamese establishments have 



grown) (see Van Esterik 1992 for a discussion on the ernergence of niai cuisine as an 

mternational and national cuisine). The restaurant seems to be trying to take advantage 

of the status of Thai cuisine (over Vietnamese) as a way of s e b g  itself to potential 

customers who may not know much about Vietnamese. 

The restaurant business, as it has been argued throughouf is not just a 

consumption of food but a consumption of meanings. A M e r  elaboration or creation 

of meanings is in the c o ~ o u s l y  or unconsciously reproduced use of stereotypes about 

the ethnic or culturd character of the restaurant owner(s) and how they are depIoyed in 

relation to their expectations about themselves and the public. Some, in a pessimistic 

vein, may argue that they are reproducing stereotypes about themselves produced by 

various social agents which creates an atmosphere that malces it impossible not to fit or 

M I 1  certain stereotypes or expectations: 

The demand for authenticity necessitates that the ethnic 
group essenti-alize and spectacularile themselves in order to 
attract customers. 'EthnÏcf proprietors tend to decorate their 
restaurant and act as is expected of them; it is necessary to 
cater to the 'dominad group's wants (and those of the 
reviewer) for rnonetary reasons. This exoticization functions 
as a prostitution of one's cuitme, an exploitative bodily 
perfomüuice, plainly in exchange for money.(Diamond 1995) 

Ln her point of view, authenticity is, in this case, an "elite discourse" (Crain 1996: 136) 

(which I would not necessarily argue against) that imposes 'downwards' and creates 

ovenvhelming expectations and demandç. But this position is ovenvhelmingly negative 

and just as it is criticai of the dominant group, Ït seems to ignore the possibility of any 

agency for those ethnic proprietors. If an Indian restaurant in London looks like 

McDonaids, plays no Indian music, has no paintings or pictures, or any other sort of 



material symbols of India in it, then will it suBer economically in cornparison to other 

restaurants who do employ such irnagery? 

The Curry Pot has Little in décor or atmosphere, other than the occasionai Indian 

music playing and few pictures and photographs tbat wodd suggest an Indian-ness or 

any sort of exotic atmosphere. But its business is fairly young and non-Indian (and 1 

have dealt with this issue in more detail above}. When asked why they rnaintained such 

an un-lndian atmosphere, the reply was that the restaurant wanted to remain infornial 

and accessible. The main person 1 spoke to emp-zed this point in a nurnber of 

different ways. Obviously, it was one way of distinguishing themselves from the 

competition, as well as appeding to a wider base of customers (such as students). 

But its relative lack of decoration that alludes to anything indian can also be 

viewed fiom another perspective. This informant also stressed many times his other 

interem and goals and on a couple of occasions explained to me his other ambitions 

outside the restaurant and in fact how he regarded the restaurant as the first s ep  or a base 

to build upon Sunice it to say his ambitions were to work in and for the community or 

city. My questions, which revolved aromd the restamant and the business, probably 

seemed quite Iïmïting to him, or rather perhaps suggested that I had a rather Limited view 

of him and his interests. He regarded the restaurant Iargely from a pgmatic business 

perspective. One of the first thùigs he said to me on our meeting was that he was 

foremost a "businessman." His atternpts at positionhg himsell, at fkst, was a bit 

confusing as I was not sure what he was m g  to get at. It seems to me that he was 

w-ng to put amss to me that the restaurant was not everythiog in his life and his 

assertion that he was a businessman was to dispel any notion that they were only 



immigrant restaurant owners. In a study of how Geman Turks in the business of selhg 

doner kebaps (similar to a shcnvam or roasted meat in a pita-iike flat bread 

accompaaied by salad and sauce) and their stnqgie in positionhg themselves in 

Germany, Caglar ( 1995) descnîs one restaurant that has abandoned the previous 

strategy of playing up its Turkish ethnicity. When asked for the rasons behind this 

drastic change the owner m e r s :  

Before, there was a place caiied "Topkapi" here. A place 
with our n~rkish] atmosphere. But I thoughî, in the midst 
of Euope, on Kurdamm 1 want to reatize something close to 
McDodd's. I want tu show thut Turks are also capabLe of 
seifing zp good business ami mnnbzg it- The problem is to 
change the atmosphere, to offer a Turlash specialty without 
our atmosphere, to present it in a modem way. (222-3) 
(my italics) 

I would suggest that what the Turksh owner wanted to accomplish is in some ways 

similar to what the informant at the Curry Pot wanted F k t ,  the above passage speaks 

about the Limiting aspect inherent within the concepts of the exotic and ethnic when he 

States that he m t s  to present Turkish food "in a modem way." Tbat is, without the use 

of ethnic and/or exotic decorations, the "atmosphere" he mentions is not modem 

Secondiy, in evoking McDonald's as a mode1 to aspire to, he was obviously viewing it as 

a successfid, thnving business. At times, in the western context, 1 think the images of 

many ethnic restaurants are not regarded as equal to 'highbrow' or fmcy restaurants or 

"culturally elevated (Naraym 1995: 77) cuisines Iike French or even Japanese. The 

nature of Mmigrant businesses, limited resources and therefore fïmited options to Iocate 

businesses, problems with tanguage, prejudices and stereotypes, the usuall y c heaper 

prices and so forth may ail coutribute to thaî irnage.12 For example, consider the 



following critique about the low ptices that consumers o h  come across (or enjoy) in 

ethnic restaurants: 

Restaurant owners and workers fiom these corntries often 
come to the US to escape repressive, exploitative conditions 
in their own country - conditions often created or 
exacerbateci by US govemment policies and corporate 
policies. They open restaurants where al1 members of the 
family work long hours, seveo days a week Yet we who eat 
in these restaurants often remain delrberately ignorant of 
these conditions. .. We happily pay the low bills - and leave 
poor tips besides. That is, our culhnal colonialist behaviour 
has material consequences as well. 
(Heldke 1993 quoted in Narayan 1995: 77) 

I think these sorts of situations and others rnay reinforce &or create the idea that 

immigrant business owners are second rate, or at least that they are overçhadowed by 

those we may consider as more legïtimate, more respectecl businesses and business 

people. As a resulî, we may view the people in restaurants within their roles - rnainly 

servile - and not much more. Thus, aspiring to the level of McDonald's, the Turbsh 

restaurant owner is referring not to the common lowly attitudes many of us have of 

McDonald's but to the fact that it is one of the most widespread and successful 

businesses in the worId In some sense, the ethnic a d o r  exotic associations of certain 

businesses, h i e  restaurants, can be used to M e r  itself but it c m  ais0  become a burden 

in other respects. That is, while the restaurateur hm an economic self-interest in what 

Savigliano (1994: 144) calls the (auto-)exoticization of his or her identity it may also 

entail certain consequences for that self-objectification. At least one of those 

consequences that she alludes to is that the ethnic and exotic associations rnay 

overwhelm more everyday problems of living or produce a distorted image of the people 

in question 



There is an Indian restaurant in Toronto (The Motirnahal) in a predominady 

Indian neighbourhood, popularly referred to by a number of us who are familiar with it 

(all non-Man) as "McMotimahal" for obvious reasons: it is the closest thing we know 

of to an Indian version of the American fast food corporation or icon. However, its 

customers are predominantly Indian and maybe our estimation of the restaurant is not far 

o£Ff?om how it is perceived by others: rnaybe it is the fast food chah (Motimabal has 

three locations) of Indian cuisine- 

Ai1 the restaurants in London except the Curry Pot make some effort to decorate 

their restaurants with pîctures, paintings, and other objects that are uidian or reflect 

something that is Indian. Another feature of ethnic restaurants is often the music being 

pIayed in the background. AU the Indian restaurants also play indian music and 

invariably they play classical (north) Man music (although on one occasion Indian pop 

music was being played at the Curry Pot). When asked about the seemuigly ubiquitous 

classical music the ownen at the Curry Garden said to me that he thought, "different or 

new doesn't work." He suggested that patrons want what they know and ofien stick with 

the familiar and old and tri& ntis applied to more than just the music, dso to 

decoration and even menu çelections. The three main restaurants 1 spoke to were not 

new to the restaurant business. Either they thernselves or other rnembers of the fàmil y 

had some pnor connection to the business. So one assumes that they are aware of what 

works and seem to be taking a fairly conservative approach to how they market their 

food Et dso reflects their view of the customers in London and the resultant interaction 

with them. That is, any changes wodd probably arise out of rnutuaI interaction - 

knowing more about theu customers and what they expect and know. 



Part of anticipating and reacting to what patrons want means occasionally re- 

evaluating the menL One feature common in ail the Lndian restaurants is the absence of 

pork The Jewel of India is nm by Muslim follcs and whife the other places are not, the 

Curry Garden for example, decided to get rid of their pork dishes to make the menu as 

accessible as possible (which may be pertinent because of the growing Muslim 

population in London, i-e. East Afncans). Iust recently, the same informant told me that 

he was thinking of taking fish curry off the menu because it never gets ordered (although 

other seafood such as shnmp has been and stiU is popular). But fisb in various forms, is 

quite oflen eaten at home. In other words, fish in Indian cuisine is certaidy authentic, 

especially so with the folks at the Jewel of M a  who are Muslirns. While this particular 

example does not say rnuch about auto-exoticization, it does re£iect how the expectations 

of the restaurant did not match what the Indian restaurant going public have wanted, so 

far, and the resdtant move has been to amend the menu and quite possibly their ideas 

about what customers want Furthemore, this example dso highlights the apparent 

division of home and restaurant or private and public. 

Emerging out of many talks and conversations was the general sense, sometimes 

concrete, other times more suggestive, that there was a clear separation between the two. 

A separation of what they eat and how they eat. While this rnay not be entirely 

surprising to rnost, it does seem worthwhile to note because many may assume that, 

especially if unfamiliar, the foods eaten at any restaurant is what is eaten at home. 

ffiowing little about a certain cuisine and eating it at a restaurant makes up the ba i s  for 

any sort of extrapolation (or lack of) limitai to those experÎences. This rnay highlight 

the assumed gaps of understanding or the social distance between people. The 



unfamiliar or strange usudy gets pl@ up rather than d o m  In other words, 

differences rnay be exaggerated and focused ~ ~ p o n  over nmilarities or even the 

possibility of similariries. Of course, there are those who may do the opposite, tending 

to see or Iook for similarities over ciifferences, 

There is a critical difference behwen the performances of identities in the public 

and the private spheres. This break exists because of the problems and challenges that 

face many immigrants in establishing a new life in a new place. The challenge is to 

negotiate between the mereut said and cd- contexts, the new and the 016 There 

are obviously various responses to these chdenges and in some cases the adjustments or 

changes may not be great But there are circmstances that require considerable 

attention and negotiation between the home and the public andor the in and out group. 

The line betw-een privatelhome and public/restaurant identities is not entirely a 

matter of one king more real or more authentic than the other- While this rnay be me, 

as immigrants in another culture, a multicdturaf context, the chances are that the 

privatehome domain is just as open to influence and change than the public sphere. Or 

the privatehome sphere may "freezer as a self-perpetuating snapshot of home culture 

right after it was transplanted to a new one. There are many examples o f  how first 

generation immigrant values are stuck in the bme they ieft their home comby while that 

home country, bas continued on with its own changes. In any case, both the private and 

public are open to possibilities of certain situations or circumstances where there is some 

fom of enactment of identitia. This enactment may be addressed to other rnernbers of 

one's cdture or ethnicity or to others outnde that group (Kdcik 1985). The intent of 

each situation rnay be to show aainities or make gestures of belonging or symbolic 



performances to emphasize the Werences and distinctions between peoples. James 

( 1996: 92) puts it this way, "[ilt is a cornplex interplay of meanings and intentions which 

bdividuals employ subjectively to make statements about who they are, and where and 

how their SeIves are to be focated in the worId-" That is, what dlows sorneone to do so 

has to do with the ideas of different personas and the situateci enactment of identities for 

different audiences, ali aimed at saying something about oneself. 

ArguabIy the ability for or control over how much an individual is able to define 

and characterize themsefves and define and characterize others is largely detennined by 

power. If, on the basis that the main reason why the informants chose to settle in 

London was because of its reputation and image, then that image or reputation likely 

elicits their own version of what they expect from the city (that is, theû notion of the 

expectations of them as Indian restaurateurs). In addition to these sets of expectations, 

the restaurateurs dso have some ideas about the expeçtations of their customers. The 

restaurant is responding in texms of how they present thernselves and the restaurant, to 

these expectations, as they perceive them. Thus, many of the people with whom I spoke 

are king characterized and/or defined in certain ways (and not al1 are known or visible) 

by custorners, by other restaurants, and so forth. In this context, they may not be abie to 

control how othen think of them and they may respond by using generic stereotypes of 

their own ethnicity. But this is specific to a location and audience. In another context, 

such as the home, there is another sort of dynamic that is played out The bais  of 

performance is situational and dependent upon or sensitive to the audience. And despite 

the seemingly problematic process of ethnic people objec t img themselves, what are 

being addressed here are the self-i&erests, in whatever fonn, of the restaurant owners. 



As such, as in the case of many immigrant experiences, or as a muiority, some people 

need to play and rely cm multiple and even inconsistent representations of themselves 

more than others @esjarlais 1997: 2 17). It is retied on more by some because it comes 

down to a matter of negotiatioo between the numerous and sometimes contradictory 

messages and interpretations of those messages. In this respect, within everyday 

interaction with others, " r h e t o ~ d  effectiveness" is probably more important than 

consistency (ibid.: 2 1 9 ,  although consistency is important within any particular on- 

going situation As well, those who are responsible for and whose interests are reflected 

in the most dominant images of London are the ones who value and use "strategies of 

consistency and sameness" (ibid.: 2 17) which tends to reinforce and maintain their 

interests over others. 

Self-stereotyping even in a mild form, done consciously or not, is in many ways simply a 

matter of deaiing with k i n g  a newcomer in a new place. It is to some extent a way of 

mapping out and negotiating new social and physicd spaces. Ultimately, the answer to 

the question why a restaurateur wouid reproduce and perpehiate stereotypes and images 

about W e n e l f  rnostly comes down to the effort to rnaximize the chances of economic 

and business success. Another commentator views this situation as eventudy leading to 

a compromise or at best a trade-oK To ensure some rneasure of commercial success, the 

restaurant has to modify its cuisine to accommodate the taste of outsiders, at the *costf of 

authenticity . 

. . . it is easier to develop a taste for an exo tic cuisine than to 
leam a language or understand a religion Still, depth 
appreciation of a cuisine &es not only an educated palate, 
but a paiate educated acwrding to the taste criteria of the 



culture in question uievitably the ethnic restaurant Loses 
authentic* to the extent that it endeavors to cater to the 
taste of outsiders. Conversely, it can oniy retain its 
authenticity to the extent that it draws an etfinic clientele to 
keep it honest (van den Berghe 1984: 394) 

Ideas of authenticity are highly subjective and individualized; as Cohen (1988) notes the 

greater the concem for authenticity, the stn-cter will be the criteria by which it is 

conceived (3 76). So, notions of authenticity are individualized (modem) social 

constructs (Hander 1986) dependent upon the kinds of knowledges that inform the 

critena upon which that notion is based Moving d o m  the scale to those with a less 

strict criteria of a ~ t h e ~ c i t y ,  they may induige in foods found in restaurants believhg 

them to be the 'real thiog-' But even producers of the cuisine at restaurants may re-invent 

traditional dishes in a manner that is authentic to them. As such, authenticity c m  be 

negotiated between the producer in their new home and the consumer. This new cuisine, 

perhaps far fiom its roots in the native country, rnay still be authentic in the eyes of both 

parties. Yet someone who is knowledgeable about that cuisine may contest its c l a h  to 

be a real dish or dismiss that dish as king inauthentic. These ideas rest upon individual 

judgement and any sort of daims must be built upon subjective authority. 

Authenticity as understood and used in the above passage is understood primarily 

as the absence of commoditization, or in other words, that which is not a sell-out (Cohen 

1988: 374-5). The suggestion seems to be that if a restaurant does not cater to the taste 

of outsiders and rernains authentic, it will suffer economicaily speaking. It has not 

broadened its market, aithough it may be argued that the natwe ethnic clientele may no 

Ionger go to the restaurant. At this point, what is an authentic restaurant other than a 

place for those highly attuned to these concems to ingest the authenticity of others 



mostly Ï n  order to renew their own? (Handler 1986). LronicalIy, in the end., the very 

search for authenticity, by weli infomed and lmowledgeabie consumers, will bring on 

the demise of the very thing those connimen are searchg for. That is. by standards in 

the passage above, an authentic restaurant with a strong ethnic clientele will draw those 

consumers with their unending pursuit of the 'real,' thereby 'spoiling' the very authentic 

nature of the restaurant, And in this case it is to the relative benefit of the restaurant with 

its booming clientele and expanding business. At this point, how relevant is it for 

someone outside the restaurant to claim that it is no longer authentic? This point of view 

tends to ignore the everyday problems of an immigraut trying to establish a place in the 

community and earn a living 

The restaurants 1 have dealt with ail seem to fit into this pattern. Their concerns 

are, obviousl y, not my concerns rnotivated by the thesis. Rather our talk &en revolved 

around basic issues of trying to establish some sort of life, place. 

In their effort to keep and maintain some sort of Indian-ness or exoticness, they 

are making use of the decoratiom that have ethnic associations. Yet the main restaurants 

that I looked at there is not a lot of that going on. The decoration and atmosphere are 

fairly modest And in the talks, what came through generalIy was that whiIe they were 

ceriainly aware of the importance of having these, they regarded them as necessary, as 

part of the reasons why cuçtomers corne. "They corne for more tban the food," one 

informant said. He went on to add that it was aiso the atmosphere, decoration, relaxing 

music, and service. Any ideas of or about the perpehiation of common images or 

stereotypes of their ethnicity were perceived within that reah. Most also saw no harm 

in it, since they felt tbat it is part of what customers were paying for. Furthemore, the 



expectations that may exist between the two parties may be brought to the table from 

individual or disparate positions, but once at the table they tend to be fluid and open to 

reevaluation and reinterpretatÏon, As such, there is never a situation where someone 

cornes into the restaurant and demands more "Indian-ness-" Ratheq parties seem to 

settie, refit their ideas to conform to the situation as they see i t  For the most part, 

interest in Indian food was dso perceived as an interest in India and themselves. 

Generdly, there was a very positive outlook to the whoie endeavour. Any cornplaints 

usually centered around the Iack of business or the state of the economy and on one 

occasion the perceived lack of Londonersr willingness to dine out and spend money. 

Moreover, part of the positive ouilook was the sense that their presence was a positive 

aspect of the city. This was especially true in one case, where the owners perceived 

thernselves as occupyïng and ptaying a role in the chaiacter of the city's entertainment 

and dining scene. 

Focusing on the production of images and stereotypes takes the focus away fYom 

the issue of authenticity =&or accuracy of the ethnic image and the food produced and 

consumed What these images are us& for is fit into expectations that they think 

consumers will have of them. They fulfill them in very basic ways, but dtirnately they 

al1 stress that it cornes dom to the food, the presentation and service. From the point of 

view of the restaurants, self-objectification was not a prhary issue or even recognized 

as such. While there are examples of this process going on, mostly in and around 

expectations about decoration and aûnosphere, they were mostly low-key. However 

what ciÏd emerge out of these i~ve~gations was the realization of the active roles the 

restaurants and the infamants played in their own attempts at making sense of their 



position in London 1 would like to reproduce a passage written by Narayan, which 

mïrrors a nimiber of the same ideas that I am begiiming to reaiize: 

Eating in these restaurants, I aiso regkter how 'ethaic 
restaurantst are an Vnportant fom of economic enterprise 
open tu immigrants to the West, and how westerners' taste 
for 'ethnic cuisines' contrî%utes to the econornic survival of 
immigrants, the desire for culinary novelty making a 
positive difference to profit marpuls. Many immigrants 
would descnbe the proliferation of interest in ethnic 
cuisines positive&, as an aspect of formerly colonized 
outsiders infiltrating and transforming western life - where, 
for instance, England would no longer be England without 
its lndian restaurants and grocery stores. While the 
proMeration of western interest in ethnic cuisines might nin 
the danger of reinforcing the attitudes Heldke describes as 
'food cotodisrn', the creaîioo of such inferest also involves 
the agency of shrewd ethnic immigrants helping to create, 
and cashing in on, the 'westernr desire for cuiinary novelty. 
(1995: 76) 

The emphasis here is the producers' (the immigrant restaurateur) ability to make use of 

the situation and conditions to his or her interests. This is certaidy the case for the 

Cuny Garden and the Jewel of hdia  The Cinry Pot does the same but in a different 

way, I would argue. It plays less on the ethnic associations, which reflect in some ways 

the different paths or biographies of the owners and workers, and more on accessibility. 

Yet it is still Indian and offers an alternative space appealing to certain kinds of 

Still aside from the dangers of "food colonialism" there are also other fonns of 

consequences for the restaurateur. These were brought to my attention diiring the talks I 

had They also reflected the desire to be a part of the comrnunity - as business people, 

as residents of the city that they have chosen over many other potential locations, and 

not just because of business reasons to live in with their M i e s .  



Pet Eating 

Sometimes immigrants or newwmea coming into an area in general can be sornewhat 

threatening. More so if it is a large and rapid influx. Strangers and their equally 

unfamiliar ways are often subject to specdation and even suspicion. 

KaIcik (1984) tells one nich story. In Kentucky an influx of Vietnamese 

refugees was followed by a rurnour that people's cats and dogs were vanishing. ui the 

Washington D.C. area Vietnamese cuisine was enjoying a great deal of popularity in an 

area with a large Vietnamese population as well as having numerous restaurants. Kalcik 

regards these two examples as "common processes involving food and groups of people" 

(37). The first example she sums up as "'strange people equals strange food'" and the 

second as "hot-so-strange food equais not-ço-strange people or perhaps, 'strange people 

but they sure can cook'" (ibid). These two processes are not necessady mutuaiiy 

exclusive. Bo& rnay occur, one following the other (although one assumes that if both 

do occur it wodd u s d l y  happen as hesitaîioo and then acceptance). 

Stories and nimours about their foreign ways of life and by impIication their 

values help place the strangers as the other and as well rnay provide a mirror for the 

dominant group to identify and reassert its own values and norms. Thus, "[m]igranîs 

mark the outer lirnits of group experience, they provide a point of contrast which gives 

the nom some scope and dimension" (Samp 1994: 103). These "incorners" may also 

provide another fûnction. Their unfamiliar actions reveal the range of behaviours and 

norms that are available or valid within the dominant group. 



me nom retains its validity ody if it is reguiarly used as 
a basis for judgement Each tirne a deviant act is punisha 
the authority of the nom is sharpened, the declaration is 
made where the bomdaries of the group are 10cafecL This is 
the way in which it cm be asserted how much diversity and 
variability cm be contained within the system before it loses 
its distinct structure. In short deviants and agencies of 
control are boundary-maintaining mechanisms. 
(Sanip 1994: 103) 

The pet eating stories, in this lighf cm be viewed as stories that highlighî how distant 

the newcomer stiU is, even if it is a neighbour. As suggested before, these stones alço 

highlight and r&rm indigenous values and noms. This 'message' is told not so much 

for the newcomers as it is for the long standing metnbers. 

The question I am interested in is why this popdar story (and its varknts) is 

about (the fear, anxiety and disgust about) what the other eats. We may pride ourselves 

on our humane treatment of animals and pets. We beiieve it reveals a lot about our 

attitudes in general. The immigrants are not eating other people but domestic pets, 

mimals  that are taboo to eat: "Pets.. . are mernbers of the family, thus not to be exploiteci 

as resources" (Abrahams 1984: 32). Animals we deem as pets are one of several 

categories of anirnals that Edmund Leach (1964) theorùed in terms of categories of 

distance fiom the self Abrahams elaborates M e r  upon those categorks dong the 

parameter of "eat or to be eaten byt' and by extension to what degree the animals we are 

able to consume and/or contend with us for resources (1984: 3 1). Pets are domesticated, 

often living inside the dwelling and with little or no chance of contending with us for 

our resources. Being "members of the familyn they are cleariy outside of the domain of 

animais that are deemed available for eating Other people, niends and family members 

Live inside a dwelling, sieep with us, share food with it, take photos of it, *ire for it and 



su forth. Thus, for some eating a family pet may even border on cannibalisrn, a major 

taboo. It would aiso seem to suggest that the very nature of theii humanity is king 

questioned It niggests that @ow and what people are) eating strikes at the core of their 

sociaiity. 

Taboos about what one eats and avoids are not aecesçan7y based upon some 

intrllisic ideas about the foodstuffs in general (such that what we deem edible 

encompasses a smdi part of what is available). As Mary Douglas argues in Pwiry and 

Danger (1966) concepts of what is fit to eat are d e t e e e d  arbitrarily and by extension 

what is not deemed edible ("filth") is what lies outside that ordering and classification. 

These are the "inappropriate elements" tbat have are syrnbolically powerful when they 

appear outside normal situations and that power exists because it is isolated and 

"potentially capable of inducing contagion and chaos" (Abrahams 1984: 30-1). In this 

case the "anomaly" that stands apart fkom the accepted noms is the suspected pet eating 

It becomes a powerfûl and effective symbol for roughiy 

transIatingl~culatin9/expressing the concems regarding the m g e n e s s  and possibly 

even potentiai dangers of the new anivais. 

Hearing and teiling the stories are a way of Iiterally invoking the stranger's 

culture. Whether they do or do not eat dogs and cats (or pets), the stories communicate 

(suggest) ideas about what 'they' accept or avoid, what is 'rightf and 'wrong' and so forth. 

These stories assists people in formufahng an idea of the Other's culture, one that is, in 

the end, foreign sounding and unusuai. These myths, nimours and tales reflect an almost 

automatic wariness in relating to newcomers. As such, it is not so much that the practice 

itself is especially abhorrent and at issue as much as that what seems to be the main 



communicative idea in the stones is saying something about the newcomen in contrast 

to the local or native population. 

There are a piethora of d a o  legends, and in similar 1% the ethnic jokes 

(stereotypes, conceptions of others or strangen): suspicious m g e r s  answering ads for 

pets; steaiing pets fiom homes; and also fears of eating domestic animais in restaurants 

(transgression of private, in public spaces, contamination/transgression of body purity by 

eating taboo animals) (see Bninvand 1984: 1 18- 127). A variation of the story has North 

Americans leaving home and travelling to other places. Other locations include Hong 

Kong and Southeast Asia but also uiclude Southern and Eastern Europe. Cn this case, the 

stories seem to be suggesting that people shouid be carefûl when they venture out into 

uafamiliar places and interact with unfmiliar people. Again the danger lies in wbat you 

might eat as eating is one of the primary "currencies of exchange of importance in 

cdture" and beîween cultures (Abrahams 1984: 2 1 ). 

Representatives of Somewhere Eise 

Eating at ethnic restaurants in the western context does not have to be a complex or 

complicated experience. For some they may not give it a singie thought to what they are 

eating, and how and why they came about eating i t  But it is this unawareness 

surrounding the act that constitutes to some extent "food colonialism." So for those 

consumers who enjoy eating ethnic foods and are cuncerned about eating ethicdy, then 

as Narayan suggests, they need to think about the "complex social and political 



implications of who produces and who eats such 'ethnic foods'" and not so much original 

contexts of where those f i  might have corne f?om ( 1995: 79). As outlined earfier, 

these matten are obviously not so ~~ghtforward, although they often have been treatd 

as such. They need to be problematized and ~uestioned In some cases they may 

represent a range of potentially harmful practices that reproduce social, political and 

economic inequities but they are also not completely that either. 

Thinking about these sorts of issues takes on more importance when one 

considers Narayan's pomt about those people who own the restaurants and live in the 

same communities as the rest of us: 

membes of ethnic immigrant communities, though tbey 
rnay wish to retain some aspects of their 'ethnic motsr, may 
aiso wish to be seen as  legïtimate memben of the cultural 
context they inhabit in the West, and not as a mere 
'representaîive of a foreign cdture sornewhere else.' (&id) 

Often eating at ethnic restaurantsi espeçially if it is perceived as a fom of tourim, one 

tends to think of the entire expen-ence as representing a littie bit of the foreign culture. 

The main person I spoke to at the C m y  Pot rnay be perceiveci based upon a p p m c e s  

or uninformed asmptions in a manner that wodd not retlect the fact that he was boni 

in AfXca, has ambitions beyond the restaurant business, considers himself a rnember of 

the London commlmity and evenhially wants to serve that community in some way. In 

other words, it tends make blanket assumptions and genedizations that overlook and 

negiect the variety of experiences, perspectives and relationships even within that ethnic 

Dlrring one conversation, without intending Ït, the fellow 1 was talking to briefiy 

rnentioned the issue of racism or situations where derogatory remarks came about du--ng 



his time in London working at the restaurant When 1 trïed to pursue Ï t  M e r  it was 

downplayed and he stresseci that overall he bad very few probierns of that nature. WhÏle 

ntcism or racist acts very rarety Stafaced in our various talks, it was always handled in 

the same marner. htiaily I found this somewhaî disappointing, as I thought this wodd 

be interesting to talk about and think about, although 1 did understand why someone 

might not want to talk about it. Later I realized that this had more to do with the fact 

that, lmlike myself, they Lived in London They were not merely visitors or encapsulated 

inside restaurants ody to serve food I beIieve this exemplifies Narayan's point that they 

wodd tike to be treated as members of their commun&, local, provincial and nationd (a 

feIiow at the Jewel of India while talking about bis experîence in Montreal offered bis 

thoughts about Quebec and the issue of separation). 

Similady, in a number of cases during the conversations 1 had with various 

infornianis, it wodd occur to me that I was speaking to people of a visible ethnic 

minority as a rnember of one as well. On a couple of occasions we shared some amies 

or reflections on wbat it is to be in k t  position Mer times, 1 found that I was making 

more of this fact than they were or they were interested in. In these conversations, the 

"Other" rneant "white" folks. Generally, "white" was an undifferentiated category that 

was the Other in relation to a meta-category that the Indian people 1 spoke to and I fitted 

into (as many ethnic minon'ty groups share the same radio and television stations where 

allotments of time are given to each group so that my mother will sometimes turn on the 

radio and wait for the Korean broadcast Iistening to the South East Asian-Hindi 

broadcast that precedes it as it Enishes up). But not king Indian 1 coutd have easily 

have ken  that "Other" mder different circmstances. Conceptualizing these various 



and cornplex relations in very basic and gross dyadic relationships (X-Y) was mostly 

done out of convenience or ease or perhaps reflects the basic ways in people generally 

tend to conceptualize the world to 'structure perception in terms of binary difference" 

(Giiman 1985: 24). Be that as it may, if we are to take into consideration the range and 

varïety of responses in cross-culturat relations, then the category of "white" has to be 

problematized Within that category, there are obviously many different ethnic groiips 

and socio-culhnal groupings. Finzhermore, Uiere is a range of  diEerent economic classes 

that divide any group even if it is simpiy concephialized as the 'have' and 'have-nots.' 

Quite often the relations between economic classes get subsumeci or lost or re-routed and 

re-drawn along ethnic divides 

AIso focusing the discussion solely between the "mainstream white" and "the 

e&c other" tends to keep an "overwhelming centrality" to this configuration as the only 

possibility (Narayan 1995: 79). Within diverse western conteAxts the relations between or 

within differing minore ethnïc groups are overfooked In other words, Iooking at this 

f?om the majority and minority relationship rnost of the focus has been 'vertical' 

exchanges and not enough aîkntion has ken paid to the realities and possibilities of 

more 'horizontal' relatiooships. (Similady, the category of  "white" may include some 

who rnay see themselves in that category. There have also k e n  codlicts between ethnic 

categories of "whites" such as Italians and ficau-Americans in New York City or 

Koreans and Afncan-Americans before and during the Los Angeles riots a number of 

years back) 

One informant from an Indian restaurant explaineci to me the problernatic 

relationship he has had with other rnemben of the hdian c o m m a  in London. Mainly 



he found that it was usually difficult in dealing with them precisely because they were of 

the same ethnicity. Problems often came about because of certain expectations about 

their relationship as restaurant owners and customers that were at odds with each other. 

Focusing primariiy on the relations between majonty "white" and minonty ethnic groups 

would not have taken into account the relationship between and within that minority 

ethnic group. It also would not consider the possibility of myself and rny role as an 

ethnic minority in these investigations and the "cornplex and often politically charged 

relationsbips between rnernbers of various etbnïc groups" (ibid- : 80). 

These foms of contingencies are part of the global reality of a postcolonial 

history. In the west, a p a s  present and future rooted migrations and movement 

throughout the world have brought together a convergence of people fiom disparaie 

corners of the world As a remit, this opens up various possibilities and permutations in 

now and in the friture. 

Envoi 

Where did we end up? We ended up in a different place than 1 had origindly planned. 

Along the way, dÏEerent factors and problems arose necessitatuig a more reflexive and 

immediate response on my part Fieldwork was more complicated and labour intensive 

than I had imagined and library research and theorizing proved more relevant than I 

expeaed. Conclusions and findiogs often stopped short of being fdly conciusive. 

fnstead 1 sornetimes encountered what 1 thought of as dead ends as weU as seeming 



avenues tbat were really on-ramps to rndti-lane highways. But these 'problems' were 

valuable in that situations where the expected did not occur were equally nuitFul. So we 

end up with a projecf by way of a broad range of related ideas and topics, that has 

hopefuily revealed something about the relationshîp between Lndian restaurants and the 

people involved with them and the city of London and its residents who are the 

restaurant patrons. This is a reiationship constituted by representations, images and 

stereotypes. We end up with a situation characteriwl by ethnic, racial and class 

distinctions, 

Having reached this point, I find myself rnusing about in what ways diis would 

have been different had I examined Korean restaurants and Korean identity rather than 

Indian. Forernost, I would have been deaiing with something closer, more personal, as 

the identity in question would have been my own. And this wodd have much aîtenuated 

and extended my evocation of the complex reiationship between the topics and issues. 

Furthemore, this wodd have dso problematized my position both as a researcher and as 

a member of the same ethnic group. 

Finally, pnor to starting the project, 1 looked at Stanley Barrett's Paradise, an 

ethnography of a small southwestern Ontario town. It dealt with the numerous changes 

that were occurring primarily in the make-up of its population over the last couple of 

decades. This analysis affecteci my view of London. Ofien I had to be careful that I \vas 

not confusing or mixing up elements of the two. In retrospect, my receptivity to the 

negative (and often depressing) details about the relationship between long tirne 

residents and newcomers expresseci in the ethnography was, at least, partially due to 

certain ideas and stereotypes that existed in my image of the city pnor to beginoing my 



shidy. But my amival in London was also not of the most auspicious kind (1 arriveci in 

London to find that the house I was to live in had been set on fire the night before). in 

the two years that followed, as a resident and shident, 1 have had to sort throogh and in 

some cases directly ded with the flurry of fluctuating ideas and images. I ended up 

being more sympathetic to the London 1 discovered than to the stereotype or 

preconceived image with which 1 began. 



Endnotes 

I Of course just because an individuai is of British descent, does not confer some sort of automatic statu. I 
am suggesting overall throughout this section that British and white are n a  monoIIchic categories and nor 
do they exmil the same access to power. Further? the production of an image in and of London (e-g wfiat 
the image realiy refiects. who is makirtg Ït, who is not inchrded in it)- Then iî seems tfrat the question of 
class arises. We wiI1 retum to many of these issues- 

' Moodiey (198 1) uses a "Canadian social hierarchy" d e l  that o r g e s  and distïnguishes the "four 
ethnic groups according to the options they face and the resources they command* in Canadian society: 
charter group eîhics, non-charter p u p  European immigrants, Th5d Wodd immigrantslvisible 
minorities, and native peopIe- 

There is some debate as to how e(hnicity a d o r  race relate to ckss. For a sample of fùrther disaissions 
on this issue see: Moodley 1 98 1; Dreidger 198 1, 1 989; Van d a  Berghe 1987. In my view, there is not 
reason to assume the dominant relation a priori. Moreuver, cIass and ethnicity may shift in importance 
over time. 

4 NonetheIess some geograp6idly peripherd areas are not -dly or economidly marginal. For 
example Byron which lies at the western edge of the city, has the fourth highest household incorne average 
- $75,000 - as well as a cornparably high percerrtage ofpost secondary &cation As well the area has 
one of the Iowest percentages of immigrarrts and households who speak neither French or English 

5 Listerring '94 relates a story in whicb this anxiety spedically focuses around some of the concerns 
expressed over how and to whom govemment social w e l k e  is giveri, A television news stoq regarding a 
Vietnarnese girl who was found murdered mentionmi t h  she was o n  welfare during the time she was in 
London. ApparentIy &er the story was aired, the station as weJJ as another govermental office received 
cdIs fkom people wanting to h o w  why she was receiving weKare. This story seems to tap into the 
common conceru that immigrants are taking away and/or taking advamage of opportunities firom residents, 
especially during difiaAt economic rimes. 

6 In the quote fiom Clifford, the means of transport he uses as examples are fairiy exotic, Unpfying other 
more exotic places that require such means. CIifford, not entireiy consistently, critiques the traditionai 
idea of the field as  a fataway place in the sarne essay. 

7 In Hutnyk's Rumors of Caïcutta he examines the various tropes and discourses used by foreign 
traveIIers, writers, and filmmakers in their encounter with india and the city of Calçutta 

Warde ( 1994: 89 1) says about consumptïon studies: "Almon ail recent accoimu of consum ption 
exaggerate the part that estabIishing self identity piays in the activity.. , .The idea tkü identity-vaiue has 
entireIy supplanted use-value and exchange-value as considerations in CoIlSumer decision making seems to 
me misjudged" (ibid.). 

9 It could be argued that "ttiey" get paid and while this is important I would imagine the counter argument 
goes that while they do get paid, bigger and nastier corporations can take those sarne 'things' 
decontexnialize and comrnodiS. and sel1 'then' again, back to us. 

'O Sweet and sour chicken bdls is a Eiirly common item in many Chinese restaurants especialIy in take 
out places or restaurants in Iess urbane or cosrnopolitan coaexts. But this dish does not really exist 
outside of North American representations of Chinese cuisine. Yet for many, that dish may typ@ or 
represent Chinese cuisine just as mch as the idea umt the typicd North Amerkm diets consists mostIy of 
hamburgers, steaks and soda pop. 



I I  Also other counter-cuhure or alternative -al movements and the corresponderit views and habits of 
eating and food production; For a brief o v e ~ e w  see Menneil, Murcott and van Otterloo 1 m: 42-7. 

12 Afthough recenîIy immigration h m  Hong Kong has brwght over relativeIy w d h y  migrants 
establishing tbeir own predominantly Chinese, large scaie business complexes. 
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